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ABSTRACT

E'JALUATION OF THE ACTUARIAL STRUCTURE OF
THE CROP INSURANCE PROGRAM IN CANADA

by

Shih-Ping Sun

Crop insurance has provided a systematic way

of dealing with variable crop yields and unpredictable

crop losses for those farmers who have purehased crop
j.nsurance. However, the insured farmer has to pay a

premium for the entitlement of indemnity in the event

of crop loss. The institution which underwrites crop

insurance has to charge premiums in order to recoup

the cost of operating the scheme.. Although crop insurance

programs iln Canada and most other countries are subsidized

by governments, these programs generally proceed with

the goal that they can be carried out under the basis of

self-sustaining growth over the long-run. Fulfillment
of tl¡ese prortisions necess'itates an accurate premium

rate schedule, not only to ensure the financial viability
of the crop insurance program but also to satisfy the

demand for the program from the insureds' standpoint.

The basic purpose of this study, therefore, is

to develop an actuarial structure for establishing a

premium rate sched.ule for the operation of a crop insurar¡ce

scheme. More specific objectives of this study ares
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iii
(1 ) to explore the nature of the demand for and the supply

of crop insurance with particular reference to the need

for an accura'rely estirnated inEuranee premiun¡ (2') to
establish the theoretical base for setting a crop insurance

premium as well as to evaluate the actuarial structures
of current crop insurance programs by examining their
statj.stical properties and problems, and their economic

foundations and implications ¡ (3) to reconmend a ¡nodel

for estimating the j.nsurance premium and to establish
an experience rating system for the crop insurance scheme.

lhe crop i.nsurance. scheme is an actuarially based

program. In'principle, it is supposed to be self-sustaining,
i.ê. r pure premiums are calculated in such a way that
total premiums collected should equal total indemnities

paid over a long-run period. Oenerally, the appropriate

data required for estimating the insurance premium are

the actual yield data collected on the individual farm.

Instead, aggregate averages for yield data are used.

It is further assumed that the crop yietd data are normally

distributed.
The results of this study indicate that the

distribution of crop yields nay be of any kind; a normal

distribution may occur as a special case. What seems

to be needed is a general estimation method which has

the capability of taking into account any case that nay

arise in practi.ce. Pearson distributions, which permit an
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estimate of the probabiríty distribution without specifying
the algebraic form of the distribution prior to the
estir¡ration process, are used in this study to meet

the,need. I.¿ has been for.¡r¡d that.the estínated pearsen

distribution can represent the observed, dístribution
of crop yielrts better than a normar distribution. rhis
resuit implies that using an,estimated pearson distribution
the premÍum rate for crop insurance courd be more accuratery
determined than by using a normal d.istribution.

rn most of the currently operating crop insurance
programs, the pnemiurn rate_ is. charged on an area basis,
There are deficiences which rnay result from using a singre
class rate for insurance of farmers who actuarry have

different risks in connection with their qrop prod.uctions¡
An experience rating system is d.everoped. in this stud.y

to reallocate the indemnity costs of the program among

the insured farmers according to individuar farmers,
performance. The experience rating system considers
not only the frequenc.ies of the indemnity craims but
also the levere of actual nealized yields on the individual
farms. It offers a discount or charges a penalty as well
as adjusts the insurance coverage. Furthermore, determination
of the experience rating table is based upon proper
revision of the clistribution in the light of additional
data about the farmer(s) in question.

A number of poricy implications d,ue to the resurts
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are noted. The most significant implication is that
crop insurance increases the farmer's ability to withstand

unfavorabLe economic outeomes resulting from severe

reduction in crop yield, thus allowing the farrner to
make better prans for his farm business without the threat
of bankrupting the farn r¡nit due to large loss. However,

crop insurance enables the irsured farmer to gain the

maximum level of return for a given resource input only

when the premj-um rate ís equal to expected indemnity

for the individual farmer. Another irnplication. of the

findings is useful for farrn planning¡ that is, a decision

for ¡naximizing profit and minimizing risk must be based

not only on expected yields and variance but also skewness

and kurtosis of, the yields as weIl. A production decision

based only on the first two measures of the risk concerned

is inadequate. Farmers cannot depend on the long-run

average yield oceurring each year, they must take account

of the uncertainty they face not only inì.f,srms of variance,

but also in,'¿sn¡1s of skewness anrd peakness in the yield
distributiono
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CHAPTER I

RATIONALE OF IHE STUDY

Agriculture faces a two-fold uncertainty¡ one

arising from price-instability and the other arÍsing
out of yield uncertainty. Widespread crop losses
generalry create severe hardships not only for farmers

but for the entire rural community and the whole economy.

Yearly fluctuations in the yield of the major grain
crops are the chief source of many uncertainties in
farm planning. This affects j_nvestment practices,
particularly decisions concerning land, machinery,

fertilizer use, and seLection of enterprise combinations.

uncertainty breeds inefficient use of resources. rt
prevents farmers from obtaining maxirnun prod,uct from

given resources and inhibits prod,uction at minimum

cost for a given level of output, This study therefore
focuses attention on the conseqì¡ences of yield uncertainty,
Particularry, it centered on some quantitative aspects

of crop insurance schemes.

L1. Crop Insurance and the Canadian program

Crop insurance is considered as a precautionary

measure which can be used by farrners to stabilize their
income against crop fairure which is due to adverse
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weather, or to related physical crop conditions beyond

their control. Basically, there are three categories

cf crop insurance; namely, a}l-risk crop insurance,

area yield insurance, and weather crop insurance.

The three categories can be distinguished by the nethods

used for calculating premÍ.ums and indemnities. In this
study crop insurance refers to all-risk crop insurancen

For area yield insurance, premiums and indemnities

are based upon the yield attained from an arear Indennities

are paid to any insured farmer in any year in which

the average area yield for the year falls below a specified

l-eve1 (tne level may be defined as some percentage of

the long-run average yield for the area). Premium rates

are based upon the estimated amount of indemnities payable

under eâch of the indemnity options. The program executed

under the Prairie Farm Assistance Act is quite similar

to area yield j.nsurance. "The Ìegislation provides

for a Iev¡r of one percent on all grain rnarketed through

the Canadian Wheat Board to help cover indemnities paid

to farmers under the program, .... . The basis for
pa¡rment is the average yield of wheat in a given block

1or township."'

For weather crop insurance, premiums and indemnitles

are based upon weather records of the locality in which

lFederal Task Force on Agriculture, Canadian
Agriculture in Seventies (Ottawa¡ Queen's Printer,ffi.
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insurance is sold. Indemnities are paid to any insured

farmer in any year in which the weather, in terms of
some measurable criteria, is beyond certain l-imits of
tolerancen Factors such as rainfall, temperature,

evaporation, and hail are generally included ín the

forrnula which is used to deterniine when the indemnity

should be paid.z Premium rates are based. upon the

estimated amount of indemnities payable under each of
the indemnity options.

For a1l-risk crop insurance a base-yieId is
established for each farm--such as the average yield
over 2J years for a well defined ^r"^,3 Insurance is
offered to cover some specified percentage of the base-

yield. In Canada, as the Crop Insurance Act statesr

"the amot¡nt of the insurance to be effected on any crop

in any area- or any farm in any area, shall not exceed

80 percent of the average yield. of the crop in the area

or on the farm whichever is the greater."4 If the

actual yield in any year falls below the insured yield,
an indemnity which is equal to the difference between

?H.G. I{a1crow, "Actuaria} Structures for Crop
Lgþg.Insurancer" Journal of Farm Economicst 3!¿422n

3Uanitoba Crop Insurance Corporation,
Report. (vJinnipeg: The Corporation, 1969), pr

þE"ono*ics Branch, Canad.a Department
Asricultu

Tenth Annual

-

of Agriculture,
, Publication
24.t9 (Ottawa:

islation. C 6
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the insured yield and the actual yield is payable to the

insured farmer. Premium rates are based on prob.abilities

of crop yields falling below the insured levels.

Attempts to provide crop insurance as a systematic

protection against the uncertainty of crop yields for
farmers have been made in Ganada since the early 1920's.

A private company was encouraged to enter the crop

insurance business in Western Canada during the 1p20's

but it withdrew from the field after a short lived and

costly experien"".5 This failure ind.uced several

feasibility studies mainly done by governments, on the

subject of all-risk crop irr"rr".rr"".6 Every study

recommended provision of crop insurance to all- Canadian

farmers. As a result, the Canadian Parliament passed

the Crop Insurance Act on JuIy 18, L959. This Act

enables the Minister of Agriculture to enter into

agreements with the provinces, whereby the federa]

government contributes 50 percent of the administrative

costs and 2J percent of the premium incurred in the

operation of crop i-nsurance sche*es"7 In addition,

5Federal Task Force on Agriculture, oPo cit., p. 38g,
6Manitoba Crop Insurance Committee, Crop Insurange

iLlenitqþA (Winnipeg: Economic Survey Board, Province of
ManlrtõEa, i'940), anã Roya1 Commission ôn Agriculture and
Rural Life, Province of Saskatchewano @(Regina: Queen's Printer, L956) 

"

?Economics Branch, Canada Department of Agriculture'
op. cit., po 2l+.
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there was provision for federal loans to the provinces

in years when indemnities exceeded the reserves available

for paying cJ.aims. In 1964, an amendmEnt ts the Aet

provided thatr âs an alternative to loans, the federal
government rnight reinsure part of the provincial risk
.involved in an approved crop insurance p1an. Since

1,960, eight provinces have provided crop insurance

plans for their farmers; they are Manitoba (L960),

Saskatchewan (t96t), Prince Edward Island (t962), Alberta

ß965), ontario (t966), British Cotumbia (tg6Z), Quebec

(f968), and Nova Scotia (tg69), There were 89 crop

insurance plans avaíIable to farmers and 116r326 farmers

had purchased crop insurance in 1 g?t.8 Crop insurance

administrators continually strive to improve the terms

and conditions of crop insurance contracts to meet

the needs of farmers in various areas.

8A d"t"iled list of the crop insurance plans
available in Canada may be found in Canada Depaitmentof Agriculture, Annual Re of the Minis er the

wa3 The Department,

decreases in participation were in the provinces of
Quebec, Alberta, and Saskatchewan. The Wheat Inventory
Reduction Program instituted in 1pfO and carried throuþh
to L97t with the introduction of the Grassland Incentiüe
Program may account for decreases in participation in
Alberta and Saskatchewan where wheat is the main crop.
Participation was down in Quebec because of administiative
difficulties, in particular the delay in paying indemnities,
which caused many farmers to misunderstand and-reject
the progrâm¡ However:, the farmers participating in L9?L
only constitute about 18 to 2Il percènt of the potential
users of the crop j.nsurance progran.
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Crop insurance has provided a systematic way

of dealing with variable crop yields and. unpred.ictable

crop losses for those farmers who have purchased crop

insurance¡ it permits the insured farrner to protect

himself against serious financial loss due to natural
hazards over which he has little or no control.
Furthermore, crop insurance reduces the impact:of

wj"despread crop losses on the rural community. lo
this extent, most business associated with agriculture
would benefit from the progf,ême

T,2. Problems and Objectives

Crop insurance is not a free good. The insured

farmer has to pay a premium for the entitlement of

indemnity in the event of crop loss. The institution
which underwrites crop insurance has to charge prenriums

in order to recoup the cost of operating the scheme

and to make profits. In other words, insurance premiums

play a very important role in the market for crop

insurance. An insurance premium is a "price,' which,

when given the other relevant demand and supply forces,

may or may not equalize the quantity of insurance demanded

and the quantity suppli.ed. Although crop insuranee

programs in Canada and most other countri,es are subsidized

by governments, these programs generally proceed with
the expectation that they can be carried out under

the basis of self-sustaining growth over a period of



otime.' Fulfillment of these provisions necessitates

a sound statistical base for estimating the premium

rate, not only to ensure the financial viability of
the crop insurance program but also to satisfy the

demand for the program from the insureds' standpoint.

I,2,t, Premium Determination and Present Premises

The crop insurance program is an actuarially
based program. In principle, it is supposed to be

self-sustaining. The premiums paid by farmers should

bear a close relationship to the risk involved and the

level of coverage serected. Pure premiums are calculated
for each homogeneous group as well as for each crop

in such a way that total prerniums collected, should

equal totaL indemnities paid, over a long-run period..10

fhe foundation on which a sound crop j.nsurance program

rests is explained in the subsequent discussion - one

of the basic issues is the determination of a pure

premium rate schedule. The statisticar base for determining

9¡vtanitoba Crop Insurance Corporation, op. cit. ¡pr tt and The Crop Insurance Commission of Ontario, Third
Annual Report, Fiscal Year Ended March j1, 1,969 (toiõiffir
Ontario Department of Agriculture and Food, t969), pr 4.

1oPrr"" premium, unlike gross premium, excludes
other costs incurred in the operation of a crop insurance
program. It is a matter of policy, which is not examinedin this study, whether the other costs should be paid
out of gross premiums or be paid by governrnents. Thelatter is assumed but this assumption does not appear
as a necessary condition in the analysis.
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such a schedule is described below with the following
notations being used in the statistical specifications

P

c

x

r(x)and

(r)

= âilDüâl pure premium rate (bushels/acre),

insured yield (bushels/aere),

crop yield (bushels/acre), a random variable,
probability density function of crop yields.

Theoretically, the annual pure premium rate
per acre to be paid by farmers should be equal to the

expected annual loss cost per acre, i.e., E( c - x; x<c ),
to the j.nsurance agency. For each particular acre of
land, a loss cost occurs when the actual yield falls
below the level of protection provided or insured yield,
i,€. ¡ x < c. The formula for calculating the premium

rate is

P=E(c-xix<c)
(c

= \ tc-x)f(x)dx.io
fhe level of insured yield is usually calculated as

a percentage of the average yield specified by the

insurance agency or by government policy decisions.ll
Equation (f ) implies that the premium rate can be determined

11ttr Lg66, the Crop Insurance Act was amend.ed,to allow more flexibility in the provisions of crop
insurance plans. One of the amendments is to raisè
the limit of coverage from 60 percent of the average
yield_ to B0 percent. Canada Department of Agriculture,
Annual Reportr op. cit., p. Z.
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if the probability density function of crop yields, f(x),
is known. However, the ac.tual probability distribution
cf crop yields is unknown. The cruciar factor determining

the pure premium rate is how to estinate the probability
distribution of crop yields. Generally, the insurance

contract is made with the individuar farmer. consequentry,

the appropriate data required for estimating the distri-
bution of crop yierds is the actuar yield d.ata co[ected,
on the individual farm. However, a series of yield
data for each individual farm is not avairable. rnstead,

aggregate (district or area) averages for yield data

are used. This assumes that different farms in a homogeneous

region, usually crassified .in aecord,ance with soil fertility,
topography, and the history of crop production, have

not only the same productivity but arso the sane yield
variability as the average for crop yields for an area

over a period of years. It is further assumed that
the crop yield data are normally distributed. These

simplifications are currently employed by most crop
j.nsurance programs for the purpose of d,etermining the
premium rate schedule.

i..2,2, Problems

It rnay be noted that the characteristics of
a farm unit, the nature of its organization, a¡rd the

quality of the farmer's management ability affect not
only the lever of expected yierd but arso the variabirity
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of crop yields. Farmers within a homogeneous area

may not have the same probabiLity distribution of crop.

y.ields. Further, the actual probability distribution
of crop yields can be of an¡r type; the normal dístribution
may occur only as a special case. Problems caused,

by the simplifying assumptions used in determining

the premium rate are briefly discussed below.

(a) normal distributionr Suppose g(x) is the

estimated normal distribution of crop yields, then prrr

where

(2) Pn=[(c-x)s(x)¿x

is the premium rate according to the estimated normal

distribution. If Pn is greater than P, as defined

earlier in equation (1), the farmers would find that
the current premium rate is too costly for them to

subscribe to crop insurance. Conversely, if the premium

rate according to the normal distribution¡ i.ê.¡ Pn,

is less than the premium rate according to the actual
yield distribution¡ Í-.ê. ¡ P, then the crop insurance

authority will find that the program cannot balance

the premiums received and the indemnities paid.

(U) heterogeneous distribution¡ 0n the other

hand, the probability distributions of crop yields
are unlikely to be the same for all members of a group

of farmers in an ârêâr lhe premium rate calculated
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using the same probability distribution of crop yields
for the group may result in a greater or a lesser prernium

(for an individual farmer) than his expected indemnity.

In the case of the premiurn being relatively higher than

the expected indemnity, the farmer will naturally not

subscribe to j-nsurance for protection. Consequently,

the crop insurance program will fail to attract a large

majority of farmers, especially the low-risk farmers

who make less indemnity claims. Only farmers with

better than average expectations of collecting índemnity

would be attracted to such a program, As a result,
the administrators of the program would soon find that
farmers who had frequently claimed indemnities would

stay in the program while other farmers who had, never

claimed any indemnity would gradually drop out. The

crop insurance program would have problems due to lack

of participants and/or inability to become financiatly
self-supporting.

(c) aggregate distribution¡ In determining

premium rates, problems may also arise concerning the

use of average crop yields for an area. For example,

if half the farmers in the rating area consistently
get below-average yields and the other half get above-

average yields, then an insurance program using an aggregate

distribution for calculating the insured yield will
be relatively more attractive to those with lower yieId,s,
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but not to others. such a program is inherentry destined
to reach only half of the potential market, 0n the
other hand, farmers are exposed to a far greater uncertainty
than average yierds for an area wourd. impry. Therefore,
if the variance in the area average is used as an estinate
of the variance in yierd on an individual farm, the
variability in yields that will be experj.enced on each

farm will be underestimated. rf the variabirity of
crop yield is underestimated, the premium rate will
be underestimated. The administrators of the program

will then find that the indemnities paid cannot balance

the premiums received. fhe inabiÌity to become a financially
serf-sustaÍning program in the rong-run is obviousry
irnplied.

From an admj-nistrator, s point of view, it may

be argued that a biased premium rate can be simply

adjusted upward or downward according to actuar experience.

It could also be argued that there has been a lack of
theoreticaL for.¡ndation for determining the size of
adjustment which could resurt in frequent adjustments

being made to the premium rate, suggesting perhaps

that the insurance scheme was structurally faulty or
chaotic. Farmers might l-ose confid,ence in the scheme

and hesitate to subscribe to insurance for protection,
and the administrator might have difficurty in managing

the scheme"
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From an economic point of view, an actuarially

unsound crop insurance program may also have adverse

effects on the pattern and efficiency of resource use,

i.ê., a pronounced change may take place in plans for
the farm. The effects on resource use may depend upon

the relationship between the farrner's expected indemnity

and the required premium pa¡rment. In the case of the
expected indemnity being higher than the premium payment,

insured farmers may restrict resource use to the r-ever

necessary to quarify for insurance which he would otherwise

handle differentry. 0n the other hand, since the expected

loss is larger than the premium, the cost of uncertainty
i-nherent in the yield variability is substituted for
a lesser amount of regular premium pa¡ment. Therefore,

the farmer would have a net gain through subscribing
to crop insurance. lhis may be viewed, as a downward,

shift in the expected average cost curve. crop insurance

wourd then become a program which subsidized farmers

operating on uneconomic units. rt may also be criticized,
for inducing inefficiency of resource üsê¡ rn the case

of the expected indemnity being lower than the premir.rm

payment, the farmer is better off choosing to stay
out of the ínsurance, Under such a premium indemnity

schedule, the use of crop insurance for precaution

against uncertainty becomes a real cost to the farm.

lhe additionar cost, equar to the difference between
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the expected indemnity and the premium paymento cause

a rise in the average cost curve, Although the shift
in the average cost curve does not affect the optimura

input combinations for producing a given output, it
will have effects on the profitability of producing

that product. A different pattern of resource allocation
compared to that used without crop insurance may have

to be introduced. For example, farmers may shift his
resources towards uninsured activities¡ êrg' Iivestock.

f ,2,3, 0b jectives

In recent years, a number of research efforts
have been devoted to the subject of crop insurancen

However, those projects have approached crop i.nsurance

from either an institutional or a farmer's viewpoint.

They have attempted to suggest changes in the crop

insurance program to provide an adequate coverage or

to introduce the best insurance strategies for farmers.l2

However, very little has been done on examining the

actuarial structure of a crop insurance program toward

establishing a so¡rnd insurance premS.um indemnity schedule.

A study from this approach would assist the insurance

l2Great Flains Agricultural Council, Crop Insurance
in the Great Plains, Montana Agricultural Experiment
stationr Burretin 6t?. (Bozeman¡ Montana state university,
t96?) ! and G.A. _smithr -E.L e, and R.S. Smith,h'Risk Production'
.E. Res.7"-t ca¡ ueparrmen

Economics, Cornell University, L9?2).
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agency to achieve the goal of being self-sustaining

over the long-nrnr âs well as helping farmers and the

eeonomy as a whole to attain the rnost efficient use of

resources. [he present study bui]-ds on the preceding

criticisms of a hypothetical actuarially unsound crop

insurance program by ad,dress.ing itself to the following

questions:

Is there a demand for crop insurance? What

are the motivations or behavior reactions

leading farmers to participate in a crop

insurance program? Is there any economic

advantage in favor of crop insurance? Under

what conditions can the economic advantage

be realized? What is the nature of the supply

of crop insurance? Is the supply restricted
by financíal viability? What is the theoretical

basis supporting crop insurance as a self-
sustaining program?

What is the theory suggesting that crop insurance

premium determination should be based upon

the actual distribution of crop yields of each

individual farm? Do crop .yields obey a specific

d.istribution? Is it possible to estimate the

actuaL distribution instead of assuming that

crop yields are normally distributed?
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Under the present.' situation where a series of
years of crop yield data of each individuat
farrn are not available, is there a conslstent
approach that may be adopted for ad,justing

the premium based upon an aggregate yield
distribution (estimated from district or area

average data) to the premium based upon the

fa¡rner' s individual yield distribution?

I,3, Hypotheses

Three hypotheses emerging from the previous

discussi.on form the subject natter of the present study.
these are stated below! '

First, the demand for and the supply of crop

insurance do exj-st. rnsurance premium prays an important
role in the market mechanism of crop insurance affecting
buyers.!: motivation to subscribe to insurance as werl
as supplier's financial viability of operating crop

insurance. Although crop insurance programs in most

countries are operated and subsidized by governments,

an wrbiased premium is still cruciar in terms of efficient
use of resources and benefits to the economy.

Second, an actu¿ria11y sound crop insurance

program is one in which prernium rate deternination
is based upon the probability distribution of crop

yields. Since the true probability distribution of
erop yields is unknown, the alternative is a better ,
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estimated distribution of crop yields. Under this condition,
the crop insurance program administrators are able to assess

the actual loss probability of the reduction in crop yie1d.

Therefore, the premium rate can be more accurately estimated,

than by any other method.

Third, aggregate yield data (compiled from a

district or a risk area), currently used for deterrnining

the insurance premium indemnity schedule, are not

appropriate for estimating the crop yield distribution,
Farmers in a homogeneous region do not necessary conform

to the same crop yield distribution. More specifically,
the influence of individual factors, such as the fann

marrager's ability and performance on the yield distribution
cannot be neglected. Under the present situation, yield
data collected from an indívidual farm are not adequate

for estimating an individual yield distribution. An

aggregate distribution which is estimated from the area

average d.ata has to be used in calculating the premium

rate in the initial stage of an insurance programr However,

.subject to the qualifications mentioned earlier, an

experience rating system, which adjusts the premium

indemnity schedule actually effected on the individual
insured farmer, should be established,

I.4. Assumptions

The present study is based upon the following

assumptions r
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(a) A farmer's production response involves

the utility choice between the degree of

uncertainty and the level of expected return.
(b) The crop yield d.istribution can be estinated,

statistically.
The implications of these assumptions are discussed

below.

Crop production Ís subject to a variation in
yield. Given an individual's psychologicat makeup

and capital position, the optimum production plan depends

not only upon the leveI of expected return but also

upon the likely deviation from the expectation. The

fear of suffering liquidation of the farm unit due

to }arge losses j.nduces an intermediate end of striving
for security in the short-run planning perspective.

The introduction of a production procedure with higher

expected. returns involves trading off the higher expected

return against extra uncertainty. Therefore, individual
farmers must choose among alternatives between the

level of expected return and the degree of uncertainty,
and the indifference curves slope upward as shown in
Figure 1. Insurance changes the future uncertainty
of low yields into risk. Variability phenomena can

be incorporated into the cost. Therefore, farmers

are able to use their rimited resources more efficiently,
whereas und,er uncertainty they would obtain either
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a less-than-maximum return or a greater-than-minirnum

cost for given resource inputs, lhe demand for crop

insurance may be derived fron a need to guarantee a

minimr¡m level of return from crop production and/or to
increase the farrner's abitity to withstand unfavorable

economic conditions.

The second assumption implies that the variability
in crop yields is one which has some uniformity of

behavS,or', so that it is possible to measure and estimate

the probabílity of }oss in the future. thereforeo it
becomes feasible to supply crop insurance. However,

such uniformity of behavior can only be established

when sufficient d.ata have been collected concerning

the u¡ssrtainty in question.

L.J. Organization of the Study

fhis study is organized as follows"

Chapter II focuses attention on the economic

degree of uncertainty

Indifference Ourves Indicating
Substitution between Expected
Return and Uncertainty.

Ë
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Figure 1.
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aspects of a crop insurance program which considers

the premium rate to be the most important fac.tor affeet.ing

both the supply of and the demand for the program.

After discussing the risk and uncertainty phenomena

in crop yields, the applicability of the theory of risk
to a crop insurance program is examj.ned. This chapter

is further used to establish the actuarial requirement

for a financially self-sustaining crop insurance program

with a comment on the current government subsidy. It
also establishes the motivations for farmers to participate

in the program, i,ê.r why there is a demand for crop

insurance. Finally, it eLaborates on the necessity

of having an accurate estimate of the insurance premium

and the economic implications of a biased premium on

resource a1locati.on.

Chapter III examines the statistical base for
a crop insurance program. First, it establishes the

theory suggesting the use of crop yield distribution
for crop insurance premium nate determination and explains

the supposition of the studyl i.ê.¡ crop yield distribution
is not restricted to a specific type, This inplies

that for the purpose of examining an unknown distribution,
a general estimation method is needed to take account

of any case that may arise in practice. this chapter

further prortides a review of the existing statistical
bases of various crop insurance programs. The statistical
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properties, problems, economic' foundations, and

implications of these statistical bases are examined.

Finally, Pearson distributions which permit an estimate

of the proþabilty distribution without specifying the

algebraic form of the distribution prior to the estimation

process are introduced. The implications of using

Pearson distributions in crop insurance premium rate

determination are also discussed in this chapter.

In Chapter IV, Pearson distributions are applied

to wheat yield data of 14 crop districts of the Province

of Manitoba to show tha-t crop yield distribution can

be of any type. lhe estimated Pearson distributions
are compared. with the estimated, nornal distribut5.ons,

and are tested statistically as weII. Finally, the

differences in premium rates based on the estimated

Pearson distribution and the norrnal distribution are

examined.

Chapter V stresses the indiv.idual approach in

the development of crop j.nsurance program. It deals

with the influence of individual factors on the crop

yield distribution of a particular farm unit. It also

illustrates the theoretical background of establishing

an experience rating system and the shortcomings of
existing methods. An appropriate and consi.stent approach

is suggested in the final section of this chapter.

Suggestions and implications of this study
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are stated in the final chapter.

Data collected exclusively from the Province

of Manitoba are used in the following analyses. However,

the methodolog¡¡ used ar¡d the implications derived from

the analyses have general applicability to crop insurance

programs in any country.



CHAPTER II

rHE ECONOMIC FOI]NDATION OF A CROP INSURANCE
PROGRAM

Crop insurance is not a free good. Insured

farmers have to pay a premium to be entitled to an

indemnity in the event of crop loss. The institution
which underwrites crop insurance has to charge a premium

in order to recoup the cost of operating the scheme

and to make economic profit. In other words, the insurance

premium plays a very important role in the crgp insurance

market. Although crop insurance programs in Canada

and nost other countries are being operated and subsidized

by governmentsr the inherent economic significance of

the insurance premium remains unchanged. Crop insurance

programs generally proceed with the expectation that
they can attract a large number of farmers to participate
in the program and be carried out under the basis of
self-sustaining growth in the long-run. In order to
fulfilI these provisions, it necessitates a sound premium

indemnity schedule for operating the crop insurance

program. This chapter deals with the economic aspects

of a crop insurance program by examining the theoretical
for¡ndation of the program and the implications of the

insurance premium on the supply of and demand for the

programc Finally, it discusses the effects of crop

-23-
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insurance on resource allocation with reference to

the need for an accurately estimated insurance premium"

II.1. Supply of Crop Insurance

From the functional standpoint, insurance is

a social d,evice whereby the uncertainties of individuals

are combined in a group¡ small periodic premium contri-

butions by the insured provide a fund out of which

those who suffer losses may be reimbursed. Howevert

insurance is possible only when the variability of the

event concerned is measurable, and when the loss event

is one over which the insured has only limited control.

Furtherr¡ore, an insurance scheme involves mutuallty.

In the long-run the cost of i.nsurance must be paid

out of the premir¡m collected, so that policyholders

are themselves financing the cost of their insurance.

Crop insurance is an application of the theories of

risk and insurance to provide farmers with a form of

systematic protection against yield uncertainty. The

applicability of those theories to a crop únsurance

program and their implications on the determination of an

insurance premium are discussed below.

II.1.1. Risk, Uncertainty, and Crop Insurance

Following F. I(nightr13 rislc and uncertainty

13F.H. I(nrightr Risk, UncertailrtY and=Bfofit
(Boston: Houghton ¡ttifttln Cõmpany, t92L)' P,233.
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are distinguished. as two d.ifferent phenom€nâ¡ Risk
refers to situations where parameters (such as mean,

variance, and other higher order moments) of the probability
distribution of outcomes are known (either through
calculation a priori .or from statistics of past experience).
rn other words, the variability of the outcomes can

be measured empirically or quantitatively. uncertaintv,
on the other hand, refers to those situations in which

the parametérs of the probability distribution of outcomes

cannot be empirically or quantitatively determined..

îime involved in crop production precludes perfect
forecasting of yierd. Decision-making must take prace

in an environment of either uncertainty or risk. This
arises because the crop farmer must formurate an expectation
of the future yield as the basis for his prod.uction

plar¡ but there is no way by which the expectation can

be verified quantitatively in the planning stage.
rn any given year actual rearized yield may be higher
or lower than the expected yield¡ actual yield will
seldom be equal to expected. Illoreover, the fact that
the actuar yÍeld is higher or lower than the expected.

yield in one year has tittle or no effect on the likery
outcome in the folrowing year. since no essential
relationship can be established between subsequent

yierd observations, the $ear-to-year fluctuation in
crop yields may therefore be considered as randomly
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distributed over time in the manner of a stochastic

variable. Even if the distribution of crop yields
is r¡nknown a priori, it is possible to estimate the

probability distribution enpirically by gathering a
number of observations. The law of large numbers

further ensures that the reliance to be placed upon

the estimated distribution is increased when the number

of observations increase".l&
[he above discussion suggests that the yield

outcome, x, in a single year, which cannot be predicted

without error, is an uncertainty phenomenon. However,

risk is present when the probability distribution of

yields, f(x), is established over a period of years.

When the probability distribution of the yield outcornes

is known, it is possible to estimate the number of

years in which the yield will falI in each yield interval.
If crop loss'is defined as occurring when the yield

falls below a specifi.ed level, c¡ then, g5.ven the yield
distribution, the annual average loss per acre, xL,

can be estimated as the mathematical expectation of

the yield beLow that Level¡ i.ê. r

(3) E( c - x; x<c )
1

By cumulating an amount equal to the annual average

1þ!.I. Feller, An ïntroduction to Pr
and lts eppiicationé,

3-263.
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Ioss each year, the farmer should be able to average

out the financial dísaster resulting from a severe

reduction in yield.
However, farrner in most eountries lack economic

means and resources, and cannot make plans depending

upon the mathematical expectation which rnay only be

realized over an extended period. The possibility
of bankruptcy of a farm unit due to uncertain crop

loss in the earlier establishing stage still exists.
One way to get around the problem is to transfer the

risk to another party with a strong financial capability
of absorbing the ultimate outcome. Insurance is based

upon the idea of providing an institution to accept

the transfer of risk. By contributing an amount equal

to the annual average loss cost to the insurance company,

it is possibLe for a¡¡ individual farrner to distribute
uncertain large crop losses over time.

the transfer of personal risk is one element

of j.nsurance. However, the insurance is completed,

only where many individual risks are combined. An

insurance scheme involving 'ût{o farmers would be litt1e
better than each individual taking care of his own

risk personally. In other words, it is necessary for
the insurance scheme to attract a large number of partit,
cipants. Und.er such a scheme, uncertain losses of

individuals are combined into a group; smal-l regular

premiurn contributions by the i.nsured population provide
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a fund. out of which those who suffer losses may be

reimbursed. The incidence_of loss is broad-based through

insurance so that even the impacts of the heaviest loss

upon an individual insured. can be easily absorbed by

the ínsured group as a whole. However, attention must

be drawn to the function of insurance in connection with

the distribution. of losses over the insured group. That

the insured in the long-rtur ¡iay for all the losses is
undoubtly true, but the distribution of losses is only

an indirect resuLt of the insurance.

The above discussion leads to the following

conclusionsr The variability of crop yields may be

viewed as a risk phenomenon in the long-run, and

therefore, crop insurance is possible. Furthermore,

it is necessary to the insurance company that a sufficient
number of the farmers subscribe to insurance. In order

to recoup the cost of operating the programe the insurance

agency has to estimate the indemnity claims and charge

insurance premiums to the insured farmers. In other

words, the supply of crop insurance is tied in. with

the financial viability of the progtâm¡ The significance

of the insurance premium to the insurance program is

discussed below.

II,L,2, Crop Insurance Progran and Insurance Premium

The financial viability of the crop insurance

program relies on an actuarially sound premium indemnity
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schedule rather than simply charging an actuariarry sound

amount of premium. the necessary cond,ition to meet the

actuarial requirement is that the premiums paid by a farmer

using the crop insurance should be equal to the indernnities

reimbursed to him over a J-ong period of time and all farmers

facing similar probabilities for similar indemnities wourd

be assessed simirar premiums. rn other words, rro farmer

would. be penarized or subsidized. consistently through the

use of insurance. rf this condition cannot be met, adverse

selectivity would be widespread; farmers with better than

average expectation of collecting indemnity would be the

ones most frequently attracted to the program and others

would likely remain outside the progrâmr As a result,
the financial viability of the crop insurance program

would be affected.

ït may be argued that the insurance company can

simply raise the premium rate. However, the problem

is that when the premium rate is not properly set the

development of the ad.verse selection could destroy the

whole insurance business. For example, as the premium

level rises, the people who buy insurance are those

who are increasingly certain that they wirl need insurance.

Thus as the premiums go up, the better risks no longer

buy insurance, leaving a higher proportion of poor risks
to share the costs of indemnity payments. But with

only poor risks in the pool the premiums must rise again.
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This fur.ther squeezes out the better rj.sks and premium

will have to go up again. As the process continues,

the finaL resuLt may be that insurance is not of,fered

at any price.

Since crop insurance is an actuarially based

program, there should be no difference whether it is
operated by government or a profit oriented. commercial

company, ât least in terms of operational efficiency
and rÍsk management!5 However, cument crop insurance

plans are consistently being subsidized by governra'ents

which inhibits private commercial companies to compete

in the crop insurance market. subsidy to the crop insurance

may be justified on the ground that the subsidy, which

wourd bring about the widespread use of crop insurance,

might be considerably less tha¡r the amount of money

which has been spent on feed and seed loans, direct
relief payment, disaster payments, etc. It has also

been claimed that the income stabirizing effect generated

by crop insurance may accrue to segments of the eeonomy

. other than agrieurturê¡ Nevertheress, insurance involving
subsidy., especially subsidy extending to the pure premium,

15rr (1) scale economj-es are possible
(2) externalities to other sectors are present
(3) other government support programmes are

substituted for farm income maintenance,
then, there are strong arguments for a government scheme
versus a private sector plan, particularly when universal
coverage is desirable. The arguments here are analogous
to those in the literature on pubtic goods in general,
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may have important adverse effects on the efficiency of
ßresource allocation¡ - For example, when wheat insurartce

is subsidizedr it may encourage the growing of wheat

on land that is submarginal for wheat production.

therefore, it is preferable that the crop j-nsurance

program is operated on a self-sustaining basis in the

long-run.

The above discussion implies that an actuarially
sound crop insurance program requires the premium rates

to be adequate, reasonable, and equitable. It is evident

that the premium rate structure of an insurance scheme

should provide an income sufficient to meet claims

and expenses¡ âs well as a possible profit factor.
0n the other hand, insurers must establish reasonable

rate levels even when the fuI1 force of competì.tion

is not operative in rate determination, inasmuch as

excessive rates may cause farmers to assume or self-insure

their risks whenever it is possible. Since the insurance

contract is with the individual farmer, the supply of

crop insurance should not merely be based upon aggregate

gains or losses in any year or over a period of years.

Instead, the analysis rnust distinguish between the

losses which may be due to incorrect actuarial procedure,

such as the rate structure failing to reflect the actual

16rn" relationship between crop insurance program
and resource allocation will be examined in detail in
Chapter LL3.
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eharacter of the risks of the particurar policyholders,
and to those rosses which may occur from time to time
because of adverse crop conditions.

II,2, Ðemand for ürop Insurance

The insurance premium has been examined as an

important erement in determining the financial viability
of a crop insurance program and thus the supply of the
program. It r¡rras also pointed out that, in order to
operate on a safe and efficient base in terms of distribution
of risks, it is necessary for the i.nsu¡ranee prrogram to
attract a majority of farmers to participate and stay
in the progrâtrtr Farmers who participate in a crop

insurance program are required to pay an insurance

premium to the insurance agency in exchange for being

entitled to receive indemnity in the event of crop loss.
However, the motivation for farmers to subscribe to
insurance requires further discussion. crop insurance

has been used by farmers in many countries as a precautionary

measure against yield uncertainty by guaranteeing a

minimum level of return from their i.nvestment in crop

production. rt may arso generate higher expected incomes

which might not be realized in a short period in the

absence of crop insurance. rhis aspect of a crop insurance

program is discussed belown

J,I,2.!, Crop Insurance as a Precautionary Measure

lhe variability of crop yields has traditionalty
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been a serious problem in the agricultural industry.

Severe crop losses have led to distress on the part

of the farmer, and have often prevented the expansion

of the farm firm or have caused outright bankruptcy.

Moreover, bankruptcy is irreversible. Once the farm

firm is liquidated, the manager cannot sirnply roll
the wheel of chance once again to let the probabilities

catch up. However, to cope with wide variations in.
crop yields, there are a number of other strategies

besides crop insurance which can be employed by farmers

to lessen the severity of yield reduction.

In order to withstand unfavorable economic

outcomes in lean years, farmers may create and maintain

a fina¡rcial or credit reserve in good years. In addition

to debt-payment rescheduling, farmers may concentrate

their major machii'rery and household impnovements in good

erop years and curtail such expenditures in the poor

years, with less impact on the farn operations and

family living. liris strategy is only possible for the

older or better established farmer and it i.s referned

to as self-insurance or latent insurance. But it is

almost impossible for the beginning or low j"ncome farmer"

On the other hand, maintaining financial reserves can be a

relatively uneconomic way of dealing with production risk

when a farmer has other efficient uses for liquid assets.

Even if a farmer "pays the premium" himself there is a tlme
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element involved' He might not be abre to accumurate

enough "paid premiums,' before a severe loss occurs.

Governments have also established alternatives
to help farmers to meet losses from natural hazards,

such as the reduction of land rent and taxes, emergency

Ioans, and direct payments. These are no doubt of
considerable benefit to farmers, however, their main

shortcoming Ís that farmers cannot expect them as a
right. Furthernore, their scopes largely d.epend. on

the policies and resources of governments. Even if
concessions and relief in case of crop failure are

so guaranteed by law, their permanency may not only
be doubtful but also not strictly desirable; a 1arge

expenditure on a fa¡m rerief progran represents an

additional burden op governrnent. prospects of continuing
relief are liable.to stigmatize farmers as an economicarry
dependent group and are 1ikely to be questioned by

the non-agricultural commun5.ty.

Diversification may also be employed by farmers
as a precaution against uncertainty where the immediate

objective is not so much profit maximization as stabirity
of income. The farmer may choose not to speciarize
in a singre product over time, even where substitution
ratios and price ratios would so dictâte. rnstead,
plans may be laid for produc5.ng severar products to
mininize the rikely deviations of the outcomes. The
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hope of the diversification is that if the return from

one product Ís low, the return from another may be high.
The criticism of diversification is that when it is
adopted to meet uncertainty it almost always necessitates

a sacrifice¡ it results either in less-than-maximum

product from given resources, or conversely, does not

alLow minimum cost for a given output. Furthe¡more,

the extent to which diversification is practiced as

a meaJns of reducing production variability is unknowno

Insurance of growing crops is largely free

from the above drawbacks. It gives reliable protection

against the uncertainty of crop yields in return for
a regular premium payment. Further, it enables the

insured farmer to improve his credit. Bankers and

other credit institutions are wiÌli4g to provÍde larger
and more ad.equate loans since their borrowers are expected

to have more stable and reliable incomes and can offer
more tangible security for such ¡Loans. In fact, the

Manitoba Agricultural Credit Corporation has accepted

subscription to crop insurance as a securj.ty for a

guaranteed line of credit. Adequate financial assistance

wiÌÌ provide farmers with greater possibility of making

optimum production plans in farming business.

However, it is necessary here to ernphasize that
crop insurance cannot improve the basic income position

of the farrn on an uneconomic unit, it only provides

the farrner with a means of reducing income variation
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and guaranteeing a minimum rever of return from his
investment in crop production.

Survival is an end in the short-run for some

farmers to attain profit maximization in the long-run.
Under this eircumstance, crop insurance may be chosen

as a precaution agåinst potentially disastrous yield.

red.uction which may liquidate the farm unit. 0n the

other hand, crop insurance arso increases the farmer's
ability to withstand unfavorable economic outcomes

resulting from severe reduction in crop yield. As a

result, it may allow farmers to make better plans for
their farm businesses. without the threat of bankrupt5.ng

the farm unit due to large loss. Therefore, for some

farmers crop insurance may generate higher expected.

incomes which may not be realized in a short period
in the absence of crop insurance. The motivation for
farmers to subscribe to crop insurance in connection with
this aspect is discussed below.

II.2,2. Crop Insurance and Farm planning

Individuals frequently must, or can, choose

among alternatives that differ, among other thi.ngs,

in the degree of uncertainty to which the individual

will be subject.lT In the case of farm planning, the

t?M,
of Choices
56 t2?9-30t+,

Friedman and, L.J.
Invblving Riskr "

19¿18.

Savage, "The Utility Analysis
Journal of-Lolitic4l Economy,
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pro<iuction response alsc implies choices betr¡reen the

ievel of expected return and the oegree of uncertair,rt¡r.

Pvnduction with higher nxpected return n6,y tend to lnerease

tÌr'e uncertainty of the expected rerurn that may be realized.

in the future. The concept of degree of uncertainty is
frequently referred to as the dispersion of expected. returns"
rr¿ the statistical context, dispersion may be measured, by

th+ vaniance, standard deviation, op range of exoected

(or realized) values. Uncertainty threatens the farmer

with the possibility of liquiCating the farm unit and.

therefore, for a given level of expected incomer ârr increase

in uncertainty reduces the farmer's utility, In other words,

individual farmers must and do chooser orr a utiiity basis,

among prociuction alternatives considering not onty the leveL

of the prcduction return but aì so the degree of uncertainty
to be incumed. fhe probtem confronting the farrner at the

productíor decision-making stage is how to allocate his
resources þetween alternative production strategies; either
a higher expected return with more uncertainty or a lower

expected return vrith less uncertainty.
SÍnce uncertainty reduces the individual farmer's

utility, the introduction of a production procedure with
higher ex-oected return involves trading cff higher expected

output against extra uncertainty, Consequently¡ ârr :-ndifferer¡cü

map can be drawn for each individual farmer and takes the

form of lgr and I, as shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2, Impact of Crop Insurance program

on the Substitution between Expected
Return ar¡d Uncertainty.

rn the above figure, each i,ndifference curve represents

a locus of combinatj.ons of expected return and uncertainty
between which the individual farmer has the same preference.

Each curve slopes upward to the right as a result of
the assumption that expected return is good, which

will result in an increase in utility, and r¡ncertainty
5.s bad, which will detract some utility. I.t follows,
from this assumption, that if his expected return is
increased the individuar farmer will be better off unless

wrcertainty is al-so increased to hold him at the same

level of satisfaction as before. For the sanne reason,

the indifference curves are to be interpreted as reflecting
higher Levels of. satisfaction as one moves upward, and

and to the left; say from IO to t, in Figure 2, The curves

are convex downward, because it is posited that the higher
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the expected return generated from production, the less

does this higher expected return rnean to the individual
farmer and hence the smaller the increase in r¡ncertainty

he is willing to bear to increase his expected return
further. In addition, it may be pointed out that each

a family of indifference curves wil1 differ in slope

for different individuals depending on their attitudes
toward, uncertainty and even for the same individual
depending on his income or financial position. The

slope of the indifference curve represents the individual. s

marginal rate of substitution between expected return
and uncertainty.

The individual farmer's choice among production

arternatives is constrained by his production opportunity
curve. This shows the combinations of expected return
and uncertainty the farmer may actually choose from

using the resources which he controls. fhe line op'
in Figure 2 is the production opportunity curve. It
slopes upward and to the right, implying that as the

level of expected return increases, the possible loss
or uncertainty becomes g"""t"".18 If the production

18fh" point has been emphasized, in J.R. Hicks,
VaÌue and Capital (London¡ Oxford University Press, tg48),p. 2OO, To simplify the illustration a linear production
opportunity curve is used. However, The following analysiswill not be affected when a non-linear relationshlp is
postulated.
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opportunity curve considers only returns from investment
within the farm unit, the curve will cross the origin,
i.ê. r if the farmer produces nothing the prospective
return is zeto and the chance of lossr or uncertainty,
is zeror

Equilibrium is therefore established. when the
indifference curve becomes tangent to the prod.uction

opportunity curve indicating that maximum utirity has been

attained. Here the marginal rate of substítution between

expected return and uncertainty on the farmer, s preference
map is equar to the marginar rate of substitution between

expected return and uncertainty on his production opportunity
curve. As shown in Figurê Z, the optimum choice is
denoted by an investrnent yielding an expected return
of ovo and a dispersion of outcome of odo, The equilibrium
or stability condition can be interpreted this ways

the farmer may refuse to go beyond Eo because (1 ) increasingry
greater amounts cf prospective return are neeessary
(on the indifference curve) to ¡nake him willing to
undertake greater uncertainty while (Z) the most probable

expected return (on the production opportunity curve)
cannot increase at a rate great enough to compensate

for the greater uncertainty. The farmer is, therefore,
unwilling to select possibilities beyond Eg. Maximum

utility ís denoted. since higher indifference curves

couLd not be attained with the opportunities available
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while any combination on the opportunity curve above

or below EO would lie on a lower indifference curve

and represent a smaller total utility.
However, when.the far¡ner considers subscribing

to crop insurance in his production pIan, the optimal

decision will no longer remain at EO in Figure Z, Crop

insurance has the effect of reducing the degree of
uncertainty associated. with crop production by guaranteeing

a mini¡num lever of return equar to the insured yierd.
rhe reduction in the degree of uncertainty is rearized
from the fact that when actual yierd falls berow insured
yield the farmer wilr be reimbursed. for the deviation.
Since pure prcmiwn is calculated in such a way that
the totar premiurns paid equar the indernnities received
in the ì.ong-run, subscribing to crop insurance will
not alter expected returnso Decreasing the degree

of uncertainty for all levels of expected return results
in a steeper production opportunity surve. The new

production opportunity curve is tangent to a higher
indifference curve. rnstead of being in equiribrium
at Egr the farmer is now at E' which in Figure Z is
to the right and abov" 80. Thus he is expecting more

return and bearing more uncertainþr if the uncertainty
is measured under the old context. More important,

a b,igher degree of satisfaction can be attained by

the insured farmer.
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However, the amowrt of expected income associated

with the higher utility does not have to be associated

with a higher degree of uncertainty as shown in Figure z.

rt is quite possibre to draw the indifference curve so that
with crop insurance the j-nsured farmer is in equilibrium at
a combination with the same or less uncertainty than

before¡ these possibilities are shown in Figure j.
The result d.erived from the analysis is an empirical
matter rather than one of theory¡ 5,.€.¡ depending on

the nature of the indifference curves posited. It
is no more than a case of the substitution effect and. c

the income effect (or wealth effect)" With crop insurance,

the substitution effect leads to a higher degree of
uncertainty being chosen when the abirity to withstand.
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Figure 3. Possible Cases Resulting from Subscribing
Crop Insurance (a) Higher Expected Returñ
at the Same Ðegree of Uncertainty¡ (b)
Higher Expected Return at a lower De
of Uncertainty

OF MANTEBA
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unfavorable eccncmic conditions i.ncreases, but the income

effect eourd go either wâJ¡r so iong as the insured,

far'¡ner has been satisfied with Èhe level of expected,

income, the income effect may work in a d.ifferent direction
conpareC to the substitution effect.

The above discussion suggests that the motivation
for farmers to participate in the crop insurance program

is more complex than that is impJ-ied by describing it
as a precautionary measure against yield uncertainty.
By exa¡rrj.ning the hypothetical individual' s prod.rrction

o;rport'.inity curve and indifference hâp, the resul.ts
i'.cicate that crop insurance may arso generate a higher
j.ever of satisficatÍon, one which might not be realized
in the absence of crop insurance. The higher Level
of satisfication is attainable by either increasing
the indivídual farmer's ability to withstand yierd
uncertainty and,/or increasing the level of expected,

return from farm production.

Iï;3. Crop Insurance and Resource Allocation
the use of crop insurance may have various

effects on the pattern and efficiency of resource al-location
depending on the rerationship between the required
insurance premium and the farmer.s expected indemnity.
Three distÍnct types of situations nay be postulated,

and explained below.

Plans in crop prod,uction must be mad,e at one
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point in time for a product which wiII be forthcoming

at a future pcint in time. Farners must therefore

form expectatior^s, taking aceount not only the r¿ost

probable value of the future or.rrcome but also of the

rikery deviation of the actual outcome from the expected.

outcome. A great majority of farrners in most co'untries,

due to insufficj-ent economic me¿na and resources, are

not abie to absorb large losses. The fear of suffering
Iiquidation of the farm unit inhibíts the realization
of profits over an extended period. In attempting to
obtain a continuous stable income so as to survive

in bus,lness in the short-rur, a farmer may have to
take precautions that result in a less-than-maximum

product from given resources or, conversely, do not
allow a rrinimum cost ,for a given output, even though

substitution ratios and price ratios would so d.ictate.

Instead, plans which inply inefficient resource use

are laid for product(s) which result in a minimum variation
in farm income over time.

Under a crop insurance scheme, the chance of an

uncertain loss is transferred to the j.nsurance âgênclr

The insured farmer is free from the threat of farm

liquidation due to a large uncertain ross. Furthermore,

the individual farmer can substitute small regular
prernirrm pa¡rnents for irregular losses; a f ixed cost,
the premium, wil} be substitute for an uncertain cost,
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the cost of yield variability. The 1evel of fixed
cost generally has no effect on the optirrum decision

in the short-run planning at"g..t9 rn the long-¡¡¡1,
the premium payments are expected. to be balanced, with
the indernnities received¡ the *'otal average _cost curve

shourd remain the same as the one without considering
insurance. lhe farmer wilt be abre to gain the maximum

level ôf i.ncome for a given resource outray according to
the equation of substitution ratios and to come closer
to the point of optimun resource alrocation in a more

consistent ¡nanner than he could. achieve without insurance.
However, the idear situation holds onry when the premium

payments are balanced by the inciernnities for the individual
farmer.

In the case of the expected indemnÍty being

higher than the premium payment, the farmer may restrict
resource use to the leveL necessary to qualify for
insurance which he would otherwise handle d,ifferentLy.
Furthermore, since the expected indemnfty is higher

than the premium payment, a lesser amount of regular
premium payment the cost of uncertainty inherent in
the yierd variabiiity is substituted for. Therefore, the

19lrr" ]ever of fixed cost has significance forshort-run optimization in one special caéã¡ i.e.¡ whenthere is a loss equa! to the fairner, s fixed cost, and
!h_e_n _the optimum decisj.on is to d.iscontinue prodúction.
J.M. Henderson and R.B. Quandt, Microeconomiä fheoulr
(ttew York¡ McGraw-HiII Book Co,,
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insured farmer has a net gain through subscri'oing to

crop insurance. This may be condered as a do'wnward

shift in the expected average cost curve. If this
becomes the reason for farmers to operate on unëconomic

units, the crop insurance program will be criticized
for inducing inefficient use of resourcês¡

In the case of the expected indemnity being

lower than the premium payment, the farmer is better
off choosing not'to purchase insr¡rance. Under such

a premium indemnity schedure, the use of crop j.nsurance

becomes a rear cost to the farm. The additional cost,
equal io the difference between the expected indemnity

and the premium payment, causes a rise in the average

cost curve. Although the shift in the average cost
does not affect the optimr:m input cornbination for producing

a given output, it wilL affect the profitability of
producing that product. A different pattern of resource

allocation compared to that used without crop insura¡¡ce

rnay be introduc,ed.

lhe economic significance of crop insurance

on resource allocation can also be discussed in terms

of risk managemerrt. Men differ much in their ability
to judge risks, Diviriion of labour in estimating risks
can mean that those who are especially trained to it
will be the ones who will undertake it. Moreover,

their ability will be further developed, through experience
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and training gained on the job. [he possibitity of
transferying the r¡ncertainty of crop produetion to
the instrance agency for a fixed premÍum frees the
farmer from the pararyzing influence of uncertainty
and enabres him to rnake the best of use his resources
in the direction of the business of farming. The gain
to the society from crop insurance is obtained partly
through reduction in the cost of carrying risks when

they are borne by those who have the most ability to
estimate risks and partly through the increase in efficiency
of those who are abnorr¡ally sensitive to the influence
of uncertainty.

A premium rate in the insurance circre is the
price an i.nsurer charges for each unit of a risk that
is transferred to it. From the standpoint of the insured,,
a rate rnay be viewed as the price paid, for a unit of
protectron. rn other words¡ the premiurn rate is one

of the most important factors affecting both the dernand

for and the supply of the crop insurance programr An

accurately estimated premium rate is also important
with respect to the efficient utirization and. allocation
of resoufc€s¡

the problem of premium rate determination is
complicated in all lines of insurance by the fact that
rnost insurance rates apply to a period, of time subsequent

to the time they were calculated. Not onJ,y are the
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proportion of past losses¡ i.ê. ¡ the ratio of losses

to total exposure, reliably estimated, but adjustmen:s

must also be made to account for any ehanges in conditj.ons

that are likely to modify future losses as compared

with those of the past. The approach taken in setting
rates arid premiums may use one of twc fundamental philosophies,

namely, class rating or ind.ividual risk rati.ng. A class

rate is obtained in principre by apportioning the anticipatec
losses for a given class of coverage over all of the

exposure units. As mentj.oned before, there are deficiencies
which may result from using a single class rate for
insurance of farmers who actually have different risks
in connection with their crop productions. rt is recommend,ed.

that an individual risk rating approach be used. However,

this is not to say that the rate paid by a policyholder
under the individual risk approach wilr have to be ietermineo

solely by the experience of the policyholder. It rnerely

irnplies that the premium paid for transferring the risk
is dependent directly upon the experience of a particular
i.nsured. îhe application of the individual risk method

of premium rate determination frequently involves the

procedure of setting up a basic initial rate and an

experience rating system adjusting the basic initial
rate to a more equitable leve1 in accordance with the

actual character of the insured.

The statistical base for determining an initiaf,...
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premium rate and its empirical application are presented

in the following two chapters. lthis study will then

reco¡nmend a proeedure for establishing an experj.ence

rating system for a crop insurance program.



CHAPTER III

THE STATISTICAL BASE FOR A CROP INSURA}ICE PROGRAM

Crop insurance programs in Canada are stilt
relatively new and considerable experimentation is
going on. Ðifferent approaches are being used. to determine

the leve1 at which the production of a crop should

be guaranteed and the premium that needs to be charged

for such a guarantee. Howeverr the approaches being

used can generally be cl-assified into two categories.

One is known as the "actual loss cost technique" which

is based upon the simulated costn i.e.¡ a cost which

would have been incurred in the past. This technique

was first used by the Federal Crop Insurance Corporation

in the United States during the nineteen thirties.
The other is a more theoretical one which is based

on the normal distribution. In this chapter, these

two statistical bases are first reviewed and evaluated.

Their statistical properties and problems, and their
economic foundations and implications are examined"

This chapter will then introduce the basic rationale
of Pearson distributionsr âo estirnation procedure, and

the criterion for choosing a particurar type of distributj,on.
Finally, the use of Pearson distribution is explained

-50-
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and the reasons for preferring pearson distributions
will be presented,

rrr.1. Distribution of crop yields and crop rnsurance

Crop losses due to natural causes have some

similarity to property rosses or damages due to fire
or other accidents. However, there are considerable

differences between property and. crop insurance in terms

of the risk involved. since the nature of the risk
involved in the operation of a crop insurance scheme

differs from that in other types of insurance, different
approaches must be used to determine insurance premiums,

i.e. ' distribution of outcomes vs. distríbution of
loss exper5"ence.

rnsurable hazards, other than crop rosses, teud,

to be randomly distributed over time and, space, but
more important, they have a lower individuar probabiiity
of oecurance than crop losses due to natural hazards.

rn other words, among the insured population, an indernnity

clairn is a rare event. In addition, insurance plans

other than all-risk crop insurance onry deal with individual
risks. Thusr the insured hazards exhibit the statistical
behavior of "extreme ,ra1rr"",,?0" theory concerned only
with the probability of losses, and not with the distribution

20D, Bostrvick¡ "Probability Analysis of yield Data,
Including the Extreme Value Statistical Distributionr" in
IVlanagement Strategies in-Great Pla,ins Ðarming, H. W. Ottoson

i (Lincorn,
Nebraska¡ University of Nebraska, t96L), pr 55-9.
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of events which are not losses. To estimate such rare
events, the appropriate base is the d.istribution of
loss experience, especially when the rare events are

several standard deviations away fron the centrar mass

of observations. It is pore feasibler.then, to prepare

a probability schedule by taking a connt of such rare
events over tíme"

Crop insurance is not 1imited to coverage of
rare events. It insures against crop 1oss from any

and all natural causes, and this increases the probabirity
that a loss clai¡r¡ will be made on each insured cropr

rt is obvious that having some crop loss from at least
one natural cause is not a rare event. rt is possibJ-e

for the i.nsurance agency to estimate the ross probabirities
of each cause and add them up. However, it is not a
simple addition and the task wourd, be formid.abte. since
crop insurance covers crop losses from all causes, and

since indemnity is calcurated against the insured yierd,
the focus should be concentrated on determining an

appropriate insured yield and the probability of a

clain on assuring the specified yield. In ad.d,ition,

crop insurance may offer several insurance coverages

and the insured yield may well extend, into the centrar
mass of yield observations approaching the mean. If
the guaranteed yield were low, for example, 2J percent

of the average yield, a crop loss would be a rare event.

The statistical behavior would fall in the category
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of extreme values. But as the guaranteed yield is
raised, the probability of a ross craim rises. Therefore,
the statisticar þehavior shifts out of the category
of extreme values into the category of central mass. 21

Furthermore, an indemnity claim is based on the difference
between the average yierd on the insured farm and. the
guaranteed yield. rf the average yietd. on the farm
is equal to the guaranteed yierd, then harf the acre
yields may be expected to fall below the guaranteed
yierd and to have the potential of making a loss craim.
consequently, the distribution of outcomes becomes

the appropriate base for determining the crop insurance
premium indemnity sched.ule.

iIL?, Actual Loss Cost

In the development of crop i-nsurance programs,

the crop insurance agencies had very little experience

which could 'oe used as the basis for estabtishing a

dependable premium-indemnity schedule. However, by

L938, the United States Ðepartment of Agriculture had

developed a technique for determining the insured yield
and the annual premium rate for its crop insurance

program. this technique used the actual yields of the

21tf," application of extreme value distribution
requires that the population should be distributed in
an exponential manner, D.L. Brakensiek and A.1l/. Zingg,,
Application of the Extreme Val-ue Staiisticat Distriõúliqn
:(i[ãrsnmetonr U.S. Departmunt of eg"i"ufture, L95?), p. Z.
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insurable crop over a number of years as the base for
calculating the insurance coverages and the premium

22
eates.

III.2.1. Premium Rate Estimation

The procedure used to calculated the coverage

level and the annual premium is describeed as follows"
Inforrnation was collected with regard to the yield
per acre for a number of years and an average annual

yield was calculated. Thenr ârr insurance protection

or coverage leveJ-, as a percentage of the average yield,
was computed for each year under consideration, and

the annual loss cost per acre was determined for each

year. The annual loss cost was defined as the amor¡nt

by which the annual yield fell short of the imputed

insured yieLd and the total loss cost is the sum of

the annual loss costs over the whole period. Finally,
the premium rate is calculated by dividing the total
loss cost by the number of years considered"

I,et x, be the recorded yield for the i-th year and

let c be the insured yield. The total loss cost over a

22P.K, Ray, p*ncipfes ¿ practices of Agricultural
Insurênqe, (calculta ?.
Examples of the use of this technioue can be found in
J.C. Gilson, "Instability in Agriculture and Crop Insur4ncer"
(paper presented at the F¿¡rn Cõnference Week, Mabch, t962,
University of Manitoba, Winnipeg), and in RoyaL Commission
on Agriculture and Rura1 Life, Province of Saskatchewan,
L956, op. cit., p. 11¿1.
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period of time is the summation of ( c - xi ) for alt
i, such that xi( c, Hence, the average annual ioss cost

or premium rate, P, is câlculated by equatlon (4),

(þ)

where N

If there

coverage

equation

(5)

p=E(c-xi)/N

is the total number of annual

are n years where the yield
leveI, then equation (¿l) can

(5).

0 _( xi ( c,

yield observations.

falls below the

be rewritten as

P = (nrlx) . c -Z "y'N
o ( x1 ( c¡

In this equation, n/N is equivalent to the probability
that the actual yield will fall below the j-nsured yieLd

and xirlN is the average yield. per acre when a crop loss

does occr.lrr

However, there have been various modifications

to the technique when it is used practically in the

field. For exampfe, in Prince Edward Is1and, Nova Scotia,

Quebec, and Ontario the preference is to provide each

insured farmer with a production guarantee for a crop

based on the average yield of the crop on the individual
farm over the preceding J to t0 years. îhe premiun is 

:
based upon the average loss cost of this protection for
all farmers in the area or provirrc€¡ In Nova Scotia and, jJ

Ontario the crop insurance plan for apples is designed. to:

establish a premiurn as weII as a coverage for each farmer
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on the basis of crop yield on his farm over the preceding

six years. Where yield records of a farrn are lackirg,
the record of the average yield for the area is used

as the basis for deterrnining the insurance coverage

in the initial years of participation. rn Quebec because

past yield records were not avairable, the farrners were

permitted to declare their average or normal yierds, with
the understanding that in the event of a claim the insurance
agency would judge the appropriateness of the average

yield Ceclared. by the far*"rs.23
III. !,2. Limitations

One of the limitations of the actual loss technique

is that it may not provide an unbiased estimate of the

premium rate. If there is a continuous distribution of

crop yields, the premium rate is calculated using the

formula, shown in equation (1) on page 8" Based on

this, the actual loss cost technique should provide

an estimator like equation (6).

(6) Pa=1/¡¡'E.(c x1 )fr(x1) o<xizc,

where x, is the yield, variable, fr(x1) is the frequency

of yield at xt bushels per acre, and N is the number

of yield observations. The notation tr ( x1),/N ; i, e " o ' 

.

the relative frequency of yield at xt, is similar to f tx)ri

Z1}un^d^ Department of Agriculture' 1!ry|þ¡g!,
oP. cit., P.3o
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i.e., the density function of a continuous yield distribution,,
Vùhether P^ is an unbiased estinator of P depends upona

how close the fg(x1), for 0 ( xi4 cr is to the true

distribution of crop yields. In other words, discrete
characterization of continuous phenomenon may lead

to error in the case of missing information.

Another limitation arisj.ng from the actual loss

cost teehnique is that any statistic measure cannot

yield total infornation. Although actual loss experience

is the best set of data for estimating the theoretical
Ioss cost, it may not be the best estimator. this
is because the original data are subject to irregularity.
In order to provide a systematic and consistent way

of smoothing the origianl data, many Sheoretical distributions
are established in the field of statistics to meet

various needs.

III. 3. Norrnal Distribution
In part because of inadequacies in the actual

loss cost technique for insurance premS.um rate determination,

an alternatlve procedure has been developed. It is called

the normal distribution technique whereby the area under

an estimated normal distribution is used to estimatg -.

the average annual loss cost or pure premiun ,^t.,?!
t-

24*.n. Ray, op. cit., p. 62, and R.R. Botts and.
J.N. Bo1es,"Use of Norma1 Curve Theory in Crop Insurance
Ratemakingr" Journal of Farm Economics, 40û33-7t+0, t958.



This technique has been used by

Corporation for determining risk
Êince Lg59.25
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the Manitoba Crop Insurance

atea premium rare

III.,3.1. Theoretical- Basis

The normal distribution technique was originally
tried by the united states Department of Agricurture
for determÍning county premi-um rates for those counties
where yields tend to be normally distributed over time

around the county average. since then, the technique
has been widely used in various countries, mainly

because most statistics tend to be normally distributed
or their distributions converge to a normar distribution.
In statistical theory, va:Fious laws of large numbers and

different versions of the central limit theorem have

been derived to justify using the normal distribution
to approximate an unknown population distribution. vùith

respect to crop yield data, the law of large numbers

and the central Iimit theorem may be applied as follows.

The recorded crop yield seri.es frequentry refers to the

average yield either on a farm unit or for an areao The

central limit theorm states that the sampre means tend

to be normarly distributed when the sampre size becomes

1arge. The law of large numbers further ensures that
the reriability increases as the sample size is increased.;

25 ivi"rritoba Crop Insurance Corporationr,,l\{ethod
Used to Determine Theoretical Loss Cost Der Acre"
(Winnipegr The Corporation , L968). (lv¡imË¡ographed.. )
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For a crop insurance program, the sample size becomes J-arger
as more and more farmers join and stay in the progfâm¡

Therefore, the use of a normal distribution for crop insurance
premium rate determi-nation seems statisticarly sound"

With regard to crop insurance, one may also
look at crop yierds in another way. Each pranting may

be seen as having the potentiar of harvesting a maximum crop
unless or until- naturaL hazards take their tolI. This
view assumes that under a specific (soiL-climate) environment
and a specified technology, there is a pure potential
yietd that wouLd occur except for natural hazards and

random factors. Because naturar hazards do occur, the
potential is sel-dom reached. rt may be beLieved. that
in most instances the potential yield i.s considerably
above the yields actuarly experienced by most farmers.
0n rare occasions when the season is perfect, no d,isease

or insects appear, and. ar1 other circumstances are idear,
the actual yierd experience may realry approach the
ultimate pótential.

It should be noted that the potentiaÌ yield
may not be the physically ultimate yield but rather
the economic potential yield. Today, farmers have

available a wide variety of production technology from

which to choose depending upon their prod.uction style 
::

and management strategies. It is traditional to believe

that farmers use the strategy of maximum total net

profit in which they push the application of inputs to
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the extent that it pays. However, due to errors in
economic life, most if not all, yietds actually attained
falÌ berow the potentiar yield. Tintner has distinguished
two types of errors that occur in economic behavior.2ó
Errors of the first kind resurt from the fact that an

individr¡al, who otherwise acts rationally and makes correct
forecasts of arl relevant future d.ata, fails for sorne

reasen to nake all adaptions of the economic factors
which he contrors in such a manner as to give his naximum

utility or profit. Errors of the second ki_nd are the
effect of erroneous forecasts. The reasons for these
errors in economic life are due to institutionar obstacles,
the infruence of tradition, imperfect organization,
negligence, and similar causes.

since natural hazards and errors in economi,c

behavior are numerous, they are nore or less of random

character" rn other word,s, they are then much like
the erors that occur in the naturar sciences and which
are treated, in the so-called theory of errorr.'? Thereforen
it wourd not be surprising if their effects on crop
yierd would follow the normal law of errors. As a result,

6Gerhard rintner, The variate Difference Method,Colles Commission_Monograófr rr",Princ ipia Press , Inc . , -19110 ) , pp,_ Z: 5 :

2 ?G""h"rd Tintner, ,,A Note ontle Theor¡r of Errors in lime Series, ,,

of Economics., 53í41+, , Novemberr 1938.

Economic Aspeets of
Quarterlv Journal
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it may be concluded that the potentia] yields may not obey

a normar distribution in the statistical sense. rnsteac,
yields may tend to be normaLl,¡¡ distrlbuted because

a normal distribution of adverse crop hazards and-

erroneous management strategies cut' actual yields down

to below their potential.

II.3.2. Premiurn Rate Estimation

As pointed out in Chapter I, the pure premium

rate is equal to the expected annuaL loss cost to the

insurance agency. The premium rate is calculated by

the following formular

Q) P =E(c x¡x(c)
n

(c
=\ (c x)e(*)ox

)o

If the continuous yield variable, x, is normally distributed
v¡ith mean, u, and variance, C2, then the probability
density function of the normal distribution takes the

form of equation (8).
2

(B) e(x) = =+ exp f -+ -(x-u) I

JzTt .t -C2- <x<æ

Equation (?) can then be written as equation (9);

r"=fl (c x)#exp[-å rl-ä)zfa*
¡¡ ).O Je¡i o- t 6'



This expression for calculating the

can be simplified in the folÌowing

first, equation (9) can be wrÍtten

62

pure premium rate

=t"p"; 
28

ag

rc
-\

)'ø

l'C

)-,
Let A=

which represents the

acre will fall below

yield per

then

Further, the second term can be simplified by the forrowing
transformations ¡ i. êo, Iet

, x =(z * ü, dx.,= f az, and K = 
C-u
c

Then, *ffi"*pÊå+#1."
(K

= )*,-" + u ) fu "*n (-å ,?) (az

th¡," integration is supposed to be taken from0 to c for the cal.curation of premium rates. However,in order to obtain a simplifieä rormurá, il:e ini"lrãlíonwill be taken from -@ to c. $/hen the fórmula is tsàa ana
Ih".probability d.ensity at the negative side of the distri-bution does nor vanisn, then therä is " ãiii""ã"i"Iriricationfor the use of normal distribution,

X-l.tZ= c

r-

* += ""p t-ålz¡ tJ

#"*l-'çt'j*
probability

the insured

that actual
yield c.
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ì", exp (-t r2) az * $J_oo JZ¡I

( -exp (-t ,2) )t=K + u A
z= -þ

(x
\ "*pJ-æ

6l

(-"'rz) dz
6

:
Jzn

c
Jzn

= - f ¿ + u A

Ther.ef ore,

(ro¡ = c A - ( -f d + u A )

-f a - ( u - c ) e

The algebraic notations d and A in equation (10) are

further explained below.

Figure ll shows a typical normal distribution
with crop yield, x, in bushels per acre plotted on the

horizontal axis, and probability density, g(x), plotted,

on the vertical axis. the perpendicular erected at u

indicates the average yield u bushels per acre and the
perpendicular erected at c indicates the insured yield c

e(x)

P
n

0cu
Crgp Yie1d (bushels

Figure ìþ. lheoretical Nor¡¡al

per acre)

Distribution
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bushels per acre. The shad.ed portion, A, represents the
probability that actual yield per acre will fall below

the insured yield level c, and d is the ordÍnate of the
normal distribution at c.

the average yield, l, and the standard. deviation,

K, calculated from any given set of d.ata can be used as

estimates of u and d. rhe insured yield, c, can be computed

as a certain percentage of the average yield, 1. With

the table of ordinates of the standard. normal d.istribution,
the value of d can be obtained. The value of A can be

obtained using the tabre of cumurative normal distribution.

III.3.3, Limitations of the Technique

That field crop yields conform to a normal distribution
seems pausible. lhe distribution of field crop yields is
determined by resources used, technorogy, weather, and. some

unexplained random variation. These facotrs wirl now be

defined and discussed in more detail.
(a) Resources¡ Land, Iabour, capital, and other

production resources influence yields. For exampre, yierd
'expection and variability on a highly productive land may

be quite d.ifferent from those on a ress productive land.
However, the irnpact of relative differences in resources used

can be ignored for purposes. of crop insurance if areas can

be stratified into homogeneous crop production areas or
farms. changes in the quality of resources can be considered

as technological improvement which will be discussed below.
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(b) Technology: 'Ihis includes i.nnovations in

machnization, seed varieties, management strateg¡¡, and

recommended practices resulting from improved farmer

education and information dissemination. These effects

produce a significant upward trend in yield per acre.

But raising yield expectation also increases the crop value

that may be lost. New technology has provided additional

protection against crop loss from such hazards as disease,

insect damage, weed infestation, and so oII. Nevertheless,

epidemics sti]l occur. Moreover, technology can do little

to prevent crop loss from freezing temperature, hait

damage, and severe drought.

(c) Weather¡ This includes both direct weather

influences (rainfall, temperature, etc. ), and indirect

influences (insect damage, plant disease, etc"). In a

given year, the distribution of crop yield.s rnay be skewed

either to the left or to the right due to the lveather'

as described below. Excellent weather conditions throughout

the entire grorving season, particularly during the germination,

flowering, heading, and harvesting Seasons' must prevail

if high yields are to be obtained. such crop yields do

occur and phenomenally high yields are recorded. These not

only raise average yields but also cause the distribution

of crop yields to be skewed to the teft. 0n the other hand'

bad weather, for examÈI", too much or too iittle rain or

heat, during any one of the several critical periods is
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sufficient to reduce yietd drasticalfy, even though ideal
E'eather j.s the rule during the preceding and suceeeding parts
of the growing season. Such bad crop years do occur
reducing average yields and tending to cause distribution
of crop yields to be skewed to the right.

(d) Random Variation¡ This ís caused. by all other
factors influencing yierds, rn the absence of precise

knowledge, it may be assumed that random variation tend to
make the distribution of crop yields a norrnal onê¡

In any given year, al1 of these f,actors are

operative, and have a composite infLuence on crop yields.
The actual distrlbutions of crop yierds may vary significantry
from crop to crop, from soil to soir, and from climate
to cÌimate. As an illustration of this fact, thirty
years tíme series data from the Delta Branch of the

mississippi state Experiment station indicate asymmetry

and nonnormaÌ peakness in field crop yields.29
It is clear that the probability of occurance

of a below average yield, from a distribution skewed

to the right would be greater tha¡r it would be from

a normar distribution. The problem connected with using

the normal distribution for insurance purposes may be

explained further as follows.

The problem for premiun calculation arises from

29R.H.
Crop Yie1ds, "

Ðay, "Probability Distribution of Field
t+T ût3.¿+t, 1965,Journal of Fa{m_-E_ç_gnorni_q9.,
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difficulty in rnaking a correct estimate of the total
probability to the left of the insured crop level. It is

useful to discuss this in terms of the shape of the distribu-
tion and the existence and position of the inflection point.

A normal distribution is symmetrical and bell shaped and

has an infLection point at one standard deviation on each

side of the mean. A question arises as to whether there

is an inflection point in the distribution of crop yields.

0n the left hand side of a nornial distribution the slope

increases at an increasing rate until i.t reaches its maximum

or infinity at the inflection point. After the left side

inflection point the slope decreases at an accelerating rate

until it reaches zeîo at the maxj.mum point. This characterist:,e

implies that probabilities before the inflection point are

much smaller than those after the inflection point. Figure 5

illustrates this property. The probability before the

inflection point, A, represented by area C, is smaller than

the probability after the inflection point, represented

by area B. If the actual distribution of crop yields

f (x) normal distribution

actual distribution

X
CroË Yield (bushels/acre)

0

Ê). Example Showing Biased Estimation
Probability

Figure of
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does not have an inflectÍon point, then a biased, estirnation

of probability can be expected.. The shaded. area between

the normal and the actuar distribution in FÍgure s is
an exampre showing underestimation of probability when

a normal distribution is (ineomectly) assumed. und.er-

estimation of probability impries underestimation of
the premium rate for an insurance program.

Further, a normal distribution extend.s to infinity
in either direction while the distribution of crop yields
may theoretically be considered as a finite orrêo rt
is clear that crop yields have a finite lower rimit
on their range, namely, zero. rt also seems clear that
even under the most favorabre circumstances they must

possess a finite upper limit. rn actual practice whether

or not the distribution of crop yields is finite rnakes

little difference, as long as the estimated distribution
gives a good approximation to the yield distribution,
The probrem arising from the use of the normar distribution
is that the tails of the normal distribution approach

zeto only after three standard deviations from the mean.

If such an estimated distribution is used in premium

ratemaking, the estimated premium rate will be biased..

The well known noraml distribution is a very
simple way to represent a distribution. rt has been

widely used for the purpose of obtaining an estimate
of the probability in the neighborhood of the Dêârrr
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For example, within two or three stand.ard d.eviations

from both directions of the mean, the probabirity enclosed

by the normal- <Ìistribution ean glve a satj.efactory
approximation to that enclosed by a non-normat d.istribution.
However, the norrnal d.istribution may not satisfactority
describe some speciar events, especialry in the actuarial
field; such as the number of car accj.dents or the number

of insurance claims in a unit of time, etc.. what seems

to be needed is a general estimation method which hàs

the capability of taking account of any case that may

arise in practice. the following section introduces

Pearson distributions as an arternative for estimatin'
an empirical distribution.

III.ll. Pearson Ðistributions
Karl Pearson has developed a system of distributions

which includes a wide variety of forms. "rt has been found

that in many cases the Pearson distributions provide a

remarkably good fit to observatie¡. " 30 rt is believed that
Pearson distributions can be used to estimate the actual
distribution of crop yields for the purpose of crop

insurance premi-um ratemaking.

III.4.1. The Initiation of pearson Distributions
Pearson distributions were initiated from the

most common characteristics of a unimodal distribution.

3O*.*. Kend.all and A. Stuart, lhe Ad.vanced Theory of
Statistics, Volof (l,ondon¡ Charles Cr
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Such a distribution generally starts at zeto, rises to
a rnaxj-mum, and then falls sometimes at the same rate

but more often at a different rate. In other words, the

tangency of the probability density function, dy/dx,
is equal to zero at the tails and the maximum of the

distributÍon, wher.e y - f (x) is the probability .density

of the random variabLe x. KarI Pearson suggested a

differential equation, which takes the form of equation (11),

to express them.

(11)

(tz)

dy/dx=y(x-A)/h(x)

where h(x) is a general function of the random variable x,

and may take the ascending power of x as equation (tZ¡,3t
h(x) -borbrx+b2xz

Equation (ff) indicates that dy/dx= 0, such that y = 0,

or x = A. The integrations of the differential equation,

i.e., equation (ff), constitute the various members of
the Pearson distributions. The results of the integrations
are presented in lable L.32

The parameters of Pearson distributions can be

estimated in terms of moments by the method of *o*"rts.33

3t^--For practical purposes it will be sufficient that
equation (tZ) includes powers of x up to only the squarec

32e. a"t^iled d.erivation of the integrations can be
found in W.P. Elderton and N.L. Johnson, SysJem of F¡'equegcy
Curves (London ¡ Cambridge University rresã,Efl)-

33luio., pp. 12-34r and. M.G. Kendall and A' Stuart,
op. cit., VoI I, pp. t48-L49"
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table 1

The Family of Pearson Distributions

==============================È============r===t=====Ë===È==

No, of Type 0rigin F¡¡nctional Form

Main fype

I

ÏV

VI

Transition Type

Normal
Ðistribution rlod.e (=mean)

II mode (=mea¡¡)

VII mod.e (=mean)

III rnode

V start¡,of curve

VIII end of curve

IX end of curve

X start of curve

XI b before start
of curve

XII mean

mode V=y' ß+x/ar)^t $-*/^r)*,

mean + va/r y=y 00,+x2/a2r-n "-v 
t""-1 (x/a)

a before start V=Vo(x-a¡ez*-etof curve

v=yo "'*2¡26 
2

y=yo 
\L-x7/e-z)n

v=vo tt+*2¡u2¡-^

v=yo $+x/a) ra e-rx

y=VOx e-V/x

V=I/o Q+x/a)'n

V=Vo Q+*/a¡^

V=V' e-x/a

Y=yo x-m

v=vor{Jfriffi) Gz/ (3-81 ) )

urce ¡W.P.Elderton an .lr. JOnnSOn, eou
Curves, (Londonr Cambridge University Press, t969)
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The estimation procedures for the three main types of
Pearson distributions are introd^uced be1ow.

III. 4,2. Estimation Procedure

The family of Pearson d.istributions contains three
main types and ten transition types of distribution as shown

in TabLe 1. rn this section the characteristics of and.

estimation procedures for the three main types, which are

frequently met in practicar applications, wirl be reviewed.

and discussed. Because the identification of a pearson

distribution depends on equation (tZ¡, the following
presentation will start from the characteristics of
this equation"

(a) Type I Pearson Ðistribution
If the roots of equation (tZ¡, i.ê.¡ h(x)=bo+b1x*bZx?,

are real and of opposite sign, then the integration of
equation (tf ), gives the Type I pearson d.istribution

y = y0 ( 1+x/a1 )t1 ( rx/a, )^2 -al ( x 4 az

' where ^t/^t = m2/a2 and with origin at the modeo

The Type I Pearson Distribution is a skewed

distribution with a range from -a1 to ã2, The origin of
the distribution is located at the mode. rf the parameters

m1 and m, are approximately equa1, the distribution is
nearly symmetrical. The Type I Pearson distribution may

b*e bell-shaped. However, a variety of shapes may occur

as follows¡
(r:)
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depending upon the magnitudes of m, and. mr. If both

*1 and m' exceed zeîo, the distribution has a unique mod,e

and vanishes at both ends. rf either m, or m2 is negative,
the ordinate at the corresponding terrninar is infinite,
and the distribution is J-shapeo or its minor-inage. rf
both m, and m, are negative, the distribution is u-shaped,

starting and ending with ínfinite ordinates and having

an anti-mode instead of a mode as the usual origin.
Figure 6 illustrates the corresponding cases that may

occur for a Type I Pearson distribution.

-^.m, o 0

<m < t
1

Figure

-.1 a2 -a1

6. Forms of fype I
a2

Pearson

-41 a

Distribution

-@ 1^Zo A 0(m2<1

1.11.
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The parameters of a Type i pearson d.istri'oution
can be estimated in the foÌIowing order,

(r+¡

ß5)

u"7 )

(zo¡

r = 6( B.-BL-L )/ (6+3Br-2B2)

(re¡

rn the case of J-shaped distributíon, it is best
to express the distribution in the forn of

(19) Y=vox1(.r *^z x)*2 -a'!<x(az

with the origin at the start of the distribution
. and

Y ('rr.¡n2+z)

The m's are given by

(16) È{"-z! r!+z)

ay+a2 = ä^fuz{{u, (r+z)z + t6(r+r)}

mode=Heêrr- + 2 t+2
-u^¿ r-¿

^!*^z (m, +m2 )ml+m2 Tl*r+t) T 
,:rr.r+2)

-U t - rlll{trnc,*.1( a1+a2 lmi+mz¡r- @
(b) lype IV Pearson Distribution

' If the roots of equation (tZ), i, e. r h(x)=bg+lo1x+b2x2,

are imaginary, the integration of equation (rr ) gives the

^t Br(r+2)2+r6( r+1 )

"1 )

->

2.-tt -\ I

when vZ is positive m, is the positive root.
.t ,rtt ^z^2 

Ït {rn, +nr+z)y^= 

-

U õ _Lõ t^ 1m1 *Ifl2 Tl_ ,.\t2t_^

I

/
I
t.,
l.i
w
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Type IV Pearson distribution as equation (Zt)

(21) v = v0 ( * *l- )-t "-v 
tan-L (*/^' 

--. x<@
a4

with origin at the mean + va/r.
The distribution is skewed a¡rd has unlimited

ranges in both directj.ons, u, and v have opposite signs,
i¡e., when uo is positive v is negative. The pararneters)
of the distribution can be estimated in the foLlowing ord,er;

(22)

(23)

(z+¡

(25)

G )St,-

r !s 6(Yr-ar-L)/ z(nr-3nr-6)

m = + (r+z)

r (r-2 ) */-Br
V=

{$e(r-l) - 81 ft-z)z}

" = J+{lL6 (r-1) - 81 .*-z)21

1
vo=

a F(rrv)

(27) mod,e=fiêê,,-' 
u'(r-2)
re ( r+2)

(c) Type VI Pearson distribution
If the roots of equation ftZ¡, ioeo, h(x)=b0+b1x+b2x2,

are real and of the same sign, then the integration of

3&fr," calculation and explanation of the special
function F(rrv) can be found in WoP. Elderton and N.I,. Johnson,
op. cit. ¡ pp.68-75,
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equation (11) gives the Type VI Pearson distribution,
or equation (?B),

(28) V = yo *-Q1 ( x-a \qz

where a<N<æ. if a is positive and -øo<)c<â. if a is negative.

This distribution is either skewed or berr-shaped, and

when q, is negative, the distribution is J-shaped,.

The parameters of a Type VI distribution can be

estimated in the following order,

(29)

(30)

r = 6(Bz-81-1,)/ (6Ðnr-zBr)

a = t {"2 /Ft ft+z)z * re (r+1)i

If u, is negative, then a is negative or a negative sigrt

should be imposed, eZ and -er. are given by

,-, ! r(r+2) 
I :, _

z z ^l Br(r+2). + 16(r+1)

u^(r+2)
ß3) mod'e = mean - å t- --

u^ (r-2)
¿

( 31)

ß2) ^QL-QI-L I 
(q. )

It-o ( (0,;0.2-1) f (ur+r)

It has been found that it is easier to work with the form
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of equation

( r4)

where

e5)

( 36)

( 38)

(er-1) - (er+l)

(jt+) ,

v = vo ( r + */^i, )-qr ( r + x/a,
with the origin at the mean,

(tr+L)n1 Jr. ..lt ) 
er-qe r( q, )

1l -
" o- 

T G,+t)

" (qr-r)

)-qz

"1=

ß?')

III.¿1" 3. Identif ication

, The integrations of equation (11)r which constitute
the family of Pearson distributions, depend entirely upon

the characteristics of the quadratic function of the random

variable xi namely equation (tZ), fherefore, pearson

distributions can be identified by the coefficients of
the generar function and written as a critçrion, k,
as follows¡

r. = uf / 4aour.

a (q^+1)
a--L4 (or-1) - (q2+L) '

For example, in a Type I pearson distribution
the roots of equation (tZ¡ are real a¡rd of opposite sign"
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fhis condition is equivalent to the criteri.on, k, being

less than ze?o. Similarly, in a fype IV Pearson distribution
the crÍterion is between zero and one, and ln a [Vpe VI

Pearson distribution the criterion is greater than orrêr

These three main types of distribution actually
include all possible distributions. But in the lirniting
points¡ i.€.¡ when one type of distribution ehanges

into another in tenns of k, there may be one or more

algebraically simpler for¡os called transition distributions.
For example, when k increases from a negative to a positive
value, there is a point at which k is equal to zèîoo

At this point the following distributions are equivalentr
the fype II with B2< 3, the normal curve with BZ = 3,

and, the Type VII with P,2> 3,

The criterion, k, nay be of any value from

negative infinity to positive infinity. The following
diagram shows the dÍfferpnt types of distribution which

includ,e all the possible values of the criterion, k,

and do not overlapn

r--0

-i'r>0 o¡¡d <I
I'y¡ro IY

I * nr\g¿tl,ivo i
I _-_____ __t._
! ry¡,c' t I

;
I

i-
I

xil

Ncr¡¡¡¿l r:t¡rvo
rvlrtrrr p, : g

þpo II (VII)
rvhon p, < il (>3)

I

þpo IIIlþpu IiI 'fypo v
'Iypo Vtr
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using the method of moments, the coefficients of equation (tz¡,
i.e., bO, b1, and brr can be written in terms of moment". 35

Substituting thern into equation (38), the criteriorrk,
takes the forrn of equation (39) t

,, ( BZ+3 )z(tg) k= = f ( \2. u3, ,rr)4(?B'-3BL-6 ) ( t+Bz-3at )

when a Pearson distribution is applied to estimate
an unknown distribution, the criteriorrk, can be used

to identify the type of pearson d.istribution to which

the unirnown distríbution belongs. fhe estimation procedure

involves interpreting the sampre B, and, B, coefficients as

being the theoretical ones for purposes of calculating the

crS.terion, k. As in all statistical estimation, the usual

testing problem arises from the statistical unreliability of
concl,usions drawn form the sample B, and B, coefficients.
For example, if the nulI hypothesis is that the r¡nknown

distribution was drawn from a Type I population, what would

be the probabiLity under this hypothesis of obtaining sample

Br a¡rd B^ coefficients that faIl in Type IV and fype VIr2
distributions? How far from the lype I distribution
would the sample 81 and B, coefficients have to faII in
order for one to infer, at a g5.ven level of probabirÍty )

that is did not in fact arise from the Type r population?

35 toiu. r pp. 3s-t+t.
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Unfortunately, these quite legitimate questions cannot

be answered because the requisite sampling theory has

never been discover"d. 36

III.4.4. Implications

The problem of finding a model to describe

r-nsurarrce indemnity payments is familiar and irnportant

in the actuarial field. The essence of this problem

rests on the knowledge of the probability distribution of the

variable exposed to risk. Such a distribution is also

needed^ in connection with the detennination of the

"proper" prenium rate, the "proper" risk reserve, and

the resulting Seinsurance deemed necessary.

Theoretical distributions, such as binomial,

Poisson, and normal distributions, do provide a simple

way to represent a simple type of probability event.

However, it frequently happens that the probabilities

are not known a plipri, and it is impossible to teII
which theoretical distribution is the best to use

in the analysis. What seems to be needed is an apparatus

which has the capabitity of finding a distribution
from the sample data and taking account of any case

that may occur in practice. Previous discussions

reveal that Pearson distributions fulfill this requirement

and can be used.

3u*.r. Day, op. cit., p. ?iz.
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Using Pearson distributions for estimating the

linknown d.istribution has the ad.vantage that there is
no need for an a priori assumption about the algebraic
form of the distributÍon. The type of pearson distribution
which approximates the unknown popu]-ation d.istribution
can be identified in the estimation process by the

criterion, k, i.e., a function of the skewness and.

kurtosis coefficients of the unknown distribution.
By this- âpproach it is possible to red.uce the errors
caused by incorrectry specifying the form of the unknown

distribution. The statistical foundations of usj.ng

skeuø¡ese. a¡rd kurtosis coefficients to identify a pearson

distribution ís explained as follows.
In statistical theory, it has been noted that

the characteristic function determines the moments

when they exist, and that the characteristic function
also determines the distribution function. rt does

not, however, follow that the moments compretely determine

the distribution, even when moments of all orders exist"
0n1y under certain conditions will a set rf moments

determine a distribution uniquely, but, fortunately
for statisticians, those conditions are obeyed by a1L

the distributions arising in statistical pnactice.

For a}] ordinary purposes, therefore, a knowledge of
the moments, when they all exist, is equivalent to
a knovrledge of the distribution functionr equivalent,

that is, in the sense that it should be possible
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theoretically to exhibit all the properties of the

distribution i-n terms of the moments" In particular,
it may be expected that if two distributions have a

certain number of moments in common they will bear some

resemblance to each other. If o sâV, rnoments up to
those of onder n are identical then as n tends to infinity
the distributions approach identity. Consequentlyo it
may be expected that one shoutd be able to identify
an unknown distribution by carculating the sample moments.

Although, the rower moments do not determine a distribution
explicitly, they might be found to be identical to
those of another distribution of known form. As concruded

by KendaII and Stuarts ,,In practice, approximations

of this kind often turn out to be remarkably good, even

when onry the first three or four moments are equated.3T

Pearson distributions Ïrave been used. in
actuarial work for a long time. In L%6, Riebesell
showed that the distribution of actual and expected
loss ratios of fire insurance businesses should be

calcuLated as a Type rv pearson distribution and

that the results differed strongly from the normal

orr".38 rn 1-g1¡?, Wold referred to the successful

3?rvl.G. KendalL and. A. Stuartr op, cit., VoI, f . p.BZ.
38- H.L. Seal, Stochastic Theory of A Riqk Business

(New York: Jolur Wifey
chapter of this book, SeaI has reviewed various probability
distributions that have been proposed or utilized'in the
i.nsurance field.
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fitting of a Pearson Type III distribution to Swed.ish

rural fire insurance company cl-aim ratios.39 In tg3l,
Rossmann chose the Type I Pearson distribution for the

l-oss ratíos distribution experienced by a French hail
insurance 

"oroanur4o Recently, welten has applied

Pearson distributions to the distribution of fire insurance

clàim ratios and found that a Type I Pearson distribution
was appropriat*.4tr

Pearson d.istributions typically estimated by

the method of moments have been regarded from two rather

different standpoints. The method has been criticized
when the observed data are regarded as samples from

a population and it is desired. to find a mathematical

representation of that population. In such cases the

moments calculated from observations are only estimates

of the population pararneters and, they do not, in general,

Lead to the most efficient estimates of the population
t+2parametersr As a result, R.A. Fisher launched the

method of maximum likelihood with an attack on Pearson's

39H" o. A. lvcld., "A TechnicaL Study on Reùnsurancer"
L¿ 549-59, 1-937 .C.R. XI Cong" Intern. Actu., Paris,

4on.r,. sear, op. cit", p. 5.
4ta. P. Welten, "Estimating of St-op J,oss Premium

in Fire Insurance," Astin Bul] etin, 2¿356-61', !964..
4trf *n" distribution is normal, the method

of moments is efficiento M.G. Kendall and Ao Stuart,
opo cit., Vol. II, p' 65'
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nethod of moment".43 But, efficient, maximum riketihood
methods have seidom been applied to the main types oi'

Pearson d.istribution. Tire reason for this becomes

immediateiy evioent to anyone who attempts to do sor

The likelihood equations are nonlinear and extremely

oomplicated, Furthermore, computational experiments

for maximum iikelihood estimation of the Pearson

distributions conducted by R.H. Day indicated no substantial
changes in the empirical resul-ts.44

From an actuarial point of view, the objective '

frequently is to obtain an esti-mate of the distribution
which can satisfactorily reflect its characteristics
based on observation, âs well as permitting accurate

graduation and interpolation. There is no further
inference to be qradg on the estimated parameters of
the distribution¡ i.ê.¡ the coefficients of the distri-
bution. Pearson distributions estimated by the method

of menrents are generalÌy satisf ^"tory,45
ïn the fol-Iowing chapters, Pearson distributions

will be applied. to wheat yield data of the 1ll crop

43o u"*u.iled discussion of the efflciency of moments
in determining the parameters of a Pearson distribution has
been given by R.A. Fisher, "OÍI the iviathematical Foundation
of ThèoreticâI Sta.tistics, " PhiLosophicaL l¡eEggll-qns of
iñe-nòvãi soòi"tv or lonaón,

tLtL--R.H. Day, oP. cj,t., p. 734,

p. t54,
45rr"*. Kend.al-l and A. Stuart, op. cit', Vol. I
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d,istricts of Manitoba for estimating the distributions

of wheat yields. lhe results will be used as exampJ.es

showing the applicabil.ity of Pearson distributions

for the purposes of crop insurance premium ratenaking.



CHAPTER IV

ESTIIVIATED DISTRIBUTION OF CROP YIEIDS AI\¡D
r}TE PURE PREMII,'M RATE

In this chapter Pearson distributions are applied
to wheat yield data of the 14 crop districts of Manitoba

for estimating tlre distributions of wheat yields. The

chi-square statistic is then used to test the fit of
the estimated Pearson distribution to the observed data.

Comparisons of the same statistics calculated fron the

estimated normal distribution are made in terms of goodness

of fit. Finally, these two estimated distributions
are used for pure premium ratemaking, and the results
are compared.

IV.1. Source of Data

Fifty year (t921,-70) wheat yield records for
the 1l+ crop districts of Manitoba are used as the data

bases for estlnating the distributions of wheat yields.
The data set is presented in Appendix I.

Most of the agricultural region is located in
the southern part of the Province. In t9?0, wheat harvested

acreage was estimated -üo be 1.il rnillion acre"r46 while

wheat production was 30,-5 million bushels, and the value

Lt6'-DePartment of Agriculture,
Manitoba Asriculture' t97L Edition
1.97t) , pr 7,

,8ó-

Province of Manitoba,
(Winnipeg, The DePartment,
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of the 1pl0 wheat crop was lr4 million dollars. Figure ?

shows the location of erop districts. Wheat yields for
each district are derlved from statleties canada, survêys

which are integrated with the Ma¡ritoba crop reporting
4zprogramo

The delineation of crop districts is not id.entical
with that of crop risk areas which are currently used

by the Manitoba Crop Insurance Corpor"tiorr.4S This

discrepancy means that the estimated premium rates
are not comparable with current premium rates used by

the Corporation.4g Nevertheless, this limitation does

not destroy the usefurness of this stud.y which is intended

to introduce the use of Pearson distributions for estimating
distributions of yields for crop insurance premium

ratemaking.

lVo2, Estimated Distribution of Wheat yields

All the Pearson distributions are determined by

the first four moments, ericept for some of the transition
types which can be determined by fewer than four moments"

For example a normal distribution can be determined by

Il,,)' 'Ibj-d. r p. 84"
48rr,e allocation of the crop risk areas of the

Province of Manitoba is shown in Fiþure g.
l+9-The current premium rate schedule is also not

the full pure premium rate schedule¡ i.e., the Federal
governu¡ent share of 2J peceent of the pure premium rate
is not incLuded. '
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the first two moments¡ irs. ¡ the mean and the variance.

In general, Pearson distributions ean be estimated by

going through the following steps;

(f) D¿termining the numerical values of the first
four moments for the distribution to be estimated.

(2) Determining the numerical values of the B1

and 82 coefficients and the criterion, k.

(3) Substituting the sample moments and the B,

and 82 coefficients for their theoretical

values in the functional relationship between

them and the paùameters of the distribution,
êog' equations (f+¡ through (te¡ ' for the

parameters of a Type I distribution.50

Apptrying these steps to the wheat yield data of the 1lr

Manitoba crop districts gives results as follows.

Results for the first two steps of the estimation

procedure are shown in Table 2. The figures in column (2)

of this table are the first moment' meanr oF average

of the wheat yields. llhe average wheat yield for al}
crop districts is about 20 bushels per acre. District 1

has the smallest average yield, L7.02 bushels per acre,

and district 13 has the largest, 2l+,96 bushels per acre.

Ihe variance and standard deviation of the yields

5oA 
"o*puter 

program for
types of Pearson distribution ârrd
has been prepared in Appendix I"

estinatir.g three main
the nonnal distribution
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lable 2

Basic slatistics for Estirnating pearson Distributions
..

= == = ::': - -: = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = == = = = = == == = === == = = == = = = = = == == = = = = = =

District
(r)

mean
(?)

1J2

3T

42.L0

35 "85
24.L?

27.5L

23.12

20.97

29,53

)2.9L

29,8L

37.09

30.t4

3t "83

37.07

27,62

u
(5y

5L89.75

2907 .7 5

1þ18.03

!874. ?3

L234,68

1103.88

2053.t6

2668.0j

2L3g,96

36z4"ot

2050.!?

79+5.07

2972.5L

zLgg.43

u^
&l

L

2

3

4

5

6

?

I
9

10

11

1t

L3

Lt+

L7 .02

19.54

t9,78

20.74

20,86

L? "84
19.90

z-0,?4

20.46

22.90

20 .66

20"08

24"96

LB. 02

-t6t.64
-80. 02

5.2+

18.62

-L6.?0

74.86

-93.21

-90.57

-91.18

-tt+t.49

-67.42

-)7,+B

-87.74

L5.74

Source¡ Calculated
Department
Vüinnipeg.

from wheat yield
of Agriculture,

data (t9zt-70),
Province of Manitoba,
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Iable 2'(continued)

District Deviation
(6) (?)

6.49

5,98

4.92

5.24

4.81

4,58

5.t+3

5 "74

5,46

6.09

5.1+g

5,64

6,09

5.26

0.3502

0.t3go

0, 0020

o , oL6?

o.o226

0.0240

0 ,337 5

0.z)ot

o,3L4o

o,3gz4

0,t660

0.0436

0.1511

o. 0118

B^
e1

2.9286

z,z63t

2.427?

2.4??2

2,3LO3

2.5L00

2.3550

z,Lþ6i5

2"4OBg

2.6348

2.2566

t.gtg?
2.1625

2. BB38

k
(ro¡

-o.z4LB

-0 .0 590

-0, 001 3

-0. 011 6

-0. 01 20

-0 ,0t73

-0.L250

-o,Lo63

-0.t244

-o.r?44

-0.067?

-c,0L52

-0.0577

-0,03)L

B"I
(B)

r oushel-s ¡acte )

1"

2

3

4

5

6

?

B

9

10

tt
L2

t3

t4
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are shown in columns (3) and (?) respectively. îhe

average standard deviation for all districts is about

J bushels per acre. The lowest is 11.81 bushels per acre

for crop district 5, and the highest is 6.49 bushels

per acre for district 1.

From the means and variances normal distributions
of yields were estimated for the 1þ crop districts and

are plotted with a crossed line in Figure B. When a

normal distribution is estimated it is assumed that the

distribution is symnetric and of norrnal pealoness, i.ê.r
B1 is zeîo and 82 has a value of three.

Based upon the first four momentsr the B, and B,

coefficients are calcuLated and shown in columns (8)

and (9) of Ílable 2 respectively. 
. 
However, none of the

81 coefficients is exactly equal to zero and neither

is the B, eoefficients equal to three. Also, âs shown

in column (þ) of Îable 2. there are 10 out of the 1þ crop

districts where the third moments, 13, is negatj.ve. They

a:re crop district 1r ?, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, t?, and 13.

This suggests that the distributions for these ten districts
should be considered to be skewed to the left. For the

other four districts, where the ,3'" are positive, the

distributions should be considered to be skewed to the right.
Column (g) of Table ? shows the B, coefficients.

These are all less than three, and this inplies that the

distributions have less slope than the nonnal distribution.
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In terms of statistical significance, there are

several tests of normality which can be used., though

they are not very satisfactory for reasons exprained

below. There are two tests due to E. p"a"son.51 One

is a skewness test using the square root of the B,

coefficíent. This test rnay be used for a sample of as

few as tt observations. The other is a kurtosis test
using the 82 coefficients, though this test can be safely
applied only to a minimum sample size of zoo. However,

the null hypothesis of the test of normarity should

consist of two components simultaneously; namely, the
Bt coefficient is equal to zeîo and the B, coefficient
is equal to three, i.ê. r

(40) 81 = 0 and BZ= 3

However, a joint probability distribution for this kind
of test is not availabre yet. For these reasons, this
study approaches the problem of whether the crop yields
are normally distributed in a different way, In the
following secti-on, a chi-square test will be used. to
conpare the estimated normal distribution with the estimated
Pearson distribution in terms of the goodness of fit to
the observed data. The foltowing paragraphs exprain

further the estimation of a pearson distribution of
wheat yields.

518.5" Pearson and H.o.
llables foi Statistician. Vol. 1

Hartlev. Biometrika
(Iondäá:@
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The criterion, k, which identifies the type of
Pearson distribution should be used to represent the unknown

distribution, and is calculated according to equation (39).

It is shown in column (fO¡ of lable 2. AII the k's in
column (10) are negative, suggesting that the Type I
Pearson distribution shourd be used to represent the

distribution of wheat yields for alL of the 14 crop

districts in ttanitoba. Using equatíons (f+1 through (fa¡
the parameters of the Type r Pearson distribution have

been estimated and are shown in Table j. These Lu

estimated fype I Pearson distributions are plotted
with a solid l-ine in Figure 8. As can be seen from

Figure $ there are six crop districts where the distribution
of wheat yielCs is bell--shaped; i.e., d.istricts L, 3, I+,

5, 6, and 1&. There are seven where the distribution
is shaped like a cocked hat¡ i.e,, districts 2r B, 91 10,

LL, L2, and 13, and there is one district where the

distribution is f-shaped; i.e., district ?. The shape

of the distribution can also be recognized by the magnitudes

of the parameters m, and m2' A bell-shaped rype r pearson

distribution occurs when m, and. m, are both greater than

one, as in crop district 1 where m, is equal to 4,?z
and m, is equal to L.22. A cocked-hat-shaped Type I
Pearson distribution occurs when either of m, and m,

is between zero and one and the other is greater than

one, as in crop district 2 where m, is equal to !,ZA
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TabLe 3

Parameters of Estimated [ype I pearson
Distributions for l{heat Yields,

Province of Manitoba

- -E-i-- - - 
E-----r 

=== =============================== ==

Crop
District ^L ^z m1 m2 V9 Origin

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

I
9

10

11

t2

t3

LIt'

34"36

20,24

t3,59

L3.57

L4,30

tt,7g
25.96

2L.90

22.74

26,16

tg "29

Zo.tZ

2L,90

28.43

g. g6

6.09

L4,gg

18.08

10"06

t6.65

-3.93

5,61

0 ,69

3.08

4.23

0.46

2.68

4t,59

4,?2

t,20
2,59

2.5?

t,96
2.68

o,77

L,7 5

1,06

t,?t
t,06
0.29

o.?6

t6.22

r .22

0.36

2,85

3,43

L.38

3,79

-0.t2
0.45

0, 03

0.20

0,23

0. 01

0. 0g

23.74

0. 061

0,059

0,074

0.070

0.0?3

0.080

0. Ogll

0.065

0.080

0.068

0.066

0. 0ó1

0. 061

ot,o? s

20.23

23.5L

Lg.59

20.t8

2t.65

t?,27

5,22

24.62

27,59

28.8L

25 "23
28.6?

3L.70

L7.7t

rS
was prepared and is shown in Appeñdix I. -

ii. A Type r Pearson distribution takes the form

Y=Vo11a x )t1 (r--å:)t2
^L oz -"1-a x < a

with origin at the mode.

source¡ Based on wheat yield data (tgzL-?o) from Departmentof Agriculture, province of Manitobar_ Winniþeg.
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and. mZ is equal to 0.36. A J-shaped Type I Pearson

distribution occurs when one of the parameters m, or

m2 is negative, and the other positive, âs in district 7

where m1 is equal to O.?? and m2 is equal to -0.11.
It is clear that crop yields have a finite lower

limit in their range, namely, zeto. It also seems clear

that tfrey have a finite upper limit, even under the

most favorable circumstances. A Type I Pearson distribution
with a limited range seems to be the best one in the

family of Pearson distributions for representing the

distribution of crop yields. Furthermore, it seems

they are more likely to have a bowl, cocked-harr of, beLl-

shaped distribution than one which is J or U-shaped.

However, a J-shaped one did occur as the estimated

distribution for district 7 o This result may be due

to sampling error. Samples drawn from a highly skewed

and highly peaked population might appear to be from

a J-shaped distribution,
Frequency histograms of the yields of the Il+

districts are also pJ-otted in Figure 8. In order to
compare the fit of the estimated distribution to the

histograms a third graph is plotted for each district.
However, these graphs only reveal the degree of fit to

a certain extent. fherefore, a more precise statistical
test, the chi-square test, will be applied to the problem

in the following section"
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IV.3, Test of Goodness of Fit
The chi-square test may be used to determine

whether ii is justifiable to approximate an observed

frequency distribution by means of an estimated distribution.
Formally, the hypothesis to be tested is as folLows¡

(llx) Ho, f(x) = fo(x)

where f(x) is the estimated distribution and. fo(*) is the

observed distr.ibution. It is believed that this test
can be applied to determine which distribution, for example,

an estimated normal distribution or an estimated Pearson

distribution, is the better one to represent the observed

distribution of wheat yields.
the chi-square statistÍc, X2, used to measure

the discrepancy between the observed and the estimated,

distributions is calculated by the following formula:

(t+z) x2 = 
(or-et)?* (oz-"r)2* 

* 
(o,',-err)2

"1 tz êr,

where oi is the observed. frequency and e1 is the estimated.

frequency at the i-th interval of the distribution,
providing the range of the distribution is divided into
n intervals.

[he otrserved distribution is seldom exactly equal

to the estimated distribution. If it werê , X? would be

equal to zeîo. The value of X2increases as the discrepancy
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between the observed and the estimated distributions
increases, and a large X2 would lead to reject the

hypothesis that the estimated distribution is equal. to

or consistent with the observed distribution. When

chi-square statistics from two estimated distributions
are compared, the smaller one indicates that the estimated.

distribution from which it came is the closer of the

two to the observed distribution.
Using the observed and estimated frequency distribu-

tions, the chi-squares have been calculated. for the Ll+

crop districts and are shown in Tab1e 4. Colu¡nn (Z)

of this table shows the chi-square statistic when the

observed distribution is compared with an estimated

normal distribution. Column (:) shows chi-square when

the observed distribution is compared with an estimated

Pearson distribution. It can be seen from the table
that the chi-square statistic, when an estimated normal

distribution :!-s comparedr' is_greater than that when an

Pearson distribution is compared, except for crop district
5. For example for crop district 1, the chi-square

s'r,atistic, when a norimal distribution is compared, is
34.0r' while it is 25.92 when an estimated Pearson distri-
bution is compared. These results suggest that the estimated.

Pearson distribution is better than the estimated normal

distribution in representing the observed. distribution
of wheat yields.
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TabLe Lþ

comparison of An Estimated Normar Distribution with
An Estim'*"urÏ"ñ#å: 

3i"*äl3;iiî3.13" wheat Yierds

Norma1 Distribution Pearson Distribution

Crop
District

1

2

3

4

5

6

?

I
9

10

11

t2

34,0t

23.98

26,90

29,26

24.20

Lg.6t

30.65

29,t8

30,?8

38.03

34.5t

20,l+8

48' 31

&0.81

d. f.
37

34

30

30

2g

3t

32

g4

32

Itt

3t

29

27

36

25.92

L6,58

24.Lt

25,?t

3?.Lt3

L6,98

Lg,05

2L,05

22.L6

26.86

2t+.66

t3.6L

3L.tL

40.05

d.f.
35

35

32

32

3t

33

3Lþ

34

33

33

33

3t+

3t

35

t3

1þ

Note ¡ Tl: 3Ð*!::-? tervals or classes used calculat
the Xé-statistic is determined by the frequeney of the
estimated distribution, if the frequency óf the
estimated distribution is less than 0.01, then that
class is not counted. The computer program for
calculating the X¿-statistics is inciuAãO in
Appendix I.

source: Based on wheat yield data (t9zL-?0) from Departmentof Agriculture, Province of Manitoba, Winnipeg.
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If the estimated Pearson distribution carr represent

the observed distribution of crop yields better than

a normal- distribution, it would impì-y that by using

an estimated Fearson distribution the premi-um rate
for crop j-nsurance could be more accurately estimated

than by using a normal distribution, In other words,

if an estimated Pearson distribution were used the premium

rate schedule would be more consistent with the risk
involved in the operation of a crop insurance program.

In the following section, the estimated distributions
wiII be used as the statistical base for premir¡m ratenaking.

Premium rates calculated using different estimated

distributions will be compared,

IVo4. Estimated Pure Premium Rate

As discussed in Chapter I, the pure premium rate

is determined by the following formula,

(4.3)

where f(x) is the density function of the crop yield, x,

and c is the insured yield per acre. The density function

of the crop yield, for example wheat, can be estimated

as shown in Chapter IVo2. The insured yield per acre

can be determined using the current coverage level;
such as 60, ?o, and 80 percent of the average yield
per acreo Therefore, the pure premium rate for the

insured crop¡ ergo, wheat, can be estimated by integrating

P= 
[(c 

x)r(x)ax
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equation (ttg),

using the estimated. pearson distribution and the
estimated normal distribution of wheat yierds in the 1& crop
districts, pure premium rates for wheat have been calcurated
at different coverage levels and shown in Table 5.52

Column (2) of Table 5 shows the average wheat

yield per acre for each crop district. It is the same

as column (2) of Table 2, Column (3) of TabJ-e J indicates
the coverage level¡ ergr , 6Q, ?Qr or 80 percent. Column

(4) shows the insured wheat yierds at different coverage

levels for each crop district. The insured yields are

calculated by multiplying the average wheat yield by the

coverage ]evel. For example, for crop district t at 6O

percent coverage level¡ the insured yield is LO,2L bushels

per ,acre" This is the average yield, 17,02 bushels per

acre, times the coverage leveL, 60 percent" Column (5)

of lable 5 shows the premium rate per acre calculated,

using equation (93) and an estimated normal distribution,
while coLumn (6) shows the premium rate using an estimated,

Pearson distribution. For example, in crop district 1

at 60 percent coverage, using an estimated normal distri-
bution the premium rate is 0.4j83 bushels per acre and

using an estimated Pearson distribution the premium rate
is 0"6561+ bushels per acre" Colurnn (?) shows the difference

q2- The
was usedo It

integration
III.

Trapezoidal Rule, for approximate
is discussed in detail in Appendix
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Table 5

Cornparison of Pure Premiurn Rates Calculated Fron An
Estimaterl. Normal Ðistribution a¡rd An Estimated

Pearson Distribution for Wheat Yields
(bushels'/aere)

Crop Average
Ðistrict Yield(r) Q)

Coverage Insured _Pufe Premium nate
Level YieldO) (¿l) (5) (6) m

(?) / (6)

t

2

t7.02

t9,54

3

I+

5

L9.?8

20.71+

20.86

L7,94

Lg.go

0.1Ð93
0,7372
t,t665

60
?0
30

6o
?0
BO

óo
?o
BO

6o
?0
80

to.2L
tL.9r
L3,62

tt,72
L3.68
L5,63

tL.8?
L3,85
15.82

1,2"44
t4,52
16.59

t2.52
14.60
t6.69

L0,70
t2,49
t4,2?

Lt.94
L3,93
L5,92

0.2620
o,sto5
0.9L65

0.LtI3
O.27Lt+
0.5856

0,t266
0,3020
0.6400

0. 0804
0. 2180
0.5t20

O,LL6?
0.273L
0,5703

0.t?07
0,37t9
o.?325

0,6564
0.972L
t.3g4t

0.3333
0.63?4
L.oB52

0,0?43
0.2438
0. 588¿+

0.0740
0,2531
0.62t?

0.0633
0.??38
0.5587

o.06?9
Q,2265
0.5492

0.2558
0,538L
o "9396

-0.2181
:0.2349
-0.2276

-o,o7t3
-o.t26g
-0.t687
0.0370
0.02?6

-0.0028

0.0526
o. o48g
0.0183

0. 01 71
-0.0058
-0,046?

0. 0488
0.OLþ66
0.02tL

-33,?3
-24.t6
-t6,32

-2t,39
-tg.g0
-t5,54
49.?g
tt "32
-o,l+7

7L.OB
t9,32

2'91+

2?.OL
-2.59
-8,35

-33,26
- 30.88
-22.04

6o
70
BO

6o
?0
BO

6o
70
80

71.87
20,5?
3,8t+

-0.0851
-o,t66z
-0.20?L

Source: Based on wheat yield data (t92t-?O)
Agriculture, Province of Manitoba,

from Department of
tt'linnipeg.
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lable 5 (continued)

9

-29,06
-24,23
-t?.35

-32,88
-28,65
-20,99

-38,73
-30,58
-20.93

-t9.33
-2L,59
-L?,45

0.t877
o.t+033
0.7854

0,r590
0.3555
o,?t5L

0,t7 5t+
0,3936
0,7943

0,t577
0,3543
0,?t5t+

6o
70
BO

I

t2.58
5,39
t,63

o,Lg37
o "4095o.7868

0.L283
0.3208
o,7o6j

0,20t)
0.41 01
0,76t+3

6o
7O
BO

6o
?o
80

6o
70
80

60
7o
BO

20,?l+

2Q.46

22.90

20.66

20.08

zt+.96

tB.02

L2.l+l+
t4.52
t6, 59

!2,28
t4,32
L6,37

L3.?4
t6,03
1-8,32

12,39
t4,46
16.53

t2.05
tLt'.06
t6,06

t4.98
L7.47
tg,97

10.81
t2.6t
]-4.42

0.2646
0,5323
0,9503

o.zj6g
o,t+983
0,go5L

0,2863
0.56?o
1¡ 0046

0,L955
o '45L90,866?

o. 1 611
0,4503
0.9L26

o.tj,j
0,4004
o,866t

0.1788
o. 3891
0 "7 520

-0,0769
-o,Lzgo
-0.!649

-0.0779
-0,t428
-0.1900

-0.1109
-0,1?3t+
-o,2to3

-o,o37B
-0,09?6
-o.t5t3
o.o326

-o. o4o8
-0.1258

-o .00? 5
-0,0796
-o,1598

0.0225
0.0210
0.0t23

20,23
-9.06

-L3,78

-5.52
-1g. gB

-L8.1+5

60
70
80

6o
?0
80

10

11

t2

t3

LLI
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between these two premium rates. A negative varue in
column (7) indicates that the premium rate is less
using an estinated normar distribution than it is using
an estimated. Pearson distribution. The results of previous

section indicated that using an estimated. pearson distribu-
tion the premium rate schedur-e would be more consistent
with the risk involved in the operation of a crop insurance
program. A negative value in column (?) implies that
the premium rate per acre is underestimated using an

estj-mated normal distribution for wheat yie1d.s. For the
same reason, a positive value in column (?) would imply
that the premium rate per acre is overestimated. by using
an estimated normal distribution for wheat yields.
As shown in column (?) bias in estimating the premium

rate may range from 0.0s26 to -0.2181 bushels per acre,
0.0489 to -0.2j1+g bushers per acre, and o.oz11 to -0,22?6
bushels per acre for 60, ?0, and. B0 percent coverages,

respectively. column (8) shows the percentage of the

underestimation, bv a negative value¡ or overestimation,
by a positive value, of the premium rate per acre in
terms of the premium rate carculated using an estimated
Pearson distribution. According to column (8) bias in
estimating the premium rate can vary from ?L,B? to -38.?3
percent, 2Q,57 to -3O,BB percent, and J.B4 to -22.04 percent

of the premium rate using an estimated. pea:son distribution
for 6ti, ?0, and 80 percent coverages.
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Reviewing the figures in columns (?) and. (g), .it

can be noti-ced that in most cases the premium rate has been
underestimatecf when an estimated normal distribution is used.
Persistent underestimation of the premium caused by using an
estimated normar distribution may be exprained below,

0n the average for the 14 crop districts, the
mean and standard deviation of wheat yields are about
20 and J bushers per acre respectivery. Therefore, one

standard deviation from the mean is }ocated at the
insurance coverage Level of 80 percent. This is the
maximum coverage level of the current insurance program,

rt is also the location of the infrection point when

the wheat yields are assumed to be norrnalry distributed.
The concrusion derived in section rrr.3.3. ind.icated.

that if the actual distribution of crop yields d.oes not
have an inflection pointr then using a normal distribution
courd cause an underestimation of the probability of crop
yield being below the lever of the inflection point. This
courd be the reason for the underestimation of the prernium

rate in most cases as shown in fable 5,

Howeverr overestimation of the premium rate did
occur in some cases¡ êrg' districts 4, and 6, This
is due to the fact that the infinite range of the nbrrnal
distribution may overst-ate the lower end af a yield
distrit¡ution and, therefore, causes overestimation of
the probability of extremely low yields.
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With reference to the resülts of this chapter,

it may be concluded that the distribution of crop yields

may be of any kind; a normal distribution may occur as

a special case. Assuming that crop yields are normally

distributed may simplify the computational task of estimating

the premium rate. However, this simplification will
bias the estimation of premium rates and this in turn

will cause operational problems for the crop insurance

program. These results suggest that Pearson distributions
should be used, since they permit an estimate of the

probability distribution without specifying the algebraic

form of the distribution prior to the estimation process.

Conseluently, the administrators of the crop insurance

program should be able to assess more accurately the

risk involved in the operation of the progpâmo



CHAPTER V

AN EXPERIENTE RATING SYSTEM FOR A CROP INSURAI\¡CE PROGRAM

In most of the currently operating crop insurance

programs, the premir.m rate is charged on an area basj.s.

Furthermore, aggregate data are used in estimating the

premi,rm rate. This chapter deals with the significanee

of individual yield distributions and suggests a method

for developing an experience rating system for a crop

insurance program. llhe experience rating system litijlI
reallocate the indemnity costs of the program among

the irsured far¡ners according to individual farmers I

performance. First, the theoretical fowrdation of
an exper5-ence rating system is discussed and significant
differences in yield among farmers are statistically
testeü. Then, the current approaches to rate insured

farmers are presented. Their theoretical basis and,

limitations are explained. Finally, a method is recommended

which considers not only the frequencies of the indennity

claimc but also their levels.

V.1. fheoretical Foundation

Crop insurance has been,available for more than

ten years in some areas of Manitoba. For crop insurance

purposes the Province is divided into fourteen risk
areas. Criteria used for the delination are climate,

-111+-
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topography, and. the history of crop prod.uction. The insurance

premium for an individual farmer depends on the particular
risk area in which his farn is l-ocated and on the estimated

productivity of the land. Farmers in the same risk
area and with the same soil productivity rating pay

the same amount of premium for the same coverage per

^"r",53 This policy implies that farms with the same

soil productivity and in the same risk aîea- would have

the same yield expectation; i.e., the average yield
is the same for all these farms and the variation in

yield from this average is also the same for all. If
these assumptions do not hold, the following siiuation
may develop. If average yields are not the same for
all farms in an area, farmers with low average yield

receive larger indemnities than farmers with high

average yie1d. Similarly, if, the variations in yield

differ among farms in an area, farmers with larger
yield variation receive indemnities more often than

the farmers with smaLler yield variati.on. Therefore,

charg.i.ng tr¡" same premium to all farmers will discourage

Iow risk farmers from participating in the program and

will only encourage high risk farmers to buy i-nsurance"

Consequently, crop insurance operating on a voluntary

53^--Detailed explanation of the soil rating can be
found in J.E.B. Campbell, ':An Appraisal of Soil Classifications
for Crop Insurance Purposes" (Winnipegr Manitoba Crop
Insurance Corporation, 1969).
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basis wilt involve a group of farmers with lower average

yield and greater variation in yields than average

farmers, Ðifficulties would be experienced in attracting
a large number of farmers, especially good farmers,

and of maintaining a financially viable program. 1o

test for differences in the expected yields of farms

in the same risk area and with the same soil productivity,

the technique of analysis of variance is used.

The data used in the analysis were obtained

from the Manitoba Crgp Insurance Corporation. The

Corporation collected the information through crop

insurance agents who complete a research questionnaire

with each insured farmer. To test for differences in
yield variation on different farm units within the sarne

soil type rating, data from individual farms were used.

Data for an individual farm were identified by the

individual's insurance contract number and by the land

description. These two criteria ensured that each

year the data used in the analysis were col-lected on

the seme parcel of land and that it was operated by

the same farmer.

Three risk areas in i\tlanitoba, number l+,7,

and 11,. were selected for the analysis. Figure 11 is

a map of the crop insurance risk areas. Risk Area 4

is located in south central lvlanitoba. It is an area

where crop yield variation is consi.dered to be fairly
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Risk Area ? is located. in Vtestern Manitoba,

area with frequent hail damage. Risk Area 13

in Eastern Manitoba, in the Red River Valley,

the soiLs in this area contain a high percentage of
clay, and conditions which are either too wet or too

dry seriously handicap field operations. As a result,
yields are rather unstable from year to year. Because

of limitations in data available, yield data for only

soil rating C for the three areas and rating F for
Area 4 could be used in the analysis"

The sample from Risk Area 13 soil rating C

is presented in labÌe 6.55 From this tabte it can be

seen that the average yield tor L966 through t96B on

the 2þ farms in the sample was 22.22 bushels per acre.

Average yields for 1966, 196?, ang t96B were LB.?8,

25"88, and 22.00 bushels per acre, respectively" The

average yield of the 24 farms over these three years

has a range of ?L,OO bushels per acre with a minimum

of 12.33 for r'arms number 6 and 2L and a maximum of

)),)J for farm number 11.

The hypothesis to be tested by analysis of variance

is that the means of the wheat yield distributions on

54 ffri" is according to the experience of the
Itíanitoba Crop Insurance Corporation.

55rn" sample from Risk Areas 4 ano ? are presented
in Appendix III.
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Wheat Yields
Risk

Table 6

of Sample Farms in Manitoba
*ea t3-, SoiI Rating C

Farm
L968 Average1966 L96?

Wheat

11
L2
!3
L4
t5

L6
L7
1B
L9
20

Average

t<
20
20
I)+
22

1_5

1-0
1B
1B
L2

)0
30
1-B
2B
2)

20
25
t)
1B
t5

1,L
L4
2O
è.>
Lç

tB.7g

t<
18
20
18
2)

5
42
30
30
3?

40
37
28
28
25

25
25
T6
25
35

L6
)0
28
1B

25,88

10
1B
30
1,5

22"00

24.67
tg.)3
20. 00
16.33
25.00

t2.3)
18.33
25.00
24.33
2).0o

3),)3
)o.67
2+.))
29.33
24.33

25.00
30.00
L2.67
2L.00
20,33

12.)3
20.67
26.00
15. 00

22,22

1
)
3
+
5

6
7
B

9
10

2+
20
20
17
30

t7
3

2?
25
20

30
.25

27
35
25

3o
40

9
20
11

2T
22
23
24

Source¡ Ma¡ritoba Crop Insurance Corporation, Winnipeg'



different farms with the

that is,

(t+I+) Hot

same type of soiL

L20

are the same,

*1 = VZ=....t¡¡r¡¡¡ 3 *j, = .r.. = tk

where ri is the mean of the wheat yield distribution
for the i-th farm and k is the number of farrs,5ó

The results for different soil ratings and

risk areas are shown in Tables 10 through 11. Using

a one-tailed F-test, the hypothesis of equarity of the
means of wheat yierd distributions among d.ifferent farms

was rejected at the one percent ]evel of significance
for each of the three risk areas and for the two soil-
productivity ratings. The conclusion is that the means

of the wheat yierd distributions on different farms

on the same soil type are not equaI. rt impries that,
within the same risk area, farmers using soij, of the same

productivity do not necessarily have the same distribution
of crop yierds, since the crop insurance contract is with
the individual far4 the premium rate shoul-d be based upon
the distribution of crop yierds on the individual farm.
rf this is unknown, it is necessary to estimate it and this
can be handled by Pearson distributions.

5óA *o"" sophisticated model can be used in the
analysis of variance. However, the model of two-way
cross-classification with exactly one observation per
ceII serves the purpose of testing the hypothesis of
equality of the means of wheat yield distributions
among different farmso M,Gn Kendall and A. Stuart,
op. õit,, vor. rrr, L966, p. 23.
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Table ?

Test of Wheat Yield Variation for
Manitoba Risk Area 4, SoiI Rating C

Analysis of Variance

--------J

source of variation sum of squares d.f. Mean square F-ratic

Years 3)?,06 2 t68,53 3.35Fa:ms t2?6l.4t+ LoS tzL.54 2.42x
Residual L0J44,37 zLO 50.2L

Total ?361t'2"8t 3t?

*significant at L% using a one-tailed test"
Source¡ Based on data from Manitoba Crop Insurance Corporation,

Winnipeg"

Table I
Test of Wheat Yield Variation for

Manitoba Risk Area &, Soil Rating F

Analysis of Variance

___F:__

Source of Variation Sum of Squares d.f. Mean Square . F-ratio

. Years
Farms
Residual

Total

Lg? ,56 4.06
L02,38 2.L0*-

48.?z

39 5,L3
50L6.38
47?t+.25

L}LB5.7 5

2
49
9B

tt+g

te significant at t% using a one-tailed test"
Source¡ Based on data from Manitoba Crop Insurar¡ce corporation,

Winnipeg.
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Table g

Test of Wheat Yield Variation for
Manitoba Risk Area l, Soil Rating C

Analysis of Variance

Source of Variation Sum of Squares d..f. 'Mean'square F-ratio

Years
F¿.rms
Residual

lctal

3L0,44 2 t55.22 4,?4
2709.06 29 93.42 2.55x
2L2o.9t+ 58 36.57

5L40,44 89

*significant at t% using a one-tailed test.
Source¡ Based on data from lllanitoba Crop Insurance CorporatS-on,

Winnipeg.

lab1e 10

Test of Wheat Yie1d Variation for
Manitoba Risk Area 13, Soil Rating C

Analysis of Variance

Source of Variation Sum of Squares d.f. Mean Square F-ratio

Years
Farms
Residual

Tota1

603.86 ? 3oL.g3 ?.t6?3L8.45 23 100.80 2,39*
I94o,t4 +6 42.L8

4862.45 7t

*significant at t% using a one-taiied testc

Source¡ Based on data from Manitoba Crop Insurance Corporation,
Winnipeg"



However, at the beginning of a crop insurance 
t23

program there may not be enough yietd information on

an individual farm available to estimate the distribution
of crop yields for setting the individual premium rate.
Moreover, if the accumulated information was avairabre,
it might be found too costly and tedious to incorporate
additionar data to revise the estimated distribution
and premium rate every $êârr In recognition of these

factors, it seems justifiabre for the insurance agency

to set an initial premium rate and attach an experience

rating table to it adjusting the premium as well as

the corresponding insured yield according to the actual
yields on the individual farm. By this approach, the

premiirm charged by the insurance agency will gradually

reflect the risk involved in the operation of the insurance

scheme as well as the possibre non-stationary changes

in the yield distributj.on.

Y,2" Current Approaches

Most crop insurance programs offer some kind

of discounts, for example in Manitoba, for ',continuous
participation ano good experience.,,57 This discount
gradually reduces the premium of the low risk farmer

who makes modest indemnity claims and it also implies
that superior farming practices frequentl-y reduce the

S?vanLtoba Crop
Report, 1969r op. cit. ¡

Insurance Corporation, Annual
Pc 3,
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risk of crop losses. One of the arguments in favor

of offering a discount to low risk farmers is that
it is more equitable than charging a. uniform premium

rate irrespective of the loss experience of the individual
farmer.

Y.?oL, Experience Tables

The United States Crop Insurance Corporation

has applied the good experience discount for all insured

crops since tg6o,58 Policyholders earn a J percent

discount on the premium after one or two consecutive

years without a crop loss in terms of the insured. yield,

10 percent after three or four years, t5 percent after five
years, 20 percent after six years, and 25 percent after
seven or more years .59 A policyholder with seven or more

years of good experience reduces to an equivalent of
four years of good experience when he is paid a loss

indemnity, that is, he will receive a 10 percent discount

on his next year prernium. Those with less than seven

years good experience, for instancer sâV si-x years,

will be reduced to an equivalent of three years of
good experience v¿hen they are paid a loss indemnity. 60

58*. Bar and R. Dougan, Crop Insurance, Agricultural
Extension Service Publicatiõns ffio Slate
Universityo t960).

59 G,A. Smith, E.L. Ladue, and R.S. smith, op.ci.t.,
p.18.

60.VtI.' Bar and R. Dougan, oP. citoT p. ?.t+.
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The iVlanitoba Crop Insurance Corporation has

applied a discount schedule for continuous participation

and good experience since t96L. If the poticyholder

is in the prograû" for one or several years without

making a claim, then his premium will be discounted

as shown in Table 11. For example, a farmer would

be offered a discount of 2 percent of his premium if
he did not cÌaim indemnity for one year. The discount

would increase to 40 percent of the premium if a farmer

did not claj-m an indemnity for p yearso However, an

j-nsured farmer may still be eligible for a discount

following a loss yearr A reclassification index (R. I. )

has been designed for this purpose as follows;

A - amount of indemnity paid
(t+sl

B

where A is the cumulative total premium balance credited

and includes the current year premiumo and B is defined

as

(¿16) B=
number of no loss years

B is equivalent to an estimate of the net premium which

would be received per no loss year by the Insurance

Corporation. R.I. is designed to cal-culate an adjusted

number of no loss years taking account of the current

indemnity payment to the farmer. Once the R. f. has

A



Number of Years
wítirout Claim

Reclass ification
Index

t26

Discount
Rate
(%)

Table 11

Discount Rate Scheduler,
Manitoba Crop Insurance Corporation

0

1

2

3

l+

5

6

7

B

9 or more

less than 1"00

1. 00 - L,99

2.00 2,gg

3. 00 3.gg

4.00 4.gg

5" 00 5.gg

6. oo 6,99

7.00 7 "gg
8. 0o g,gg

9.00 or over

0

2

3

5

B

t2

L7

2)

30

þ0

source: i!Ìanitoba crop rnsurance corporatione winnipeg.
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been determined the discount for the following year

can t'e read from Table 1i. For example, a reclassification
index between 1.00 and L.99 is equivalent to one year

without making a claim, thus a 2 percent discount of
premium wilL be cffered.6l

The Ontario Crop Insurance Commission offers
a constant discount schedule, allowing five percent

discount for each year without making a claim to a

maximum of 20 p"r""rrt.62

fnstead of offering a discount rate to the low

risk farmers, the crop insurance program in Alberta

has initiated a coverage adjustment plan whereby farmers

who have had three or more loss years in the latest
six-year period and have had an unfavorable loss to
premium ratio, would have their coverage adjusted downward

on the following basis:

Loss/premium
P.atio

1- 2.99

3- 5.99

6 and over

Coverage Reduction

t0%

20%

30%

6llvtanitoba Crop Insurance Corporationr "Administrative
Regutations Re Experieñce Discount" (Winnipeg: The
Corporation, 1964), (Mimeographed. )

62--l\1.H. Yeh, "Crop Insurance in Canada, L960-69"
(Vüinnipeg: Department of Agricultural Economics, University
of Manitoba, tg?o), p, 3.



The coverage adjustment plan is a

coverage, and is another means of

or lcwer than average risk of the

within a given ur"^.63

t28
move tovrard individual
recognizing greater

individual farmer

V,2,2. Limitations

With reference to the d.etermination of current

discount rates, two drawbacks should be noted. Firstly,
there is no theoreticar foundation for the determination

of these di-scount or adjustment rates. It cannot be

clained, theoretically, whether the discount rate schedule

adjusts the premium to a more equitable one or not.
In particularc no one knows whether the discount rate
does the work of approximating the loss probability
of an aggregate normal- distribution to the loss probability
of an actuaL indívidual distribution. It has to take

the risk of being inequitable and let actual experience

test the soundness of the discount rate schedule.

Secondly, the discount rate does not differentiate
between a farmer with an average ]evel of yield expectation

and a farmer with a,higher level of yield expectation,

What needs to be noted here is thai the impact of future
yield experience on the shape and the level of a distribution
depenis not only the f,requency of yields falling above

ol- Alberta HaiI and Crop Insurance Corporation,
Third Annual E-epcr.!,, for Fiscal Year Ending iviarch 31, L97L
@ation, Lg?z).
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the insured yield but also to a large extent upon the

leve1 of these future yields. A farmer with yield
variation within a range of say 20 percent of the average

yielC for the area should probably not be treated the

same as a farmer with yietds which always fa}l above

the erea average yield. The latter farmer should probably

get a greater discount than the former at the same

l-evel of coverage. Besides discounting premium rate,
consideration should be given to offering increased

coverage or a coverage bonus to those farmers who had

been loss-free over severa] years. Furthermore, when

a farmer frequently makes indemnity claims, the insurance

corporation should either adjust the insured yield
downward and/or increase the premium charge 

"

V.3, Proposed Approach

In the field of insurance, experience rating
systems are generally classified into two group;

64retrespective, and prospective" The prospective

experience rating system is proposed for the crop insurance

programo FoLlowing presentation of the rationale in
favor using this system in crop insurance, hypothetical

illustrative examples are given"

V.1.1, Theoretical Formulation

In the retrospective experience rating system,

64H. L. seaL, op. c j.t. r pp. 56:89.
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a risk-Loaded premium P1 is charged. to the insured.

Depending on individual experience, low risk insured

are reimbursed by means of dividend or bonus payments.

If PI is the load.ed premium, then

@z) Pl=P+L

where P is the pure premium rate and L is the risk
Ioading, In other words, under this kind of system,

a mor'e than adequate premium is initially charged to

the insured so that a dividend can be returned to the

contracthplders based on their actual claims. As a

result, there is no need to have an accurate estimate

of the pure premium rate. It is only the continuation

of surpluses arising from the size of L that prompts

the payment of dividends. Because entitlement to a

dividend requires that the insured continuously. sign a

contract with the insurer, this has the advantage of

preventing intermittent participation. However, besides

the receipt of dividends being purely an expectation,

this system requires higher initial premium contributions

which may deter farmers' willingness to participate

in the insurance. Moreover, since the crop insurance

contract is v¿ith the individual farmer, the risk of

reduction on his farm only determines his premium.

The characteristics of mutuality in crop insurance

in terms of distributing uncertain crop losses at one
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point in time among insured farmers is undoubtedly true.

However, this aspect should not be confused with the

redis lribution of income characterized by most other

insurance schemes, Crop production j.nvolves the use

cf reSoUrces. AS a reSult, crop inSUrance which CauSeS

a redrstribution of incomes will distort the efficiency

of resource a]locati.on. Consequently' even though

there is no need to have an accurate estimate of the

pure premium, .the insurance agency will at some stage

have difficutty in d.eterrnining the amount of dividend

payments.

Frequently there is not enough yield information

on individual farms for estimating an accurate individual

premium at the start of an insurance scheme. 0n the

other hand, the revisions of estimated distributions

for d.etermining premium rates may prove too costly

to do every year. Under such a situation a prospective

experience rating system, which considers how an initial

estimate of the probability distribution is changed

when additional information is gathered, seems more

appropriate and should be used. That is, an initial
premium rate, Pi, is calculated using a base distribution,

f(x). Whên aciditional yield observations, xt+1 ' .... ' xt+n,

are available, a new distribution f(x I xt+1' oc..eo. , xtr*¡),

which may d.iffer from the base distribution, is estimated.

Then after n years, the new premium rate, Pn, where,
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fc'(48) p- = \ t c'- x ) f(xl*t*t, ....., *t*r,)d*n lo

is charged to bhe insured farmer. When the insured

yield is calculated as a percentage of the average

yield, additional- yietd information may imply that a
new coverage, c', is also necessary. By comparing Pi

and, P^ the experience table can be established. In other

words, the experience rating system will- consider not only

the- frequency of the indemnity clairn but also the level

of actual realized yields on the individual- farm.

Under such a theoretical structure, it is possible

for tne insurance scheme to make consistent adjustments

to the premium rate charged to the individual farmer.

Reestimation of the yield distribution allows for trends

as we r-I as removing irregular fluctuations in the observed

yields. 'Iherefore, some unnecessary adjustments may

be avoided. With respect to this problem, Lundberg

recommended that an experience rating system should

be implemented at about five years to avoid unnecessary

fluct.¡ations in the premium ,^t."65
Examples are given in the following paragraphs

using líianitoba district 14 to illustrate the prospective

experience rating system. For this district, the premium

rates based on a normal distribution are close to those

based. on the Pearson distributio.,.66 This permits

66--See Table þ on page 106.65roiu", po 65.
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observation of how these resul-ts compare with the discount

rates that are currently offered in Manitoba.

V.3,2o Il-lustrat j.ve Examples

To illustrate changes in distribution, four

different hypothetical cases were selected, farms with

yields respectively as follows; (a) near the average

yield for 5 years, (u) near the average for 10 years,

(c) above the average for J years, and (d) above the

average for 10 years.67 The original distribution
for district 14 and the four hypotheticaL cases are shown

in 'Iable 12. The average yield is 18.02 bushels per

acre 'uith a stand.ard deviation of 5,26 bushels per acre.

When yietd,s are said to be near the average, it is

assumed they are evenly distributed around 18"02 bushels

per acre, loetween the intervaLs of 1 5-L6 and 19-20

bushels, with yields in one or two years in each interval'
Thus the frequency distribution is assumed to be that

shown in column (l) of Table 12 for case (a) with yields

near the average for J years. Similarly, column (þ),

(5), and (6) shoiv distributions for cases (b), (c),

and (d) respectively.

The basic statistics for estimating the parameters

of a Pearson oistribution have been calculated and

are shown in Table 1,3. The result reveals possible

67tr," average yield refers to the average yield
of the base or original distribution.
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Table 1â

Actual (t920-7o) and Hypothetical Distributions
of Wheat Yields, Crop District lil, Iuanitoba

YieId
( ¡ush :ls )

(r )

bel-ow 5

10 -11
Lt -L2
t2 -|J
ß '7t+
L+ -L5

L5 -16
76 -L7
L7 -LB
1B -19
Lg _20

20 -2L2t -22
22 -2"4)

23 -24
24 -25

25 -26
26 -2?
27 -?B
28 -29
29 -30

30 and above

)-o6-7
7-BB9
9 -ro

L
1
0
0
L

4
U

0
4
7

7
4
5
L+
4

1
4
a)
0
L

t
1
0

3
0

1
1,

0
0
1

4
0
0
4
7

2
5
6
5
5

1
4
3
0
L

1
L
0

3
0

0

1
1
0
0
1

4
0
0
4
7

3
6
7
6
6

L
4
3
0
1

1
1
0
3
0

L
1
0
0
L

4
0
0
+
?

L
4

l+

+

?

5
4
t
2

L
1
0

3
0

t
4

L+
4

3
6
5
2
3

1
!
0

3
0

L
1
0
0
1

4

0
4
?

Source¡ Based on wheat yield data (L921,-?O) from Departrnent of
Agriculture' Provi.nce of Manitoba, -Winnipeg.
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rable i3

Basie Statistics for Estimating A Pearson Distribution

Éé.------

Mean v? b ub S. D. B1 .BZ it

original data

18.02 2?.62 r5,?5 2L99.43 5,26 0.01 2,88 -0.03

(a) near the average for J years

!8 .02 25,28 L4.45 lggg , ?2 5,0) O . 01 3 .t3 0 . 0i1.

(b) near the average for 10 years

!8,02 23,3J L).34 1833.95 4.83 0.01 3,3? O,02

(e) above the average for J Years

r8.t+? 2?.)3 -9.0? 2064,?6 5,23 0.01 2.?6 -C.01

(d) above the average for 10 Years
18.85 26,?B -28,?? L968,35 5,t7 0.0þ 2.?5 -0.05

Nctes see text for the explanation of cases (a) through (d).

Srurce¡ Based on wheat yield data (t92t-70) from Department of
Agriculture, Province of Manitoba, Winnipeg.
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changes in the d.istribution when additional data are

collected. In the event that additional yield observations

were near the average, the average would not, of course,

change at all. However, the kurtosis or coefficient

of peakness would increase if subsequent yields were

concentrated near the average. The criterion k of

these two cases indicates that a Type IV Pearson distribution
which is skewed and has unlimited. ranges at both end.s

shoul-d. be adopted. to represent the changed distributions.

Using the basic statistics, two Type IV Pearson distributions
were estimated. Because a Type IV Pearson distribution
takes the form of equation (2L), i.ê. ¡

(?L)
.) ^ -m -r tan-1 (x/a)

V=Vo(f+x'/at ) e

with origin at va/r + mean

- co<x<co

the parameters were estimated as follows;

Y0 = 0,022L

a = j7.0?7?

m = 29,9525

\¡ = -L2.1+790

r = 57,9050

origin - L0.0278

for the case of yields near the average fot 5 years, and

vo = o 'o?44
a = 21.0?34
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r
origin

= Lt.1634

= -2.52?Lt,

= 20.3268

= t5,3948

for the case of yields near the average for 10 years.

These two distributions and the base one are shown in

Figure 10 where the base distribution is plotted by

a smooth line and the changed distribution is shown

by the line of crosses.

Using these two Type IV distributions, premium

rates at different coverage Ìevels were calculated

and are shown in Table 1þ. Because of the assumption

that subsequent yields will be near the average, the

average yields do not change. Thus the insured yields

under the two changed distributions are the same as

before. In case (a), the premium rate for 60 pereent

coverage decreases by about L3,93 percent, if yields

are near the average for 5 years. For f0 percent coverage

the discount is 12.76 percent and for 80 percent coverage

it is 10.64. percent.

Tab1e 1¿+ also shows that discounts of 25"17,

23,37, and L9.+L percent are offered for 60, 7Q, and

B0 percent coverage leve1s respectively, if an insured

farmer does not rnake a claim for 10 years and if his

yields in these ten years are near the average--case (b) 
"

m

'v

The result implies that if an insured farmer
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Source¡ Based on wheat yieJ-d data (tgZt-7j) from
Ðepartment of Agriculture, Province of
Manitoba, WinniPeg.
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Table 14

Comparison of Premium Rates--Implications
for Experience Rating

È===========================================================

Assunred Yield
Distribution Insured Premium Experience

and Yield Rate Rate

::l::i9:_l:t:l__
(bushels /aere) (bushels/acre) (/")

0riginal
60% 10.81 o.17BB
?o% t?.61 o,3j9t
8o/" L4.41 0,7520

(a) Near the Àverage for 5 $ears

60% 10. 81 0,t519 -L3,91
?c% I?.6t 0.338? -L2.96go/" L4 . t+L o , 6? 20 -Lo , 6Lt'

(b) Near the Average for 10 Years

60% 1 0. 81 0 ,1338 -25.17
70% L?.6L Q.2982 -23,3780% t4.4t 0,606r -tg,4t

(c) Above the Average for 5 Years

60% 11.08 0.tjg2 s.Bt
?a% 12,93 0. þ002 2,85
Bc/, 14"?8 o "?602 1, 09

(d) Above the Average for 10 Years

60% rL.3L 0.1941 8'52
?c% I3"L9 0,4029 3,558c% L5.08 o,? 5?3 0,69

Note: See text and. lable !2 for explanation of cases (a)
through (d)

Source: Based on wheat yield data (tgZt-|}) from Departrnent
of Agriculture, Province of Manitoba, Winnipeg"
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does not qualify for an indemnity for J or 10 years,

the rjsk inrrelrred. is reduced and a d.iscount on the premium

should be offered to that farmer. However, the discounts

offered. for dif'ferent coverages should not be the same.

Accoroing to the r.esults, the higher is the insurance

coverage, the lesser is the discount rate to be offered.

For cases (c) and (d), the average yields increased

to t8.47 and 18"85 bushels per acre for the J-year and

1O-year cases respectively. Because yields were assumed

to be above the average, the distribution changed from

one which was slightly skewed to the right to one which

was slightly skewed to the Ieft.68
The criterion k shows that a Type I Pearson

distribution is still able to represent the changed

distribution. Using the basic statistics in 'Iable t3

two Type I Pearson"distributions r¡tere estimated. Because

a Type I Pearson distribution takes the form of

ftt)

68
The si6çns

to negative and B1
of u2 have changed from Positive

is cldse to zêto'

with origin at the mode,

the parameters were

vo*
tl =

frz=

estimated as follows;
0.0738

L0.7863

gg.0624
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^!= 2?,2444

^z = 22'B9oo

origi-n = 18,6720

for tne case of yields falJ-ing above the average for
J years, and

v = 0.0?l+L"o
11 = 8.7 53t

^? = 5.2245

a1 = 27,3805

àz = L6'3428

origin - 19,5408

for the case of yields falling above the average for
t0 years. These two distributions and the base one

are shown in Figure 10, where the changed distributions
are plotted by the line with crosses and the base distri-
bution is plotted by a smooth line.

From these two new Type I Pearson distributions
the insured yields at different coverage levels and the

corresponding premium rates were calculated and are

shown in Table tll. For 60, 70, and 80 percent coverage

Ievels, the insured yields have increased from 10.81,

12.60, and L4.4L bushels per acre to 11.08, !?.93,
and 1þ.78 busi:els per acre, respectively, for case

(c) in which yields are above the average for 5 years.

Similarly, insured yields increased to Lt.3t, L).L9,

and 15.08 bush¡els per acre for case (d) in which yields
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are above the average for 10 years.

Comparison of the new and original premiums

shows that there should be no discount. Conversely,

for 60, ?0, and BO percent coverage, premium rates
should be incr'eased by about 5,8L, 2,85, and L,Og percent,

respeetively of the original premi.um rates in case (c),
with yields above the average for J years, and shourd.

increase by about 8.5?, j.550 and 0"69 percent of the

original premium rates in case (A), uith yields above

the average for 10 years.

The reason for the increase in premiums is that
an increase in the i-nsured. yield involves more risk.
rf the insured yield remains the same as before, new

premiums may be less than before. However, if the
insured yield were to remain the same, then the insurance

program wourd not provide adequate protection to farmers
with higher expected yield.s 

" 
69

Results shown in the final coLumn of Table L+

suggest that the discounts now offered by the Manitoba

Crop Insurance Corporation may not meet the needs of
't

insurance involving different coverage LeveLs and several
crops. A singÌe rate does simplify calculation of

69R"cord.s

that yields have
are now beLow the
Theref ore, if the
yield, the actual

of yields from several years indicate
lncreased. The original insured yields
designated percentages of the average.
insurance program retains the same insured
coverage wltt. not.be what was intended.
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a premium rate and enable the insured farmers to und.erstand

easi.I¡' what they are being charged. However, it may

not be actuarially valid and it may therefore be contrary

to the basic principle of an insurance program accord.ing

to whj.ch the prem.i.um should be based upon the risk
involuedc



CHAPTER VI

SUGGESTIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

The findings of this study are generally consistent

with bhe hypotheses that were developed in the first
chapter. The results and their implications are summarized

beIow.

The variability of crop yields has traditionally
been a serious problem in the agricultural industry"

Severe crop losses have led to distress on the part of
the farmer, and have often prevented the expansion of
the farrn firm or have caused orrtright bankruptcy. Crop

insurance, by guaranteeing a mini-mum 1evel of return
from the investment in crop production, may be chosen

by farmers as a precaution against potentially disastrous

yield uncertainty. It also increases the farmer's ability
to withstand unfavorable economic outcomes resulting from

severe reduction in crop yield, thus allowing the farmer

to make better pl-ans for his farm business without the

threat of bankrupting the farm unit due to large 1oss.

therefore, for some farmers, crop i-nsurance may generate

highe.: expected, incomes which may not be realized in a

short period in the absence of crop insurance.

Crop yield in a single year, which cannot be

pred.ieted without error, is an uncertainty phenomenon.

-LI+5-
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However, risic is present when the probability distribution
is er¡tablishel, over a large number of observations either

through calculation g--p.Ë,i.9,r.! or from statistics of past

experienceo lVhen the probability distribution of yield

outcornes is known, it is possible to estimate the number

of years in which the yield will fa1I in each yield

interval. Since the variability of the crop yield is
measurable, the supply of crop insurance becomes possible.

Crop insurance is not a free good, Insured

farmers have to pay a premium to be entitled to an

indennity in the event of crop loss. The institution
which underwrites crop insurance has to charge a premium

in order to recoup the cost of operating the scheme.

Crop insurance programs generally operate toward the

goal that they can attract a majority of farmers to

participate in the program and be carried out under

the basis of self-sustaining growth in the long-run.

FulfiÌlment of these provisions necessitates an actuarially

sound premium indemnity schedule for operating the

crop insurance program. The actuari-al requirement is
that the premium paid by a farmer using the crop insurance

should be equal to indemnities over a long period of

time, and, aJ.I farmers facing similar probabilities

for similar indemnitj.es be assessed similar premiums.

An actuarialJ.y sorrnd crop insurance program
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is orrê in which premium d.etermination is based. upon

the actual probability distribution of crop yields.
Under this condition, crop insurance program administrators

are able to assess the actual loss probabilities of
reductions in crop yields. For establishing the premium

rate schedule it is inappropriate to use the assumption

that crop yields are normatly distributed, even though

their actual- dis'bribution is unknown. the results of
Chapter IV indicate that yield distributions can be of
any type; the normal distribution may exist but appears

to occur quite rarely. Pearson distributions are recommended

for estimating crop yietd distributions. With this
technique, it is not necessary to assume any specific
type of distribution, and conversely, the type of distri-
buticn can be determined empirically from any given

set of data.

Crop yield distributions are affected not only

by weather, topography, and soil productivity but also

by special- farm practices and individual managerial

abilities, Therefore, aggregate yield data compiled

from a district or a risk area are not appropiate for
estimating the yield distribution to be used in premium

determination. Farms in the same area and on the same

soil type do not necessarily have the same crop yield

distribution. This hypothesis has been supported by

the results of Chapter V. These show that the mean
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yields on different farms are not the same. In the present

situ¿ tion thei.'e is not enough data to estimate a yield

d.istribution ¡'or each individual farm which is necessary

for <'-etermining a.n individual premium rate schedule. One

solu'üion to the problem of imperfect knowledge about

the <listribution is the establishment of an experience

rating system. The experience rating system should

consider not only the frequency of indemnity claim but

also the level of actual realized yields on the individual

farm by offering a discount or charging a penalty as well

as acr.justing the insurance coverageo However, determination

of the experience rating table should be based upon

proper revision of the distriburtion in light of

additional d.ata about the farmer(s) in question. To

avoid penalizing insured farmers who had lower yields

in earlier time periods, it is suggested that this

d.ata should be gradually exclud.ed when additÍonal data

is obtained.,

In summary, the study suggests that the crop

insurance authorities should investigate other distributions

besides the normal distribution. I{nowledge of crop

yielc distributions is the core of a sound crop insurance

program. The premj'um rate schedule is the most important

factor in determining whether a voluntary insurance

program can attract enough farmer participants for

the purpose of d.istributing Severe r.¡r¡certain losses
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and avoid a -financiar deficit in the rong-Frrr1¡ But only
when the distributions of crop yields are accuratery
estimated, it is possible to construct a premium rate
schedure with confidence and effS-ciency. Furthermore,

accui"ate information concerning distributions of crop
yields must be obtained, before a crop insurance program

can be fairly evaluated. without this, one could. not
put much trust in the results of an evaluation.

rn addition to being important for crop insurance,

knowredge of crop yield distributions is also important
for farm planning. The contrast among the estimated.

distributions suggests that a decision for maximizing

profit and minimizing risk must be based. not only on

expected yiel-ds and variance but upon skewness and

kurtosis as weII. A production d.ecision based, onry on

the first two measures of the risk concerned is clearly
inadequate. For exampre, when the yield distribution
is not normal, the mean, the mod.e, and the median of
the distributions are not equal. Then the mean and the
varianee of the distribution may not provide enough

infor.nation a'oout the most probabre yield in the future"
ïf the objective is to set a yield that has an equal

chance of over- or under-predicting, then it is the

median that should be used. Farmers cannot depend.

on the long-run average yield occurring each year,

To make rational d.ecisions, they must take account
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of the uncertainty they face not only in terms of variance,

but a.lso in terms of Skewness and peakness in the yiel-d

distribution.
In sorne economic mod.els, including those for

simul.ation and stochastic programming, there are random

variables. In these models, it is necessary to generate

random variates before carrying out the analysis.
ifirowledge of the probability distributions of these

random variables is very important if a valid analysis
is to be made. Some variates can be generated. accord.ing

to an a pùiorÅ assumed distribution. However, if the

assumed distribution does not adequately represent

the possible outcomes of the random variable, seriously

biased results can be expected. The importance of being

able to accurately estimate the unknown distribution of

a random variable is again obvious.
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APPENDIX I

A COI\/IPUTER PROGRAT{ FOR ESTTMATING
PEARSON DISTRIBUTIONS

A computer program was written in Fortran IV

programming language for estimating the actuar distribution
of crcp yields using three main types of pearson distribu-
tion as its base. The type of pearson distribution which

shoulù be adopted for the unknown distribution is id.entified,
and the following options are incl_uded;

t. Estimate a normal distribution for crop yields.
2. Calculate a chi-square statistic
3. calculate pure premium rates using the estimated

Pearson distribution, or the estimated. normal

distribution, ât three insurance coverage

levels; i.e., 60, ?0, and BO percent of the

average yield.
1o do this, the program was made to include one main

progr&m, seven subroutine subprograms, and nine function
subpnograms. Figure A-r-1 is a flow chart which shows

the basic procedure. section A.ro1. ilrustrates sequences

of tho card deck usig different compilers; Fortran G

and w/rTFrv. 'i'hen the program is presented. section A,T,2.
is designed to explain the procedure for preparing input
data set(s). The output of the program which are used

in Chapters IV and V are shown in Section 4,T,3. Extensions

-t 56-
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and li-mitations of the program are

4.I.1. Sequences of the Card Deck

Using a Fortrar¡ G compiler

card Ceck is as folLows¡

The Input Data Set(s)

Note¡ In the JOB card XXXX,XXXXTXXXX,
the account number, programmer's
locaI computer specifications.

then discussed.

the sequence of the

is used to sepecify
name, etc. ¡ depending

//reei*soN JoB ' xxxx, xxxx, xxxx' r ' youR-NAME"
// EXEC FoRTGCG
//FoRr,sYSrN DD ¿r

-//co. 
sYSrN



of

L1e

the carduslng

deck r;houLd be

¿ WATFOR Compåj,er the sequence

prepared in the order ofr

//eæensou JoB 'xxxx,xxxx,xxxxl
// E,(Ec \¡JATFoR

//ço.gYSrN DD *
, ¡YoUR-NAMEI

YOUR-NAME

The Program Deck

$srop
/x

The program deck is illustrated on the following

pages"

The Input Data Set(s)
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q? DO 55 i=2ri.lCLASS
F1:. - -s5(r t=St(l-ilr-s4(lr-----
E5 lS5=TS5+55{ I )
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tSTn¡fin¡ïi:-_
JS?=TSllSijr'l

8ç ìS5=TS:/SUi1
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9Ç
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-----35 LJ=v 3
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59= gQrì I { UZ )
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iol RETURN .'_
la 2 Ef! D

C

iO3 SUf]R.TLTIi'.iE CHISQ(TrTTrN]
i Q * -tA.¡"A-*Jir"l_iÅ/l_'lLLü5 0iMEt'Js:rjf\ û{ 5c),IT(5C) rT{50}
10 -ó______ D0 5 l__:-_1_rll _ ___
107 G{I}=IT{I)

- 

j tJ ð --- ', C! i.lT I i[tj¡- -
10ç Dil 10 I=lrN

_kJIgJjl_.-*Gl_._û.Ctl GC TO 11
i} i 10 CIJIIT TNLË

-- 
--¡,1i 

- 

li N l-=I 
-Ii3 D0 ZA l=lrll

it5 IF(T(iIi.GT.C,01¡ Gü TO 2I
IIó 2C CONTTNLE
117 2? l\2=II

_ _-_ __1-]'¿____.__ CHI=_0.
i19 tO 25 i=ftirN2

_-. __1_2_Ç_ _CHI__=lHJ+{il{ I }-_TI_I_ìlttL0j I l:rl I LIf tlL
i¿ i 25 CIJNT INLE
L?.2 NC Lir S S=¡'j-N - + I
123 r'iR iTE( I'',Jrd) NCi-ASSICHI

- _ __ i_¿_! __-___ Ð FQ_¡IaÀT ( 
1__é_X r_'!tLL-_S_(.U,AeE iEST:l djr' C LASS [S ' ,

lrEXAtlIi\iEDr CHI_SQUARE IS I,F9.4)
J--¿-i-. 3t;-T-ußl!126 END

C

L21 SUdkilLlINE t'rlrìIlEl(IhTTMEAN)
LÆ 

- 
- 

___bLR-I_I!_(_l',1 ¿Ð_ _
129 5 FaiR,;vìAI(/ lóXrr% CF t¡35XrrPREi,1 IUM.t/LLX|

__1 ' _|1-EAN II L L_E____tN5!g_E¿ _flElp pR EM ru_u__!r\5_u_&Ep' r
4' YIELDI/)

]-30 RETURN
i3 1 ENO
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L'52 SUt]RTU'IINE NÛiìMAL{I\,AMEANTU2IiVCLASSINPREMI

-ü_ __P__ts-{jGj_{", F__ü_ji__E_SI I XAT Ll\G A NORI,IAL D I STRI 8UT Iutl
C Ar¡ii ThÉ PREMiUM RATE

Li3-------D I-l!ENS-{llN-Y-l-5'3-lrC( 3) rI T( 50)
i?.t DATA i\rIR/3tL/
l_3_?-_ __ _l==IT Ë8_N ,l-L__E a Ntr_Êl!136 AC=2.+t)2

J_z _7_ _ _ __ lq=] ../*S_QB I | þ . ?93 Z*LZ )

c
c_ THE FC-LLCWING SECTL0N I5 FOR, CALCULATTNi; A\J pRIr\lTIi\G
I- THE ESTIMATED NORI'IAL FREQUENCY DISTRiBUT IOA¡
c



i3fl X=.5-AI',IEAN
1.i9 ïO=YO*h
14-c 

--

111. _ f_( {..Ì=-Yíì'túI_r./_E-ð?{ xtx/AC } )
L42 X=X+l.
L43 1(' C{INT lt''tt:Ë
144--- -- - ll=Vo7t:

_L!5 __..___._U¡ì iIE_{_:l,rt-3) tY{ I ) ¡I =I,MCLASSI
L4tJ 3 F, Ê.MAT{/ I0Xr'THË ESTIl'1ATED NORI'|AL FREQUËNCY DISItIIIr

1rßtJTICl; IS: r/{éXTICFó.2) )

L41 îriîö-fr ]îÎH-öi-E1ïïlìtrsffi
t r¡iÈ r¡i.-tCîltt¡e'-Stcrlon r s FCh cALcuLÁTrNG Ai\D pRrNT iñc- -
C TI{E ESi IifATED PRET4iUN RATES
C lF NPRTM = 0 Nt PREpIIUM RÀTË IS CALCULATED
c

I48 IF{NPIìË;'i.Ëii.C} GC TO lOI
i4ç CALL hRITEI{IHIAf'4EANI

- i5 c AN= 5C;
___ __I!_i _c_{ I )_=.é C ,i52 C( 2)=1C.

iI I ç {_i_l_:*e_!_:
L54
t55

A=C.-41.1[AI\¡
B1=AMËA\*0. ó-Ai\4E AN' - ----i-5T-

L57 B3=AMEANi!0" 8-A¡4E¡N

i59
--ió¡

CD V=AMÉÂi\t.C { i I } / 10C.-At4EAN
FRÄ= Ee l'ìflRi.l{ A r Y0 rAC t A¡4EAN rCOV }

lbl FB 1=EGNDRi{{ $1 rY0,AC r AMEAN rC0V)--- - - -.,::;.-LoZ SlJM 1= SU\liì{ A 
' B 1r ECNO R,'"1' Y0 rAC r ¡\l'lEAirlrCCV }

\6 3 H= { lJ 1-A i /¡\i'l- i6V---- ARË1:ip;i4+¡81+2.*Stj¡¡tll.lH/2.) -

1ó 5 IF(iI.EQ.i} GO TC 19

161 SUi{2= SL;qN( r.l i r 32 tEGÌ\ORrr'4 rY0 rAC r AMEAN rCCV )

l.óç AR Ë2= ( Fi" 1+F 3 2+2. * St¡,12 ) * I H / 2.''

L7I IF(IT.ËiI.2) GC TC 19

_ __ 1713 SUM 3= S Lr"1Í\ ( 1.2 ¡ B3 r EGNCRM r Y0 r AC r AM EAN, C 0V ¡

175 ARE3= ( FB 2+F l: 3+2. *SUM3 I *IH/ 2. I
L7 ê AIiEI=ARË i+;\RE ]
L71 lç COV=Cû\,+4i,1ûAN
i l8
179

TïiT'pËTR-Ë ü1:t\
hR IT[ ( itr ra) C { I I ) rC0VrÂRE1'TËMP

1bc a FJRI'4T rl i 7K; F ilo; rF15.2r2F I5.4)
iôi 2a clli\TINtE

--TEZ---- r¡ l--REili-¡i N

1E3 END

I84 FIJNCTIÜN SUMi\{A,BIEQNORH,YOTACIAI,lEAN,COV )
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AN j50;
r8é SUMN=C " _
I8E Dû 10 J=1r49

c--,--



1',J > A J,=J

iç1 SUMN=SI,MN+E Q NtlRFl { X r Y0 r AC r AMEAN rC ûV l
192 1ù Cûi''¡TTNI:Ë.iq'Z RETURN
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L64

c

--L45__- 
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RE TURN
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L97
I9e END

C

i99 SUlSROUl II\¡Ë TYPË1 {N TAMEAN rU2 r U3 röL rù2r IYCL ASS r l\PRËtlt
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____Ç----_P-ßlG3.Al"' _FtlFr Ë STITTATI NG THE P_AßAIIETEjì_S_ 0F TYPË_L__
C PEÂi{SC\ 0ISTRIBUlICN AND'rHE PREMIUI'i RATE
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2[¡ C DI;'4{:r!SiûN t ( 3 I rY{5C)'i T{ 5C)
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2ù2 ËXTEF.NAL ËQT1
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2L2 iF ( U3.LT. Ü. ) GÛ TO 6

2L4 ZL=72
___ 2I5 l2: ILSf _

?It IEMP=A I

22{.) IF{Z 1 .GT,0, .AND. 22.GJ.0. .CR.Z}.LT.û. .AND"Z2. LT.O. )
iGCTC3ç

22L YiJ=GA lt,i /fl {>l:rs { I ï+Z 2+ I . )

?22 ' û-ßlG*Ii\- !-i,.I--û-.I N:Al
??3 hRITE{thr5l
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_.222 GL) TD 34

2?.íJ 30 ZL2=ZI+7-2
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2IOXt tA2=rrF15.4r t M2=r rFl5.4 ¡' 0RIGIN=r r F1ú.4) t65L.;
THÉ FûLLü'rlI NG
ïHE ESTIIvATTD

SECTiCN TS FOR CALCULATiNG A\ID PIìI¡'ITI;\G
TYPE I FREQUENCY DISTR IBUT ION

?t? A X=0.5-üRIG I ì\
)22

234
A=-1.J¡¡1 i-

\C=Y 0*N
DO +0 1=irf\lCLASS
Y( I)=C.
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?-31
23E
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T0 'rtr
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¿39

IF (AX.(ìT.
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GíI TO ?9
IF(AX.C'I
AX=AX+1..

z+a
2+t

36
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.0.,AND.AX.LT.AAI yf I ) =y0*ÁX'ß*ZL *(AA-AX)**Zz

2q2

-_-_ __¿!],
2+4
245

40 CCNT I I\LI
I-9:Y-ol\
lrR ITE( Ihr3l t Y( I ) rI=1r ¡4CLASS)

3 FNRM,AT(/ iOXI ITHÊ ESTIMATED TYPE I FREQUENCY DISTRIBI ,
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iF( ICHI.l"¡Ë.Cl CALL CHI SQ{Y'iT'MCL¡{S5¡

THÉ FCLI.-ilrr'lIÍ\G SÊCTI0N IS FCR CALCULATTNG AND PRINTING
ÍEE-FS 1 i ï'ÌÀTE-D-P R E Fl]-ti t'ì T A T-EsL
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24 ê,
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249 AN =50.
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27t Lq C0V=CC!+CRIGIN
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3C1
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END
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DIrlE\lSiüti r (: l rY{5C} ,I T{ 5C}
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3)8 EQT4={CCV-X)*lt*(1.+X*X/(A*A) )';.x.{-1.*AM¡d,EXp(-i.*V*

IATAN{X/A])
39ç RETURN

___,i'lc_. - . _EsL.__
c

____c_
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iIT,ICHi }

C PROGRA¡,t Ft]Jì ESTTfV,ATING THE PARA14ETERS t]F TYPE VI
c __ _P E_ÅR-s_c\ Q_r s Iß rji_l.jllri\-_A¡lD TiJ_E_rB€lt!rJM RAr E

C
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4ù3 DÂlA Ii,rrIÍì/3tL/
1UE8Àê_L_jit_1é
405 hRITE{It4r1)
_40ó_____l f_c]ìryl4_T1l/i{jxrr'i** TY,P_E vl ?l4iìSJi:l__J_l!T,RIÞUJICN I_5 9_QF._r

lfD *>F*t//I3X¡rl= yC * {1+X/A1),r,ì;.-QI tt lL+X/A2)**Q2./

40I L{=-3_i¿L],n+e_"-l -LllR+z. ) +16, >F ( R+l . }

40ç A- O.5ÈSCP,T(L2)'¡SQRT(TAl
4Lç ¡¡:(U3.LT.O.) ,\=-].*[
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Ë 2=0.5+ { r?+2 . 1 +R¡t {R+2. ) *SQRT{ B L /1î\l
81=-.5*( R+2. ) +R* (R+2.1'tSGRT( B1lTAl L69

413
4L4

TEMP=8 L-Q2- 1.

_--Y!=-{.1-l_i{')+]*e?-t{Ì!l,.P¡.t¡lJ-*{ar-a?)*GAt4|1Al_çL]/
1 t A'¡{ e L- I. ) d.y¡Q 1*GAMr.4A{TÉMp) *GAMMA (e2+1. I )

CR IG IN-AiYEAl'l
hRITEl3t 2) YC rArGl rQ2rAL ¡A2

,FL5.5/

4L5
4Lf,

4L1
418
4L9 e--F_t¿M_åIl_Ç-[r,_] Y_Ç=_!__r! i s_:l:' é1Ll]å. s, ! Qt_='

t
ç THÊ

-. 
C THE
c

Ë s'i r y,A_TåD_ ry_pE vr E&ECUENCy Dr SrRr BUT rOr\¡

2Ii)X r rQ2= t tF L5.5t t Al=f rF 15.5 r I A?-=r r F15.5 )

FûLI-Ûi¡jI Ñf; SEETTaN J5 rcr, cÀ[cuLATING Ai.ID PRINTING

42t

425
42 ê.

't ¡l=Y 0*f\
1?_2 _ _ __ ___D_íl l-C_ J =,_1_rr11_C_L i_S S

423 iF(AilSi xt.l1.-,rnSlAt )-_GrJ lC ¡a
!?-+ _ Y{ Ii=YC,i.(1.+X/A1}*,${-1,*gI)r{ L.+Xl A2 ) *tQ2

Cr.l TO Zg
3.j'r(I)=C.

4?-7
428

39 X=X*1.
4T CÛNT I NLE

42 g----Vt ='y o / tr
41Ç hrl ITE ( 3 r
4)L 3

I
F;_lilÞl Aï { /IUTICN i

3_l { !-!_I } rI=I rMCLASS}
irJX, r'rHE ÊSri,'rÂrro-ïvÞÈ Va FRE0uE¡lîV ùlSfn,l-s',-

S3,/ (ÉXr1CFô,.21 I
432

C-:i--*-'-_---------.--:
\,
c

1F(ICäI ,lt¡F. Uì C.ALL CHI 5Q(YrI TTMCLASS)

lHE FCLLT]iqT Ñc Se CTI¡I\ I s FCR e aLcuLnr i N--ÃlñD -pn i r,¡r-lñ
THE ES]i¡ÂATED PREMIUIl RATES
lÊ r'.¡ÞqEi.t = 0 r\clREuIuM RATE IS cÃLcu-r_areo

434 CALL hR I TË 1 ( I I,,I,A¡4ËAN )
+35 .AN=5iJ.
¿¡3ê.

( 3)=8C
4V1
438
439 AA =A
44C IF(A.LT.C.) AA=0.-CRiGfN--11i-- --¡¡i=AMe¡¡¡,¡u.O-ORIGIN-- -

442 E2=AMEAN*0.7-CRIGIN

__443____ __ç!_ 2c_ I t_:l1_i
4 1t - -----T¡ v =7 r¿ r ¡ñ i;c Li-îl¡/-r-0õ . -on r*G-iÑ
++t FRA=EQl¿i{A¿\ rALtAZrQlrQZrl0rCOV)7;11-- -Ftsi=EQtr¡{tri rALA2rQtlQ2rycrCöVl
448
4+t
45A

H=(tì1-.':A)/¡rÌ'l
su¡{-r= S u''tï6 ( A A, BT;'Êc Te,, ail¡2, O r
AR El- ( FRA+r ù 1+2. +SUM l) *lH/2. I

rQ2 rY0 rCilV )

E-r-l-i-r,EEtf-l-EE tu t:
452 FB2=EQTó{ö2rAlrA2rQl rQ2r'f CrCûV)- ------152------- suvZ=-suifT6 ( ts 1 r 82 iËQ-t6; AL,42;rjI ;o2.,yO;tc-trl-+54 lJ={82-û11,/AN

---Ç15 - AR EZ= (T È-i.}F I 2 +'2;* St t4zt ttt-Hl-z; )-
456 ÄRF1=ARF I+ÀRF2AREI=ARÉ]'+aRE2

458 FB3=EQ1ó{È j rA I rA2 rQl rQ2 r YC rCûV)
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101 RETURI,I

L7c
4ó1

_36.? _
4(.3
4b4
465
4-Lê
4É'1
4â_8_

469 ËND

41C FUNCTIC¡\ SUMló(A rBrEGT6rAl rA2 rQl rQ2rY0rCCV)
QJ =50
472 SU¡,tTÉ=L,

_-__ffi_._ l':_lô-41/_a
414 DO iC J=ir49
þ-1J- 

-_-- -AJ=J47ê X=A+AJ+¡J
,- _,- -5Jl_ ,---llli{.Ló-=S.lljlotE Afô{X '41, AZ , Ci ,42 .Y0 . CûV }

IC C{-]NT i 1\LÊ
RETURN

43C END

47e
479

___c_

¿lit r FUNCTILN E")Tó{ Xr/rl rA2rQ1 r(2rY0rCCVl

463 IF(,X8S{X).LT,ABS{A)) GC TC 1O

LÒl__ ___ _LA_Ié_=_( CiJ_V¡ X_lll9* {-t +l/4,1 ) **(:1',v¡Ql ) a, LL ç+X/ AZ ) +ì.QZ
485 1O RETURN
48ú EI\ID

c
e-_
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A,I,2. Input )ata Set(s)

In writing the program it was recognized that one

may often want to estimate a number of distributions
using different sets of data. Consequently, the program

was designed to run more than one job at a time by repeating

the irput data set. If no further data set is to be read

in, the input data set(s) ends with two blank cards.

the card ord.ering of the input d.ata set can be summarized

as in Figure A-I-2. The preparation of the input data
'set(s) is described, below in the order that they are

supplied to the computer.

Title Cary!¡ This is the first card of an input

data seto Any alphanumeric character may be punched

in columns 2-BO. This card is designed, for the purpose

of identifying the name of the input data set. The informa-

tion on the card will be printed on the top of a new

page following the "JOB NAME" o

Parameter Card: This is the second card, of any

input data set. It contains the parameters or control

numbers which have to be punched in integer form in the

specified column(s) and right justified"

Name Used
in the Proqre¡n Column(s) Deseriotion

N t-5 number of observations

NCT,ASS 6-t0 if O(zero) is punched, the observed
yield data of N will be read int
otherwise, the observed frequencY
distribution with NCIASS should
be punched in and right justified.
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Format Card¡ This is used to describle the format

of the data punched on card(s). Since the program allows

read,ing in of the observed frequency distribution as

Card

t72

repeat for multiple
set of data

data set(s)

if O(zero) is punchedr rro normal
distribution will be estimated.

if l(one) is punched, a normal
distribution for crop yields wilt
be estimated.

if O(zero) is punchedr rlo premium
rate will be estimated.

if l(one) is ounched, premium rates
at three specified coverage leve1s
will be estimated.

this is used to indicate the
maximum number of classes or
categories of the estimated
frequency distribution to be
printed.
if O(zero) is Punched, rro chi-
square statistic will be calculated'

¡er Card

Format Card

NORM

NPREM 20

TlCLASS ?L-25

IC}iI

Figure A-I-2. SEQUENCE 0F INPUT DATA SEI(S)

L5

)0

Card(s)

two blank cards to end the input
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well as the oi¡served yield data, two alternatives may be

followed.

If observed yield data are to be read in, the

format card h¿s to be punched in the forn of (aFb.c)

and from colurn l(one), where a is the number of observed

yields punched on one card, b is the maximum number

of columns avaiLable for each value including the decimal

point, and c is the number of decimal places in each

value' For example, if (3F10.2) is punched as the format

card, it implies that J yield observations are punched

on each card, and each value may occupy no more than 10

columns and will have 2 decimal plaees" For example:

I

0 00 ii 0 0000000 0 0 û 0 0 0 00 0 00 0 0 0 00û 0û00 t0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 l0n 1213 14 15lò171819202122î32425262t2829303132333{353ô37383940414213414546474849505t5253545555575859G06t62t

lttt1lIltrntrlrrnrrlrr1l¡rrrlrrrlrrrr1r11rrrrlllll nttttttlr
:

2 2zzzzzzz2zzz2 2 z2 z 2z 2 zz22zzzzzzzz2 z zz z z z z z z z2 z zzz zzz2 2zzz zzz zzi
I

3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 
'3 

3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 
'3 

3 333 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 ¡ ¡ ¡ ¡ ¡ ¡ ¡:'

4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 lt 4 44 4 4 4 4 4 444 444444 444 44 4 4 44 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 q + ++q q Si

5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 F 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 555 55 5 5 5 5 5 s 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 55 5 5 5

6 6 6t 6 6'6606 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 666 66 66068ô666 66 6 6 6 6 66 666 $66 6 6 6 666$ 6 ô 666

7 71 7 7777 
- 

77 7 77 7 7 
- 

1 7 7 7 71 7 7 
- 

7 77 7t t777 7 7 1 t 7 7 7 7 7 7 777777 7 7 7 717 77 1 7 7 7

I I I t I g g ã g 
'-08 

I 8 I I S ¡-i'-rA I 8 I I I g,?,sA e I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I S 8 I I I I I I I 8 I I I 8,

I I I I999I I I I99 S I I I I I I99 S 9S I S 999999I99I9I I I I I99 99I I I I S9S9 S9I I9I
123456?89r0It213¡41516¡?1819202t2223242521212829303t32Tt143536373839104142{34445{641{849505t5253545556575A59606t6263

If the observed frequency distribution is to be

prepared for reading in, the format card has to be punched

in the form of (¿fei, where d is the number of frequencies

to be read in from one card, and e is the maximurn number of

i
¡

li
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columr,,s availa'ÞIe for each frequericyo All the frequencies

have to be puuchetl in the integer form and right justified.
For examp}er iilÏ5) implies that there are four frequencies

to be read in frorn each card and each frequency has a

maximu¡n of fÍ'r'e columns to be punched ino For exa.mpler

l,/
t'.
I

a-

U 1

Ì

0 0 0 0 '0 
0 0 0 0 ü 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 c 0 0 0 0 o o o o o'12345 6 78910 ll12 13 14í5 16 l?18 192021 222124252621 2825303t3?333.¡35tù373839404t{243444516{74849505t52535455565758536rÀ

r 1 il 1 ril il il r ;r i r r ;r1r r 11 r rn rr r r rl r l r r l ur r riiitiiiiìlïïT
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 222 2222 2 2 2 2 2 2 22 2 2222 222 2222 2 222 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 22 2 2 2 r r r rrt
3333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333rrrrr0

4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 q 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 n n n o nu

5555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555UrrUrt

66666r66666666S0666666666666666660666666666666666666666rrrrrt

7 7 t 7'7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 1 7 7 7 7 7 7 t 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7' t t' l,
I I B I I I I I s I I I I I B I I s I I 8 s I I8I I8I I I B $ I I I s s I8 g I 8 I I I s I I8I I I I8 t t t r tl
999999999S99999999999999999999999999S999999999999999999S9999
l2345tttt"T:"::o*o161718192021222324252Ê21282s303t32333435363t38¡g¡o¡¡¡zt¡l¡qs¿s¡?4849505t52535{s55ô575853G0

A1sor the frequencies have to be punched on the card in
order, beginning with the first class or category of the

frequency distribution, i.ê. r the frequency between 0-1

bushels per acreo

Data Card(s) r The data card(s), prepared in the form

of either observed yields (bushels per acre) or the frequency

distribution, are then attached following the format card.

A.I.J, The Computer Output

the print-outs for the analyses of Chapters IV and V

ate shorr'¡r as followso

7

LI

I
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Jü B NAyîE

''IAN 
i T{.] BA C,RI]P D rj.f3-i Ç__r_!¿LE3 Ï YIELD {tsUSHELS/ACRE) L9?L-7{)

THE DÀÏA SE] iS:
5.7 !7 .1
l_._1 _LQ . Q17.ó 20.6

1ó.q 16.?

i,e-i t:4- iB.5
2.5 c. ô 9.2

2{.5- zo.c ló.1

- zz-.t- i6.7
5.C _ i7r!

1ó.5 L4.8

¿0.7
_ _g_._B

i7 .7

L3.2
_ L_+_._6

L3.2

L+.2
-i<iJ I _
!8.2
z!.021,2 11.ç 21.0 26.7 r5.9 8.ó

8.J ?6,2 1C 1 24 .5 .g 24.1

rHE üss¡avec -rrrrQTEÑcY Ú¡siÈ¡sÙTroN is:
__1_ __0 _ __i__ _ __t_ ___i _ 0 1

, I 2,4. 28. 2L.4

I
,

ir23L64
2LI4C20

ThË
iJr
I

B
s
5

_c¡Ð_E
1,4 t

2.ûqó

_ _rN
ti2v- l

1

A L.qE E
LZr

ARË:
EAT.I?

_iÌe_c
c¡eI9

1"1

7-1-c
ó.4 4.35022

82¡ K

- 1ó 1. ó.3ó7ù
2.92855

5189.7500C
-o.24L79

atUL'

TI.Ë tSiIMATEi, NÜR,MAL FREçUÊNCY CISTRiDUTIOI\i IS:
c.i-2 0.1rt Q.25 0.35 C.4g O.64 0.83 1.05 L.3!J L.57
;t¿--2 . 1 4- -2 ,1it--1

2_;
LJ

z. t 5 2.85 2.99 3.46-3:A1-T3a-
1 , 8 ? L.5B 1.31 1.0ô ).93 0 .6+
(l ; 12 c. c B- ü: 05 - Ú.03 - 0. oz oj t---

L.4)V

û .4d.66 ?.12 2.15
.3ô ):25 -0--"lg_-_- ü.01

CIi i-S8UA{ìE TIST: ¿iC CLASSE S EXA,'ilI NEDr CHI-SSUARE I S 34 . OJ7 {)

fu
IE

,.¿, CF
F-AN YT ELDi'l I \ __:q_R ED _Y_r E LD

1C.21

PR ÊI1

PREPIiUi4 INSURED Y

î.v
LD

éc. 0.4383 o.Ò429
70.
80.

11.çl
\?:6-2

O.7J72
1.1565

0.0ó I9
0.ú857

{f +>Ir TYPE i PEARSüN UISTRII]UTiCN T S USED 
'¡>)<:f

I = TC ìk ( l+X/Al )**lVl x( {L-XlA2¡ *4.trt2
wi-r-r:¡-fli-c]ñ*Áf-îFflTfrîfr HË-n-È-

YC= C.Có06 A1=
e . âe i t_- ¡v,2=

34.36LO 1.11= 4.7 L77
I :Z 1 66-un I c t ¡'l=-2l . àITg 

-

t\ ¿=

TFr-Èsl-tua ïrc ïVp i=* l-rRËaúEñcV Cl-srniaúr I u.x is
Ç.22 C.29 0.:i8 t).47 C,58 O.7L ù.85 l.ûi 1.lE L.Z6--------i-5--T;i*5-T] 

e r- ;¡;i,¿- Z:7T-î: 5Z-7 TrTz . ú ?.95 3."J2
3.03 2.çB 2.85 ?.t,ú, 2.31 1.gg 1.50 C.93 0.3i

0 .t10

cu r;sci.¡¡p.e r-Esrl-+u-c r_¡ sSr s' eF¡ritt l¡ED, CH ¡:Scú¡T-e I s 25.9229

0.00--0.0b-

rcF
MEAN YIELD I N SURED YIELD

PR EM TUM/
PR,EÑ1IUM INSURED YIELD

É0.--?0.--
80.

LC.2T
11.91-
L3.62

4.6564 t).u643
c.97 2L -ù-. b rl i-ó--
L.394L o. Lo24
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_ i\4ANl_L-o".iåA_ç-89¿_D*l-lr-ß.ll.l__älH_FjJ YIf LD ( ßtiSilELS/ACÊ,Ê ) 1ç21-7c

l!E [,4_]_A_5_E.T_ I Si_
9.3 17.8 ç,ê !6.3 18.7 24.1 15.ó 2L.7 L2.i 2ú.b

--Þ--.5---lh="-5 - l-]*.8 - - 9'-C - - 7.6 - 7.3-_--Ló.I - L+.-5 --L5.3 --J8,5-.- - .-
2û.5 26.6 2t.t 2I.B 1ó.8 2Q.5 L7.i) 23.0 L5.6 \9.3
i!.? 26.5 I8.5 27.? 24.0 25.1 25.Q 30,? ?6.8 23.3

Tl'iE ots SERVËD {'REQUENCY DI SIR I BU T ION I S:

a2?c135231
7? 44?7?ôO

Thc VALUES it\ Ci<DER ARE:
iul L-ê.illr -aZr L-?: L4 r - -S-D-¡- E-L t-EZ t K 

-- --L-c.:iç99 2r.B+5I2 -80.01563 2907.752ÇO

_ .r_tiEl s T_l_uaI_Ë_D__ r!!l8 llÀL-- L.{Ë_EuËN_c__y_ _Dl J_Ig_i_B uIlllL, r s i
C.aZ 0.C4 C.[á 0.Cç C.L4 Q.2L O.'5L Ct.44 0.ól C.82

c.52 Q.45 0.22 0.22 0.15 0.1C ù.0ó 0.04 0.J2 0.01

-ÇllI:5,ìUAtiE TESTi*4!__tL4_S_SE_S E_XAFii_l{LD_r_LLiI-SQ_UARL I S 23.e32ó

í'iËAN YIELû INSURËD YIÊLD PREi\lIUt'1 Ii'¡SURED YIELIJ

LA T1,.12 0 .2 ó20 o.0223

80. 0.9L65 0.0 5 86Á-.LJ

;<*1( IYPÊ T PEARSCN IJIST!ìIBLTiCN I5 USED ìt¡,i¡d<

I = yC * lt+X/AI)**¡1I * {l-X/AZ)*t,¡q2
j,i lll_Q8l e IN. Á.r lH__E__t_8!-E_'_ Ud_E ßF____

Yù= C. C5'ì3 A1= 2C.2384 Ml= 1 .20q I

. ThI FS]II'/ATFD TYPE I FTESUENCY DiSTRTSIJTIÜi\ IS
t.ûrJ ù.C0 C.Cü :.:.C? C.17 0.34 C.53 Q.72 û.9I i.i1
f.iì3 1.49 !.t7 i.€5 2.C3 2.ig 2.34 2.49 2.6',¿ 2.7'j

!jìü c. c c c._e c r,j!l_!. c t__Q_. cc. û :_gQ ___?_r_0_0__!_:Q_0____c.!,,1

cHr-sQU.ARË TEST: 37_.CU¡SSe S eX¿¡¡¡rrtC, C åRE tS r.ó.5789

xoF PREIT TUi'1/
14EA\ YTËLD II\SURÊD YIELD PREilTUI'1 INSURED YIELD

(,o .
70.

LL.12
I3.ÓB

0.333i
o .631 4

o.J284
O.C4o6

80. L5.63 1.0852 0.0ó94
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iq/ìi\ITüBA CRDP DiçTÊICT j_!il-LA-I_Y.f_. LAIÞj,sHr Ls z ¿ca ¿ I I sz i_- 7c

THE üA TA SET I S:
1i..ç 19.C Ê.6 tO.2
_I1._q___l-l_. C _l_3_:9_ _ :,9: _l -2C.2 ?8.9 24.C i 7.0
22.4 22.9 2?.5 l3. g

22. c -1 
C.7

L3.4 2L.2 ¿o.4 20.6
L6.7 2L.L L4.2 ?3.C \6.5 2Ð -7
18.9 26.5 19.Ð 22.7 2L,g 22.5

-lù.:
i_1.0

1ô. L

16.2

irr . c--Ta "4-fil i.*¿T? 25.5 2Q.5 27.2 2.7 .3 ig.5 L9 .4

r-€ -os sÈRvË D 
-F-ñËa 

u EÑcv D r Sïn-r B u ï ïo¡rl IJr

_,j-_ _ ____.0____c c00 !__ __a_ __0_
5

I
0
2

5
I

2105+C
536311

L

3
0

i

iîr*ù¡ i-uET- i ñ

iç.75C0û
4.91o11-

1.1ÈA'\¡ t LZt L?
IRL)EÊ ARE:

r þ4r Sùr Blr
24 .La 8L7-
0.úolç5

EZt K

5.24219
2. q2172

l4iE.c28CC
-0.0'JL¿B

ThE ÊS] IMATED i\ÛF.i4IIL FFEçUENCY DISTRI BUTIT]N I5:
-------Tll;¡ c-. cî-Lc 1- J.CZ-C.C¡-1" C¿ 

-i. t i- -o.1g-0.-zÞ-0.c.ó
_û:9!_J:_j._?_1_. 3"_ _l :_Lç_ ?:28__?._1 8_ _1.?5 ?:6+ _):23 4.'35
4 . D 1 3" E2 Z.4E ? .t 5 2.56 2. C,ê, )-.59 ].. iB C.g4 o.17
C.38 i).24 0.1.r 0.CA C.C5 A.CZ 0.0I 0.01 0.OO o.0c

CHT.SQUAfi.E TËST: 37 EXAMI NEC I CI.I I -STìUARE I S 26. B958

P iì Eí''t IU f'll
PREMIUM INSURED YIELD

c_LA J_qF_!

?¿ CF-¡'4ili'¡ YiËLD

il.€?
13.85 c.21L4
i5;s2 0.5 856

*Ì<,;¡ TYPË I PËArìSCN UISTRiBTTICN IS USED trì(*

r'rycTl-iiTTElæ?;rT I L_X/ A2 ) ìr*M2
iTHERE

t0.
70.
€O;

0.ii1l ü .00 ç4
0.0 I 9ó
Q.037r)

l.ì IT l''1 ûR I G I N AT T l-'E l{00 E r
Yü= --- C.ö2i,7-A1=-- --
A2= i¡r.9881 M2=

L3.5EE2 i41= 2.51]5CI
2"8513 ORIGIN= 19.5917

ÏF:E iSTIMATED TYPñ I FRECUENCY

--T :ï il-ì-nT-lj;t ö--0:-Cr.-T;e'0--õ.-uu u.u0 'ù.4{ u.22 J.4¡J
DISÏRIiJUTICI\ IS

c.8¿ i,2?. 1.é5 2.Cg ?.52 2.gL 3.23 3.47 i.63 3.ó8j.65 i.rL i.2q' 2 -çq_- 2.t4-2-. fÇ -T.gz - i. ÇZ--l.o+ a . or¡
_c_:l]__J .21 C ..1; 7 ii.ci c.c0 0. CC 0.0ù 0.00 0.C0 C . .r'J

CHI-SSUARE TEST:33 CLASSES EXAlt1INED, CHI-S{JU;:rRE iS 24.L098

ZCF
IEA-N--Y-I-Ë.LD --

PR EM IU14/
r-ñ suR Ë D -Y-r Ê-LD- -__-P-RE rìl- ur'4 

_-i-ñs 
u-R fD_Y r E Lb-

é0.
70. 13.85 0.2433 0.0l.7ó
80. IF.-



L78
JO LJ i\AM Ë

,\,!AN I TiìRA ç Ë,ùP_-Ð_LSJ"B.Ijj__Lhff-AJ_YJå1,Ð ( ß u S H Et S / ACÀEjÆ2 r - 7c

T i. E f,A ì.A 5-E T_ _l S_¡_

2V,L_ J2*2*?.Lå_),LJ

Ló.ç i.9.8 L2.ì J3.C
)5_-7____1 6 ,_4 _ _L_L,5_, 2:5 ,3
2L.2 3iJ.8 25.L L 6. C

L7.8 22.6 10.9
12.L __I4._ç__22_,{)
18.0 2L.5 L4.7
2C.0 76-a 2í'l-r

2L.B 16.5 L7 .6
_ _L6_.2 _2X,4_'¿4 ,_? _

2-r .9 L6.5 22.3
?1-7 21-4 71 -1

LZ.5 2.4.2 1l.C 26.Ê 26.3 26,C 29.6 29.L Lg.2 20.8

Tl-[ i]B SERVËD
l_____fr__

FREQUENCY OI S'¡RI BLTiOI.I
-0-----rC--i)--- c -

iS:()n
03¿

) 4
3
0

.t 225
22?

Il-iË VALUES If\ Ciì,DER ARE:

--,ü,-ËrLlfu - L2r -ti3__r__ 
t_4r S_D_r_Bl r B2-r K

2C .7 a999 27.5üçé7 1 8. ó L7L9 L',ò7 4 .7 320 C

Þ*.-?-!,497-. -Ç_.i.l-É_Eã 2.41724 -O .C ll-5{t

iSË_ ål_Uvn T__E! 1\i¡_8¡1At=_i_LE_Lul_NlY_ t_ISIRI Bu]_JcN _Ié :____ _ __
.ilC 0.Ct 0.C1 O.C2 C.C3 û.C6 0.Iû 0.1ó O.25 0.i0 ?.1ó o.25 0.fg

C._51_,{i. t_l _!. } L-__ _L:!1_!--l-: €_7_?-. 3_\-_ __2_J!__?:_L3-_}.,_+1 _ ?'_._7_.1____'3.8C 3.7t 2.a9 3.31 2-94 ?.52 2-ùB 1-ó6 \-)7 0-94.31 2.94 2.52 2.ùB 1.ó6 \.¿7 0.94
C.ö7 :-ì.4o-__L.j_1_0__.ZC _!J¿ O.C7 O.O+ iJ.CZ o.01 u.ùi

_ C;'lf :-_S_QUALE_TrS_Ii_ 3j__ç_L_A SS_E_SIXAMi NË_Dr_!H_1:!!!1A3E_ I S 2 j . 26iL __

/ê \Jf _P3_E¡1_r uX1_-
l,lËAf\l YIELi.l iN StiRËD YI ELD PREMIUM INSUREÐ YIËLI)

t1

r2.44 O.LZ66

È^ It.59 0. ó+00

ù.Ll 1r)Z
o - l) 2,18,

ü.û3û6

]¡*{< TYPL I PEAF,5tiN* l"rISlRIBt"TICN IS USEû {.:;.*

I = lc * {1+x/^1 )*>åiYl )i {1-X/A2l*t,¡42

-- l'¡ U;-L-û_LI i;_I N r\T _ I !r_E _ Jv-O_Ð E__r_Ujl Ë_LL
4.C697 A1= 13.5697 Ml= 2.57 23

_ A2= __ tÈ_:C'8_i3 ¡a2= J:f¿_7i_C3l_8_I_N= _- 20.L7þ9

Lt-l_Esll¡¿¡lE_D*.lrLE_ r FREçUENCY p rSTR i BUT iCt\ rS
C.ÐC c.Cc O-C,l 0.CC-C;Co o. -

CI¡-5íìU4RË TEST: 33 CLASSËS EXAIIINÊDI CHI-SQUARË IS 25.7Ð¿O

ZCF
,"tEAN- i]ËL-Õ-iñ Sun¡c ViElù

PREMITJM/
PREÌ'I IUI.,1 INSURED Y I ELD

É0. L2.44 0.r)740
o.253L

0.û059
o. or7+70. L1.52

E0. L(,.59 a.62L7 0.c375



MANiTÜiJA CRÜP D i\TJìICT 5 hHEAI YI ELD { BIjSiTELS/ACRË) L92I.7Û

rf,_E_Ð4_14 $_ET r!:1ó.7 ?O.b 12,g i.7.9 19.g 23.1 Ll.0
_-ì.8_€_11:? _ i1:8. ?.5._3 LL.2 L6.2 23.2
27..3 l1.g 2ê.C 2r.C 2L.4 25.C L6.5
23.L 21 .L 22.1 12.3 1.5. C 26,g 20.3

TI-ìE OB SERVED ;REQUÉNCY DI S]RIBI"TION
_'.___00i..rtüC

2L .5
19._0
23.9
25.7

L5.5
¿I.5

"18:B
)¿ aLg.L

zo.6 24.1
2A.O 2A.LIEli .rl+--îñ1-=it_çW 26.4 L7,2 L7.t

2
I

2
3

1
Ã

c
A

iS:
Ðû

1

x
2
t

5
3

1
2

4

Tl-E VA LTJES I t\ CRD E R ARE:
_ ia!{! r _L2 r a?: Ça r 5D 1 Blr

2C. e5999 23.L17e3
4.3CBlC 0.Ð2258

EZt K

-ló.7c313
2.3LO25

L234.ó 7800
-Ð.0 1 199

TI E ESTIIvATÊi:,' NURMAL FREGUENCY DISTRIBUTICN IS:--c. cc-0. cij -ll c O-Ð-.T1-C.T 1--0. cl--0.-c¡ --o.o-ç o-. L;¡ -o.zE
c.4i Ð.É2 0.92 \,¿g L.1V 2.23 2.15 3.25 3.óg 3.994J1-1.Ti --ã.çi-- ri.51 -t.ti-- ¿.'¿c 2;0C- t.¿b--i.rz*-o,aã
c.5'5 C.?4 C.22 0.13 C.C7 0.04 0.02 c.01 0.0c 0.00

3ê, CLASSES ÊXAMINEDI CHI-SQUARE IS 24.?036

ztF
¡VIEAN YiËLD i 

'\ 
SURED YI Ë LD PREMiUM INSURÊD YIELD

T_fidEG
?0. L4.6C o.zLeÐ
^;. --80. 1€.É9 i).5L2O

r< :!¡! T yp t I pEARS-¡a i_r-l-S-r-R,l e-u-T-lTr[-l S-_üsLo-x,r;;

c.0Ð é4
0 .0I +9
o;o3oT -_-

l=
lrj ITh- Yû; 
_-

À2=

CiIIGTN AT TþE IUODE,
C.C7l2 Al=

LC.C517 M2=

HHERE
- L1:2e7 J-Ml=

I C,F t 1 + X /A I ¡ *. *lv, f-T,-1-1:-¡-7pl-*-*.TZ

L.9t9B 

---
L.378,7 ORIGIN= 2L.654L

TI-:E ISTTiVATED.fYiìE I FRËGUÊhICY DTSTRISUTICN ISre:T-ö--Tlt o-_-o lîT-clC Õ-o . c b-ï:-
c.53 C.E5 1.20 i.5g 1.97 2.34 2.69 3.01 V.27 3.47
i.6ü i.66 3.Êl .5i. 3.30 3.0C 2.6¿ 2.1,6 L.63 -T;07
c,5i 0.c5 0.cü i),cc c.c0 c.cc 0.00 0.cio 0.0c 0.00

CH I-SQUARE TEST ; Z2 CLA S5E S EXAMI NED T CHf-S8U^RE I S 37 .12¡>7

Z EF PREùITUI4/
-¡l_ËA_N Ï_I_ELt] --- IÑ-SURED YIELD 

_ -' PP,Fi'IiUIl ITSUP.EU YIÊr-D--- _

É¡. 
------1;z:52--70. 14.é0

O:06-3-t---o. o-ol-t-
o. 223'ò 0.0153

€û; ló.ó9 o . r587 Q.C335



180
JÙB NÀMË

_jYA|!-LT*O. 8J!--C_8.01_D_I*S-T.KLÇ-I_é_¡HÍ A T yj E LL { iì u SHË

iti_E__ù_A -irr _s,E T-_ r:s :
ç.4 2i).6 11.7 15.ç 13.7 L6.5 1l_.Ð ló.3 L4.3 i7.0

___i.4-,_9__ j-_3,--9___J_4.2__I_l_.4 __._ 9.ó __11-C _L9,"4 l_L.-g_-18.3_2I.,.2 _
2ç.É, 25.1 2C.O i-7.0 L1.7 18.3 L3.7 Lg.2 1ó.C !7.3
i-6_-a-i-8-*Ð__:¿9."i__8.2 1ó.0 25.4 17.4 22-1 '.t4-5 ?7-4
11..c 21.0 11.1 ?0.3 24.3 !7.1 25.9 27.2 20.7 1B.l

TFE OB SERVEC FREiIUENCY
-c 0 t____J_
320
5lì

DIS]RIBtTiÛN IS:

'TËAI\j ¡ LZr U3 ¡ U1r SDr 81"
-1-7-.-c á-È0-0- 

-- 
-----2 0- . ç 7-i 3 !.t-- - - -

BZt K

_L4. e63:28
2.5C997

1103.8 7_6DD__
-0.0 L73+t1 .5-i ç 45 c.023ç 5

T¡ Ë ËST iMATFÜ NiìRMAL FREGUENCY DiSTRi BUTICN IS:
Ç_,r_û_c__*ù. Ç_i__:0_r_i_a_ _q_r_!_¡_ __c_?_c_ó__!_: i-_2___g_r_2ù___!__3 !__p?Jg _Q_r8?__i.2i L.67 2.¿L Z.7B 7.3+ 3.82 4.17 1+.34 +.3L 4.ùts

___3_r-6J_ t_r_L6_j, (:0 - 2r_v3 __1-j_1___1_? C_8__lL!_7_3_, 0_.._41__11_-29__ù-!7 _c.I0 0.c5 0.03 0.cL c.01 0.00 0.00 0"0c 0.00 O.üo

CHi-SQUARE TÊST: 36 CLÀSSES EXAMINËEr Cl-lI-SSUARE IS L9.6L23

__---1 2 ? O 1

TÌ.f__v,a l_iJ E s IÀ_cÀ_ù_E,q _ i & Li

Z CF Piì Ef'1 IUt4l
üËaN_ [EL_C __ _. IN Srg_E!__ylE_L! __ pßE]u ¡1.,¡¡"r INSURÉD y r ELn

-lo-¿-*----.-içr-l-A o. ]-Lþ'51- û.C¡I0a
70. L2..49 o.273L c.02L9

- 
80 '-- 11.27 aråL03 __ 0.0400

_Tl'rE I iEiul_.c_!\ ùLS_Ig_l_E_ru{_N_ls utEp :,,**

.__Y_=_J-L*L*(J..t-L/À1_llr_'LYi-l*_L(_L-,tLe)_t!_nZ
hITlì CR,iGIl\,\I Il-:E iq0ûEr HHERE

Y.]'= ÇrÇ_âQ_1_A_L=_____ _Ll.'1392 Ml= Z.6e+7
A¿- 1É.é481 M2= 3.79I3 ORIGIN= L7.2661

ii-t ¡srrr¡ir¡-rvTr-f FREGTiEñ iñ-iiox is
.ul0 ü,C{i 0.Cû 0.C0 t.C0 0.0C Cr.ü4 ,1.20 O.5? O.g5
.4'ò 2.Ç4 2.a,C 3.i0 3.r'!, 3.81 3.98 4.02 'j.gZ 3.7L
!1ii_3.-c_i__?_r i_Q_ z!_L_?___IrÉ_?_,1 . ?!___ D.48__0_. 5B 0.34 0. 1_A

.C7 J.C2 0.C0 0.CC C.C0 ù.CC ü.ü0 û.00 ,J.ijO 0.0i1

cl-i r-sQuARE rÈsl: ¡q ct-AsaEs Ê-x¡ùÏl¡eT, -cnl-loúÀne rs--ro.ça¡+

i
2

7' CF
¡\4EAN YiELD Ii\SLRED YIELD

PREMiUM/
PREMIiJM INSURãD Y1ËLO

o.2265
ó0.
70.
80.

I C: 7_o_

L2.49
14.27

0.0 18 1

0.0385

0ó3_c.pô79 __0.Q
c.54a2
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JÜ B NAI'IE
¡1AI\ I TOBA CROP ì]TSTRICT ? lÀHEAl YI ELD { BUSI-1ELS/ACR E I L921-"0

TI-E ¡]ATA SËT I S:
2

I
2

L7.!
ilr3
26,9

_]?:? _

2r.Q
I

7

0.
þ_.
ç

+2tv
zLl

221.C
66,32

a

4

17.1 22.5 ló.5
7.1 , g.C 11.9

2C.5 23.1 20.0
24.0 22.C 23.4

2t.õ- --t+. i- - i¿ .3-
1ó!4 _i.ót4__14.C
24.9 Lg, g 22 .5
27.3 2L.9 24.1

'ltì c

7,5
;C.T_-
21.2 21 .0 21 .3 L2. E

ì2.C 25 .f22-:-5-ï4.2 22.3 23.6 23.4 22.3 ?8.4 22.5

T IiE ÛBSERVEI FREQUENCY DT STRIBUTIÛ'\ I S:
__rl__ _0___ __ç___ 0 __ __c ____ ___0_ _ __z____L___i

I

iI-ìE VALUES IN CF,TJËR ARË:

L ¿a t / ) r t

t-.17iei
29.52b7 É,

c:33754

BZt K

-93.2L48/t
2.35500

2A53?t 61û_g
-0.1 25Ot

rïEANt LZr U3t l4r SDr Ë1r

C.0L J.CI t.uZ A.C4 C.C7 CI. 11 0.18 0.27 0.4i 0.59
c.sz 1,1.1 I.{5 i.E3 2.24--2.64--3:O[-t.3-3
3.t., 3.t2 2.27 2.ç5 2.51 2.L6, L.76 1.39

--T"51-z.so
1.05 0.77

c. 55-0:7¿ --o-.2.-5 c.'f6- c; 10 -- o. oe- -0.ö¡ o;öz-b-:Ol 0;01

-t-HF-s,ìuAR.Ë 

TEsr : 3ç CLASSES EXAMINEDI Ci.II-SQUARE iS 3Ð.54tÐL

MËAN Y T ËLi) II\SLRED YIELD
PR EM'1,Uil/

PREMTUi.I INSURED YIÉLD
z-óF

É0. l.L.ç4 0.17û7 0.0143
'l 0. L3.93 0.37i9 o.0267

fII* J.Sl.IAPED TYPE I PEARSCN DiSTRIEUTICN IS USED /,:${c

I = TC t¡ X:i:*rri * {Aj.+AZ-X}**lv2
[-r-rf õR-ï--*=ï-m-Tî-n-aîïF--iFE-l-iTrfiffirffi

YC=
'\ ¿--

C.C09û Ai= 25 .957 5 11i = Q.7675
'2 . ç J! 6, I't2= - clî r oZ- c nTcl ir¡ =----ç .-21. o1

Tl'rE
L. iJL

. s l I ¡rÀ T-ET- T y ¡ E r 
- 

F R Eç ü ¡ r,'r cV Ci s ïn Ie uT I Clr l-s-
0.cii 0.ct 0.cc c.c0 0.12 0.39 c.60 0.a0 u.99

I. 17 ï.-:Z---î-,f i--"Ï"aå-f ;ãT-f :0--T7i-TlTt-¿Æ z.l4
2.ç3 3.L3 3.?5 l.óC 3.89 4.2ê /+.88 0.C0 uì.00 0.00
c.rt 0.c0 -c.cr-; ').cc c-co--ü:0C --0:co --J,-00--1.-oô 0.C,0

¡ f trCH I-SQUARE TÊST e r- n s sr S-Ex¡ N r'n È-c' e ä t -Scùa-a ¡-f l--t-e.04¿7-

MEAN Y i ELD INSUREO YIELD
PREf"lTUi4/

PREMIU¡,i INSURED YIELD
BOF

É0.
7 0;-'
80.

1 1.94 0.2558
T3.9i- - O.5ZE1--
15.ç2 A.939ó

0.0214
c.oz-79
0.0590



L82
JÛ 8 NAI{ E

_ ___ ¡4ANJJ.pjê_gr_Q!__Ð.15_TßI_çl g-Ilf Ar rütn t st,stiE-t5@.
__ Tl-E iiATA_LtI_ISi_
1.0,7 i6.2 Lc..5 3C.2 19.ó 23.4 ll.1 20.9 L2.5 i7.g

--_.-9--_L--1Í¿_.1 
- L?.2-_f_4,_9_ - ó.0 ]1._9__lg.? _L7.6__zL._7___L7.0__. _

19.5 25.ê 24.Q ?2.C 1.9.9 23.9 ig.5 23.5 l3.O 18"5
-*L i á_-0_. *Lr-1__1-3--5_jLJ. 27-6 24- 5 2o .6 75 , ? 2a _trû.? 26.8 Lg.5 ?7.4 24.7 26.C 26.7 29.7 21.3 ?3.2

ThE OBSËRVED FRESUENCY ÐI SlR IBLTION I S:
i___n____O _c___n_ __. I ___O___O
22L21124

J--Ði3577

2C.7 3ç99 ?2.9095 g

Jr.l3bte -_ .-g_,?¿Lll

ThE VA LUÊS I f\ CÂ.T) E R ARE:
--{iEA.i[r -.12 r-Li t -.-14 ¡ S Ðr- -B I r- B2-r K

-9û.56641 2668.0 32C0
-o.1 f]6712.46347

__T_L_Ë_E_åLIrv.Af-E.ú_ N_ûÁr:LL_ F8_E_QU_E.|!C,_Y_ D_f JT_&I_8UTJ-QII= rS :__
c.í11 0.0i. o.c2 0.c4 c.có o.lc 0.1ó tJ.2+ û.3ó 0.5I
tr-?l--çr-g 5-Lr7-+-- 1-r-5-L-L-9-?-L. 29 ?.65 2.96 3.22 3.+ù
¿.41 3.45 3.?2 3.iC Z.eI 2.4ê, 2.10 L.74 i.3g 1.CB
c.82 0.éj_t._L u.2g c.20 0.13 0.08 0r05 J.c3 0.02

ûLli:S_Ë:¿ê8Ë_IE S I ¡ åe-ll¿l SF-S -L ð Al!-i I\ED-r-!-H I: S 8U A R E - r 5---23- f332

7" CF ?_iq E¡1_LUI1¿
Mt,AN YIELD I N SURED YIELD PRE14 IUM I i'IS URED Y I ELI)

¿^ L2.44 o.iè77 0.,1151
lD,_______ __14_.52._ ___0, 4L?_3____ 0,Ê2*18 _
t0. 1é.59 o.7 85+ t.o47v

ìKà:¿< TYPE i PEARSCI\ DiSIRIBUTICN IS LjSEC 
'<:I}:(

Y = YC Ì, I L+X/ A1 lv¡*|ul * { l-X/AZ ) **¡42

IV- C.Co49 A1= 2L .89 9+ M1 = L.7 4ts5
, Ot= 5.éü,)¿i M2= C.4+7c) ORIGIN= Z4.6ZL.)

TI.E EST IiVATEII TYPT I FREGUENCY DISTRIBIJTION iS
C.ù,1 ,1.C0 C.C0 0.t2 C.CB tf,. i7 0.29 O.42 ö.58 Ð.15

__l_.9?_ Ir.i_3___i,3_?, "i_r2,)____ l.! .11 *1.95--L_J6 2136 2.55 2.73
2.i],9 3.C3 3.1,4 3.2L 3.25 3.22 3.LZ 2.92 2.55 1.¿35
c,_CI_ü Qr_Q-Q_C._CC QJI C.Ç0 0.CC c.00 il.C0 i).c0 ù.Ð0

CHI-SCUA¡E TEST: 37 CLASSES EXAMiNEDT CHi-SQUARE IS Z!.t)i34

"¿ CF P¡ìEÞ1IUI.4/
,-4-EA N 

- tiEtD--] ñsún È o- vl È iu PRË14IUi,ì INSURÊD Y IELD

É0,
70.

L 2.44
I4. t2

0.2Õ4ô
4.5v23

ù.02I3

80.
l. C3ó

L(,.59 c.9503 a.o513



L83
JÜ U iIAJVIE

MA¡\ITI]BA CRSP Ð ISTRICT 9 hHEAT YiELD {BUSHELS/ACRE} L92L.7J

ThE DATA SET IS:
i.z.l 1ó.c-fc..¡-lq.{ 15.o- 13.5 lc.s 2ü.5 lz.4---6.8-
1_¿_:5__._1Þ_._l __]l:!__ 1-8:=_C 5.8 L3.9 l BrS .Ll ,4__ _Z?r_3 __zZ.L
22 .4 27 ,3 25 .0 25. C 23.3 24 .C 21 .0 2.6 .8 i B. ó ZL .5
22.1 21 .! 2r.1 L2.5 23.A ?5.5 22.6 25.1 2L.5 22.5
'rL .f-26 :î*iïïe-"*å-ilî-"21;6 il--

rHe ssSsavEDT¡r¡n uÊrrrcv o-lSin I st i iI]N I S:
c !l_ _9I __ __C_____0__ _ _r,

3L3L
p
2 2

23143432

I_E_E_ VA L_rJ_Ë t _i \_ çgÐjg__êgf_i_ _
ilÉAl,¡t L2¡ U3r L4t SÐr Elr 8lr K

-91.18359
2.'19Ç45 0.314c1 2.4C885

2L39.9 5900 __ -
-C,.1 243b

c.cc 0.c1 0,c2 0.03
C.ó9 0.95 L.26 !.tr2
3.t.5 3.59 3.41 3.13
c-.if ifll- o.z2- o:Zi

Tþ,.8 ES'T I¡qATED NÛRIVAL FREGUENCY D ISTRI BUT ICN IS :
C.C5 0.Cg 0.l¿i O.22 A.33 0.49- 2.cL--2. 42- - 2: El --3:-1-5--Z .+-Z- T. A)
2.78 2.39 1.99 L.59 L.24 't.93

CH I-SQUAR.Ë TËST: 3E CLA SSE S EXAMI NED I CHI-SQUARE I S 30.1822

%DF
Í4EA¡i YT ELD il\ suRErl YI cr rìLLU _q ßL M¡ UT-

c.159í)

P.R EM Túiq/
TNS URED Y I ELD

0.û13Cér3. L2.28

-- 
€ Q:-. 1é"37 A.7i51

*+* TYPE I PEAR.SÛN DISIRIBI-TIfN IS USED {(::r'k

I = YC li

o.J24E
ö.v437

hITh TR.IG
17+X/ A1 )+*MI *
fi\-lîr--flifl"Pn¡6
C.C799 A1=

(L-X/ A2 ) **M2
h¡HERE

22.7365 ¡'41= i. ûó[']4
(.t'ò5 û t{2= - 

C;cî3 LE]lRlf,I-N= 7 {.59LL)

: TI-È ÊST TiVtrTEC iVP¡_ I FRÉQUEÑCY- DISTRIBüT-TO]I_ 15
a.CC 0.CC 0.CC iJ.CC C.Cif, 0.LC {J.28 u.46 ù.ó4 ü.82

2.94 3.C9 3.21 3.44 3.é1 3.11 3.9I 3.99 0.00 u.00
a;úc-0.0c -C.i:- J.c-e c.cn- o.ce--0.-00---,J:õ0 J.ilJ--,t.-oö

cH r:sariAnr t rsrl -¿: 
c l-¡ sse !- E x/.Ml NEc-, cl-ri--Sr.lu¡nu t s -2-¿.îe'ta

YC=
i\ ¿=

PlEAN Y I ELi-ì iNSURED YIELÐ
PREMIUIq/.

PRËI"IIU14 INSUiìÊD YIELI)
4t-Jr

€0.
/u.
80.

I2.2 B 0 .21)6 '.) C.0I ç3-r4 .32 -- û ;4ç ô-3---e Õ3TP,
1é.37 C.9Q51 0.0553



184
JOB \AME

_-___l_'44ùJISB{_ge?_P_-Ð_LLTßrIJ_il_bHåAT_tyJftp { ßusl-ìELS/AcrìE t 1e?1-1o ,.. .

It- Ë )4_T,A _S_E_'r_ _i_SL_
i5.6 26.t Lt,7 !2.ç 19.3 22.5 19.5 2I.6 L5.? iB.g

---14-.-C - 
--2?-.3- --l-€ .1-- IJ.-7,,. ó' 5 15'-9--11-.7 --2O-'7 23.4 -71¡.-9-.2I.5 30.5 3c.c 28.c 23.3 26.c 22.2 27.8 25.7 2L.7

]5,-Ê--?.þ-.-l*-¿fuS---Il*-L-J.é'-Ç--Æ--ó-;n'-5-2j.,.3 27. 6 2b,'r6 

-

g.g 28.2 30.i 30,c 25.3 28.5 29"5 25.9 72.L 2.6.3

ÏI.'Ë OBSERVED FREQTENCY DfS]RIBI-TION IS¡

---u 

ii-- C 
-n--i-=-0 --1 

0 ---i --0-C:r.C33tl4')

2CI
TlìE VALUES I'\ CRDËR ARE:

----í9-tANr-4.2 ¡ L3-¡--l4r--SD-r- EL.r.- BZr K

22.ë9999 Vl.GA7C7 -141.48820 3624.00ó00

_rtå_i:_S1_I[A_r-EÐ_N!A]IlAL_FF_E_G_U€Nçy _D_I_S_T_LI-B!-I]_ûN rs_i_____c.tc 0.ci 0.c1 c.c2 c.c3 0.có 0.09 0.13 0.20 a.?_g

-Ç--.-1-i-i¿-5--7- --Q .,i-Þ i-'-Ç Ç--l-r ?]-=l . 5 ? - --1-.-9 9 ---2 ' 2J-L.Þ2 -?' $!)-Z.ù3 3'19 2.27 3.2e 3.1ó 2.99 2.75 2.46 2.'J,5 L.32
.__ 1.5U 1.2I C.ç5 0.72 C.53 C.39 0.27 0,19 0.12 0.09

- -_ 

-c_tl_l:åauA8E_l_E-S_li 

_ _3_g_ c_LA JåAsl XÅMrNÅE_LçHI -_S_(LUARÈ _r S__1g- 'i25_4

ZJF _- PREM TIJItl
i"lËAI\ YIELD INSURED YIEI.D PRE14IUi,I II..ISURED YIELD

é0. L?.-t4 O.L754 CI.ClZB
_zL,__ _1__é!_C_3___ _ 0_. 333_þ__._______O,92!þ__ _t0. 1€.32 0.7943 íJ.O4V4

t+;iypÈ r Þr¡n sCñ -¡l slni-eul r crrl îs-usec ;**
Y - YC * (1+7,/^i)>¡*tül * {1-X/A2)**t42

. __hl_It_ 08_I8 Il_!_.A_i_ _T l-_E _l,O_D_F_r ,¿iLl-E-RF__ ____
Y 0= C . tó Z 5 A1= 2ô.16L9 Ml= L.7Ðb5
A7= ?al7-!j !l= C.20C7 üRIGIN= Zd.BeBz

Tl-',E LII_IrYATr--Ç TY"?å_I FRECUENCY DISTRI IS
û.0C 0.C0 C.C0 \l.CZ C.Có A.L2 0.2'J 0.29 0.39 0.51

CH j:._SQt.jARE TEST : _3_/_._C LA SSE S EXAMI NED, C !QUAtlE I S Zb.BS59

MÈAIi YIELD INSURED YIELD PREf.IIU,Y INSUiìED YTÉLD

é0. L-J.14 0.2'Ì363 Õ.02C8
7C 1ó.03 0.5b7C C.o354
80. LE.?z 1.0ü/.ô c.íJ548



L85
J0 B irAM E
MAN i TOEA CRiJP D I STRIC T I1 hHEA-T YI EI-D ( BUSHELS/ACRE ) i92I-70

_ _ _ Tll__q4 1A ll_T _¡ s i
12.ê ZtJ.t il.9
,i ? : ?---l-1: ó --L! . ó- 

-19.5 26.9 24.t
2Z.L 22.L LI.4

12.,1 !8.ú Ii.5
lC.5 _L5. ó i5._B
L7.1 24.1 L2.7
1?.9 23.5 zg.g

L9.2 L+.2
1 q_. _9 _ _?a :,i, -
73 .g 2L. L

25.9 ?5. Z

2s.l
2r:-c
24. Q

LQ.2

i7.I
_17.8

22 .7
24.3

7 .!+ 7T:ä 2ê,.) 2't.4 26.9 27.{, 27.0 23.9 3û.6 ?3.9

THE oB sËnvE cTnra úÉ ñ¿T D i Sinl-s ür rûN I ft-
0rl 0 _c__0__ ___ç_ ___0_
2
2 I 31?-3130

13
___a

5
U

ïl'18 VALUES lN tF.DËR ARE:
l,lEAN¡ LZr t,3z L4t Sllr Bl.r

2C. t 5ç99
5.49CL5

3,1.i41,75
c.1ó 5ç I

E2'¡ K

-67 .4L197
2.2565 9

2C150.16ôüt
-0.0 677 4

TlrË ËSTIlcA:lËD NûRMAL FREQUËNtY DISTRI BUTIûN IS:
rJ.óó 'J.90 I .20 1 .55 I.9¿i 2.34 2.7i 3.08 3.36 3.55
)--t'i - 'i-r C-.L, ).¿2 ..13 3.18 2.e4 2.46 2.06 L.67 1.31 O.99
C.73 J.52 '11.3ó C.24 C.15 CI"C9 0.0ó 0.03 C.02 0,,J1

___:l1]¡-.Ð!¡Lr_ TEST: 3E cLASSES EXAfvIINEDT CHI-SQUARE IS _34 .5_0_2?

zaF PR.EMiUj'1/
¡1EAN YIËLÜ TÑ SLRËÐ VlrLÓ PRËMIUM IñSùREC-V]ËtD

;-- cuo L2.40 A.L577 E --
70. L4.4 6

-?--. -- *-- -l *4 ll I 
- - - - _--o:] ?!]

-o:-o
.o245

80. ié.53 ft 1 L/.v. r r-lï 0.0433

Y = YC >k Ci+fi
hITl-'. 0R IGïl,l ¡1T Ti{E lvOBE r HHERE

YC= C.Cô59 A1= 19.2891 MI= 1.0637
A2= q.23q3 F,2= C.2333 OR I G I li= 25 .2214

Tl-'E ESTiIVTATED lYì)E l FREGUENCY DISTRIBUTIül\ lS
e:.-Cr-o-i-.T-if --T-.T-0-u.c¡-e;c'Ö-0'.úL--Õ:TI-Õ-3-ï;ÍfiïiT?g
l.üi !.23 1.1.5 1.éÉ 1.€7 2.Ae 2.26 2.44 2.6L 2.77
t: ç 1 -3:cE-7.1-5- I .21-- Z:-ZB--3-.TC -TJI5- --3;i-0-¿;T'5---ù;õ0
c.üû 0.c0 0.cc c.cc c.c0 c.cc 0.0i1 0.00 0.0c 0.û0

CHI-SIìUAR,E TËST: V4 CLASSES EXAMINEDT CHI-SQUARE f S 24.65I8

7. CF-lE,[ñ -Y I-Ë[D---

É'1.
7C.

PREI"IIUI'1/
I rr SURED-y I ELD---PRE,\4-i¡,r---TNSnrËD- V i e ¡_o-

-- ---Iz;4 0 
-

i1.4 ó C.45L9 0.J312
80. f é;5-3 9.8657 o.o524



186
JO ts llAl'18
MANJ-IIISA-ç_RùP D I sTß-!(, T 12 hHE.Al---LilIÐ--LLtr5-LfE.LSu ¡CffJ-iszr:fo

TI-E .)A-iA SET T S:
rl.2 22.4 L2.4 9.t L4.3 13.9 11.+ 19.9 !+.2 Ll.5

- 
15--9,- 

-1-9-.0 - --1 i.4--\-9. I -. . B. f¡ L4 .3 
-L-9.0 - 

i-7--' ó L6,C - -'lJ-. 9--_ -

Lg.5 2B.B 2É.Q 27.C 22.3 22.5 1ó.6 25.9 L7.7 23.7
21,-0.-JA*]---22*J-.-1,1.L-L5-J 29.] 2O.9 JL5 ZL.i 23.b ---
LL.2 ?5.7 li.0 ¿i.l 24.8 26.ê 27.O 28.4 26.A 23.O

TI-E OBSËRVET FRËQIJENCY DI5]RIBL]ICIN IS:
c û ___ù___'$__0__c_ 0_ ü_-__L---l
¿5i.
l?5

2
?

3
-'t

i
3

?

5
3
1

'2

?
3
{-)

L r !¿-ES__I_N__C_ß_D E_LA&E_i
i'iEAN¡ L2t U?7 14t SDr BIr E?t K

-- 
2e-LZ9!-9--- ---_- 2-i . 83 Cl É- 

- 
-- :3-1 . 4 84-?-E--, --1 I 45 -. 97L0,Q-- 

-5.(.4189 t.O1"ò57 1.91971 -Q.OL524

TI-..8 :STII',!ATEI] NiJRMAL FREçUËNCY DiSTRISUTITN TS:
1.01 0"ç2 0.t3 0.c5 c.c8 0.13 Ð-20 0.29 0.43 Ù.61
i:.84 1. 11 1. q 3 i .7I 2.L1 2.54 2.89 3. l8 V.10 3.52

__ . i.2]_3 .-43 _ _3 ._22 Z_-gL_?_-êQ _ ,Z_.23_ __r_. 85___ L__t_9_ 1_. 1_ó 
-0--r-9È' C.ó¿r '3.4ó C.:1 0.21 C.13 0.C8 0.05 0.03 O.A2 0.01

cHt-srìUARE TÈST:3ç CLASSES EXAMINEDT CHI-SQTJARE IS 2U.48,'J4

ZCF PREMTU!4/

_JLF=4j!_YJ_E_,1tj _ __ _L\ r LR Ê,_D__ yl_E_L_9 __ _ P I L-M I U-l'1 u-tsu_RÉE_YI_EL__Ð_

é0. L2 - c5 a.I9Z7 0.clól
70.
I0 .-_____

LA.Có C.+Q95 0.0291
1c_,-C-ó--------0-Zgé-B 

- 
010490 --

C.00óó 0RIGIN= 2.8.67L6

*I,q*< TYPE I PEARSCN I]IS:TRiBL'IICN IS tSËD )F:I*

Y = Y Ç-ii--( 1:å/é-1-).ji-U-L-nil---¡-/åel-"J' M2--
i'jITli CRIGIN Ai ll-iË ¡rODEr t,,¡HERE

YC=
,\ ?=

TI-E ESTiPATEN
it.ûc 0.cù c.c0 0 . c c c.00 0. 0c 0 .00 0.0c it .22 I.32

(: .."'0 0. c0 c. c0

¿.c9 2.20 2.3C 2.39 2.47 2.54 2.6L
2 . F -4 _ _2, 89 2 . e! __2_r_9p _-3J ?_L_.O_r_9_ .l0o.cc c.c0 0.cc 0.00 ü.00 û.0c 0.00

CHt-SQUARË IEST: ?2 CLASSES EX¡l"lINEDr CHI-SQUARE IS i3.ó099

C.4ó20 ivî2=

CA1. €0 1
) -72 ')
La I i -

i.é1
¿ .61

7, AF
i{EAN Y I ELD TNSIRED YIELD

I2.C5 C.Ióll
14.Cô 0.4503

P R, E11 I U i"II
PRf:MIUM INSURËD YIELD

_Ê9_-:
70.

0.0L34
4.o320
c.c5ó360. lé.cé 0.9L26



t87
JJ I j',¡Ai'lË

* -**"IåNlJ*Ç.så_-Ç..tùB t"l:.1Í¿!-I iå_¡f.É-AI yr ELn { BtsrtELS/ACr. É-) 1,ç2L-70

TFE ùATA SiT IS:
zc"¿ 26.c i.?.9 L4.5 2C.0 23.C,
22.ü 22.7 24.4 ¿3.1 15.0 20.i
!9.5 3,0.0 3C.',i-'ZS.C Zb.ç 3i.i
?3.6 33.1. 21,7 11.€ 25.Ç 29.1
Iã:-ü ã;1j*2î;1*?-$;'5-, d-:3--T:1 30.{¡ 29.5

L4.t) ¿rt.4 2cf.¿
L4?6 _L?:4 _3_J?5
25.8 ?9.7 2.3.7
i9.g 3ü.ó 3.J.7

i9 .2
2Q.7 __ _

2ò.8
30 ,0

ThE IB ShRVÉC

-çi'l

DiS'¡RIBL]IOJ.¡
cl c

FRES LErr¡CY
{.1 C

rc.
¿J.

OD
c
1

c n'rrr1

L3
¿

2
T

t,

3C
5¿

U

1-
+

-- -- ire -ú¡lùfS- ln
,ilE.Ai'jr !22 L3r

24.ç5ç99
É.ct8ç5

CRIJEF éRE:

)1 .Ð7i35
c.l51c5

v4t sur Blr E2 I K

-81.7?E28
2. \ê,249

297 2.512.ÐO
-0.0 57ó9

_TiË ÊSTIr.'ATEti NûRfqAL FFECUE¡\Cy DISTRIBUTICh* IS:-e-:-0-c-0;f0 - o .t,:-_-c. 11- c. c1'--¡. c2'----0:03 
_-ö;05-0-.T8--0 

: ri----'ü'¿c x,2E 0.4t i-).5e ç..15 c.98 L.z5 L.i5 L.az ¿.Lg,51 ¿.19 3.C2- 3:1e 1.?1-"V-Zr2.5L ¿.19 3.CZ 3.1 7.21 3.26 ¡.i7 t.'0¡__ 2-:17' z2.L7 i. B4 l. i2 L .23 c. 9 ó o.13 o.54 0. 39 o .za 0. 19

_ _ __cI1!-_!,"ìUARE TËST: 3É, L LA SSE 5 ËXAMTNËDT CI.Ii-SQUARE IS 4E .301 4

PRE¡4iUi4/
PRE'MnJ¡_-- lnSù-ílED y r Êtù

u/ t'' ftè þt

:'IEÀí\ YiFL¡ I ñ-StRÊD VlÊ r-o

14.ç8 C.L¿i',3 0.00 8ó
0.01 E4Q.3209-0.-z 0s¡ 

*
o.o354

!=
h ITI:- !çt __-

F¡q. 1y-pE--t'-pE-a a sr ñ D fs--T-R-i tsuTI-eN:-IT [s-il) ->¡;:¿ii

ïî--'itïf-iãf "pe¡q1-a1T-xMt *riry,2
f]R,IGiN AT TI-IE i\4CDEI i,iHERE

c.có05 At=- -'zL;gol?-lJii;
_ _li- :.ó780 MZ= C.O?ZB CRiGIN= 3L.7üL3

ThE rST IIVATED TYPÉ I FRËCUENCy DISIRIBT,¡TItN tSc;T0-T;eõ-õ-.cõ-*ö;cï.-.fl-c0-ölc¡--Õîü0--ö.rrr.rirr[TÏ)
4.27 û.:3 c.i5 c.95 1.13 1.31 I.47 I.c2 L.77 1.91.--z-.ci- -î'.77 -2.30 2.4-t z.-52- -2.t,3 -2.72- 2.¿-t-z.B-tl -2-.9-5-?.ûc 3.Qz 3.cl ¿.9c c.c0 0.cc 0.00 0.00 0'.00 o.u0

CHI.SQIJARE TEST: 3G CLASSES EXAMINEDI CHI-SQUARE IS 3 i. l150

zcF
MËAN_YIELD-- iNSURED TiEI.D

?0. Ll.41

PR EI.f TUNl/
PRFM-I Üf4 -T-N_S]LRÊ D Y I El-D

0. I _j5 ¡J 0. Jrl9 i
0.4û04 4.J229---eT;--l-L 

ç-l u.5ôôl o.i)434



1BB

JU ß NA}1Ë

-*--U.AN-I-TC-B-A 

CRflP ü Lslni*l-11-lHEffiL . .

It_r _DA I L_S_E't _-I S ¡
11.CI 1E"4 I?.t, Lq.1 14.ó 1?,C 1.0.ó 17.B L3.4 ió.7
11.C 18.4 LZ.6 L4.7 :.4.ó L7.C I0.o 17.8 !3.4 L6.1

j-E__t_Æ-_1,..j.J."2*"J*-5__LA.Q Zjl ,.c, L9.7 ?-1 ,þ Iù.3 t9.6
5.1 26.5 11 "? !A.2- 2A.5 2L.1 22.! 29.4 25.7 23."6

Tl.E 0BSÈRVEt r-REiIUENCY DISìRIBLlIüN IS:
_--- c ___o__ _l_____c__0_-__ì _ I _o__ __L1_

4C041L+544
14?Ct1ìoa

Tr-'J__V3tu_ES _i\ C,RTJ,EE ARL:
,uEAÍ\¡¡ L2¡ L'-t L+r S0r Blr 8lr K

f--Ê-.-Ç-i9-99-- -,- -*-- 21.óit¡-é-l- L5.7 50OÐ 2L99.428:t0
5.2t5L5 0.01 i?8 2.88,383 -0.03r11

TI.Ë ES] IIVATEIJ NORMAL FREQUËNCY TISTRI ÙUTICN IS :
q-_..ü_1_ 0q-u_ll___Ç_.[Þ__A-J_B____C_r_L!___,O.?2 C._3_1__Drþ_!_cJ_4__!.{i2_
1.3ó i.7ó ?.Lg 2.ê,2 3.û3 3.39 3.64 3.78 3.73 3.b5

__--__-?-r-11_?_.gt___2_.t*1,__?,_2c__].7_l_-_it38_l__.Q]_0_.7_5_ _o,52-*0_.15__.,
c.23 0.14 0.cg 0.c5 c.c3 0.02 0.01 0.00 0.ti0 t,00

CHtr-S,ìUA'lÊ TEST: rrC CLASSË5 EXAMINEtT CHI-SQUARE I S 40.813i

UCF PREù1IUi"1/
l{E¡i\_Ijl__LD __ _ _LN S_liRE!. -YI E_LÐ ___PRËf1IUM __ Ii)istJfì_El_Lll|._!_E

É0. 1c.81 c.2.AL3 C.üI8ó
1A. 12. ê,L 0.4iC,1 0.0325

___ Ê0 . _,-, 13 r 42 O ,7 643 0.0530

ì. ,r, r, 
__. Jf I_E___l_ .g -q A¡ì S qN ir I _S_lL _I 

g L_l _i_ç r\_ _I _L U S E!ì__tj_t

-__._Y.. = -lål: Ll-l*x1Àl"låillt_ å Il.-.L/-æ_)_'t*r4?,
hlTl- ORIùIN jiï TliË ¡10DEr ÞrHERËhITI- ORTùIN Jiï TIiË ¡lODE' Þ,úHERË

-Y-.F__ C.C7+7 Al.= 2t.129I ltL= 16.224'ò
A.2= 41.tt¿q r42t 23.7371 CRIGIN= L7.7ú63

. TI-E ESTIMAT{:D ]Y¿C I FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTICN IS
C.ûC fl.Cl 0.CZ i.C5 C.l0 0.Lg O.32 'J.50 0.75 L.07
1.44 i..€6 2.2L 2.14 ?.!2 3.43 3.ó4 3.73 3.69 3.54

__a_-,2_8___?._r9q___?.iþ zr_15_ 1215- _i.38___I..-Q5 0.-78 il:?5__0..æ______
c.25 û"1é C,10 ,J.Có C.C3 C.û2 0.01 ú.0ü 0.30 0.00

CHI-SQUARË TÊST:39 CLASSES EXAMINEDT CHI-S8UAR.E IS 40.0534

U CF PREI,lIUM/
r'lEAN YIËLC INSLRËD YIÊLD PREMIU14 INSURET YIELD

t0. Lq.42 0.7520 0.C522



J0l t\¡Ai'l8 ---T8t--

--TdF 0FSL-FI'ELì-f líLìr:rlqc-i jì I-Sf¡ I nu-i-I 0l{. lS:- _ -- ---- --':._
C' 0uUûll0ûl
4 ., ..0, -_ r --.-ir-_ 7- 2 _ .--5--.-ó.- __5-_ -_-5_
Iq3ütII03

Tnr VALUES Tl¡ 0Rrli-.;( Åx¡l:
____ __t4EÁi\ir i 12._ t r? r._ll1lr_ s0_r _BìJjlz r__(-_

ìrvrr! TyoE iv pr-¡RSüt.i f)IslRIrruTjor'r Is usFD nìrri

I = Y0 * (I+X-;iXlA-r.l).|rx-* r+ tXP(-Vt?ARCTAN(X/A))
-,b¿l.f_d---0ÌrI GTN- *LT_ U-!:-t\/ R- + MLAj¡¡-r_ xlHL:RE

YC= ,}.'j?71r' þ= 3-2.û77?L lr,l= ?9.9\?47
_*_-_*-_v-=_.- __-\.?"/|lqill^.'.- _ 57.90ô95 0RTIÈLNL= r¡ n2722

. IÏE_i 5_T_I 'q ¿1t,' - l_Y!r* _il¿_.Epi-ariE !\!-Y__Dlar rì I Bt ¡ T Ill tr T s
0.01 'i"0?- u.jl-l í.)"06 0.I0 û,17 ().28 0"45 íi.69 ì.0(\ 0.I0 û,17 ().28 0"45 ú.69 ì.01
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A.I.l+. Limitations and Extensions of the Program

Limitations and extension of the computer progran

are summarized as follows¡

1. The maximum number of yield observations to be

read in is limited to one hundred. The niaximurn

nu¡nber of classes of the frequency distribution
is limited to fifty. However, these two

limitations can be extended by changing the

DIMENSION cards of the main program and

subroutine subprogrâRS¡ For example, if the

max.imum number of observations to be read in

increases to two hr¡ndred and the maximum number

of classes of the frequency distribution increases

to seventy-five, the DIMENSI0N cards to be

changed are as follows¡

In the main program,

DrvrENSroN DATA(100 ), CLASS( 50), IFREQ( 50),NAME(20 )

should be replaced by

DTIIENSTON DATA( 200 ) , CLASS (Z 5) , TFREQ( ? 5) ,NArvrE ( 20 )

For example, in the subroutine subprogram

ÐII\IENSION Y( 50), c( 3), rr( 5o)

should be replaced by

DIIYIENSIoN Y (7 5), c ( 3),TE(7 5)

2, the inputr/output devices of the compiler are

specified as 1 for card. reader and 3 for printer.

If the input/output devices are different,
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fcr exanple the card, reader is J and the printer
is 6, the DATA eards in the main program and

subroutine subprograms should be replae€d by

DATA rW,rR/6,5/

for
DAÎA TW,rR/3,t/

3. The boundaries of each class of the frequency

distribution are limited to one bushel, êrgr ¡

7.,0t-2,.00 bushels. The classes of the frequency

distribution start from 0.01-1.00 bushels and

then continue to the maximum. In order to save

spe.ce in the print-out the boudaries of the

frequency distribution are not printed. T,he

estimated frequencies are measured at the

¡niddle point of each class.



APPENDIX II

THE APPROXII'ÏATE INTEGRATION

The approximate integration used in calculating
premi¿m rate. is called the TRAPEZOIDAL RULE, lhis. is
based upon the simple idea of capping each strip with a

line segment, joining the points on the curve corresponding

to the end poinis of the striprand then replacing the area

under the cur\¡e by the area under the trapezoid.

For example, let y = f(x) be the function to be in
integrated from x = a to x = b, or symbolically,

intervalfromx=ato>c=b

fwidth¿x=(¡-e-)/N,

., *N shown along the x-axis

the x-coordinates of the

aoa

att

-t95-

fu
\ r(") dx
)a

To estimate this integral, the

can be divided into N strips o

The points XO, *1, xZ, c . , r. c .

in thc following figure Ìocate

sides of the dividing strips.

ty-2 a¡-1 t¡¡= b
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The area unde: the i-th line segment ( i = lr 2r...., N )

is equal- to the area of a trapezoid with base ¿ x and sides

Vi-t and yi. The area of this trapezoid is equal to

Àx
t(Yi-r+Yi)

A simple formuia resul-ts when the areas of the individuaL

trapezoids are summed. From the firsi to the N-th trapezoid,

the areas are successively given by

,ÁX

, (uo +yt)

^Âx+ ( Yr * Yz )

AX
? (vz *vj )

¡x
i- ( v¡-z + vn-r )

Ax ¡

3 ( Y¡,¡-r * vu )

The formula, knowrr as the trapezoidal rule, for estimatingç

the integration follows;

(v
)" rc"l dx = + ( uo + ,u, + Zyz o.... + 2vn-1 + v¡r)
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In calculating the premium rate, the integration
to be estima;ed is as folLows¡

1'c\ (c_x)f(x)0x
.)a

where â = starting point of the yield distribution,
c = insured yie1d,

f(x) = probabitity density function of yield.
Therefore, if c1 is the insured yield for coverage at
60 percent of the average yield, the premium rate p5O

j.s as follows;
/
1̂"1t.o=)"-("1-*)r(x)ax

rf "z is the insured yield for coverage at /0 percent

of the average yie1d, the premium rate p7O is;

Þ ("2,P?o= 
)"-, cz- x ) f(x) ax

In the computer program p7g is estimated by

l^ c'
P?o = )"t, "z - x ) r(x) ax

+ ("t ( cr- x ) r(x) ax
Jcl

similarly, if the insured. yield for coverage at g0 percent

of the average yield is 
"j, the premium rate pUO

is calculated. by;
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Each integration is handled by calling two function

subprograms, €rg"¡ SUMT1 and 8Q11, when the estimated

distribution takes the form of a Type I Pearson distribution.
The integration is then estimated by dividing the area

under the curve into 50 strips.

(co
PBo= )"'(ca x)f(x)ax

= (:t("3 x)r(x)¿x
)a

+("t(c.-x)f(x)ax
)cr )

fc^
+\)(c,-x)f(x)¿x

)"2 )
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200ÎÀiJLü A-III-1

!ùHEÀT YTELDS OI' SÀI{PLE ¡'^åRI'IS IN
TìIsK ÀREA 4 SOT¿ RATING C

lllfiEAT yItrLD (BUSTIELS PER ACBE)

FAR¡{ 1966 1967 1968 AVERAGE

1

2
3
¡+

5
6
7
I
9

10

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
1E
19
20

21
22
23
24
25
¿o
27
2B
29
30

3C-
20.
20-
25.
37-
zl.
tt2-
30.
2A-
29.

40-
40-
-)?

30-
14.

J¿.
35.
1(

30.
¿ l-

28-
30.
25-
32.
30.
25.
30-
35.
2C-
30.

30,
23.
ZJ¡
25.
20.
27.
3B-
1t:

29-
28.

30.
28-
35-
2A-
25.
30-
40.
35.
40.
40.

35.
35.
30"
35.
¿+ 0.
J0.
30.
30"
30-
25.

25.
,.lC
4Jo

20-
25.
35.
25.
35-
26.
.)Ê
4Jo

33.

40.
22.
25.
12.
25.,)(
50.
30-
40.
30-

35-
25.
)1

25.
30-
30.
27-
30.
15.
20-

28.3 3
22.67
21-67
25.00
30-67
24.33
38-33
27 .00
27 -33
30.00

36.67
30-00
31.00
20- 67
22.00
29-00
41. 67
33.33
36. 67
30.33

32- 67
30.00
25- 67
30.67
33.33
28.33
29 -00
31.67
21-67
25.00
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lAB¡,8 A-rrr-1 ¡cOutruuro¡

31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
¿i0

4i
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
+v
50

5X
52
53
54
55
56
5'l
5B
59
60

61
62
63
64
65
66
67
6B
69
70

30.
35.
-10-
32.
30-
,)q

25-
22.
?q

40.

25-
30-
30"
q0-
25.
)q

30.
'r 5.
20.
?1

t0-
35.
1q

22.
1C

30,
22-
17.
35-
30.

20.
3-
8.

25-
J0.
'E
¿i0.
40-
27.
25-

25.
36.
20.
25.
40-
28.
1B-
18.
22-
40.

43.
i5-
28-
30-
30.
20-
30.
4A-
25.
32.

?q

6.
1B-
25.
40.
40.
2B-
12.
30-
3-J.

35.
14-
20.
30.
35.
15.
40.
45.
40.
30.

30.
27.

4-
3.
7.
0.

34-
30.
20-
23.

27.
o

12.
25-

0.
11-
12.
12.
31.
35-

20.
1tr

30.
25.
20-
25.
21-
32.
30.
35.

23.
21-
)E

3C.
40.
15-
30.
35-
30.
30-

28.33
32.67
18- 00
20.0c
25- 67
17.67
25-67
23.33
25- 67.
34.33

29. 67
17 .67
23.33
31-67
18.33
1¿l-67
24.00
22.33
25.33
32- 67

28-33
25.33
2t+.33
24.00
26.33
31.67
23-67.
20.33
31.67
34.00

26.00
12- 67
21.00
2B-33
35.00
15.00
36.67
40-00
32.33
28-33
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TÀBIE A-rIr-1 (coNTTNUBD)

71
72
73
74
75
76
77
7B
79
BO

81
B2
83
B4

B6
$7
88
B9
90

91
92
93
94
95
96
97
9B
99

100

101
102
103
104
105
106

AVÌË AG E

30.
30-
30-
3B.
38-
30.
36-
?q.

30.
30.

4t.
30-
20-
?q

39.
30_
40.
40-
)E

.? Ê

J5-

25-
atrZJo
30-
46.
10.
20.
30-
32.

1tr

20.
35.
3C-
?Ê

33-

29 -25

35.
35.
25-
28.
34.
33.
36-
30.
40-
30.

40.
40.
3C.
35-
33.
33.
35.
30-
35.
20-

34.
30.
45-
30.
35-
50.
J0.
30.
35.
q0.

20.
12-
32.
12-
35.
30.

30- 28

f+ ù.
25.
30-
45.
40-
40.
40-
l+0.
40-
45.

45.
30.
30.
30.
37.
33-
40,
30.
40.
30.

37.
37.
21-
30.
36.
40.
30.
35.
25-
28.

35.
14-
30.
15-
30.
32-

27.77

35-00
30.00
28-33
37.00
37.33
34.33
37.33
35.00
36-67
35.00

41.67
33.3 3
26. 67
33-33
36.00
32.00
3E. 33
33- 33
36. 67
28.33

35.33
34.00
30- 33
29.33
33.67
46.00
30.00
28.33
30-00
33.33

23. 33
15-33
32.33
19-00
33.33
31-67

29.10

SOURC¡I: ¡{ÀNITO8.A CROP INSUEANCE COIiPORATION
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1.å,iij.E A-ITL-2

Í,itiEAT YIElÐS OI¡ S¡illPi,E fAR¡iS fN
frISK AREA I+ SOIT RÀTING }'

r,JHEÀ? yïELD (BUSHELS PEB ÀCRE)

I'Ãl( iI 1966 1967 1 968 AYERÀGE

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
I
I

10

11
12
13
14
15
¡o
11
1B
19
20

21
22
¿J
24
¿5
26
27
2B
29
30

20-
¿¡5.
?t:

30.
35-
40.

.ltr

20-
25.

2'3 .
27-
38.
30-
J5.
20-
'¿5.

22.
30-

25-
24-
¿ l-
')Ê
îtr
20.
3C.
15.
25-
26-

23-
37.
40.
25.
2E-
35.
28-
20.
15-
25.

35.
1^

40.
40.
40.
30-
32.
16.
24.
12-

20-
18.
27.
2Q.
22-
20.
12-
22.
30.
30.

18.
24.
35.
32.
25-
29.
30-
25.
20.
25.

20.
¿ t-
50,
35.
30.
20-
52.
52-
43.
30-

20.
17"
22-
25.
25.
't B.
30.
40.
30.
30.

20.33
35.33
36.67
29.00
29.33
34. 67
27.67
23.33
18-33
25.00

26-00
26-00
42.67
35-00
35.00
23-33
3í).33
31.00
29.67
24 -00

21.67
19.67
23. 33
23.33
2+-00
19.33
24.00
25.67
28- 33
28. 67
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ÎÀBr.E A-Irr- 2 (cgNTINUDD)

31
32
33
34
35
36
37
3B
39
40

41
42
43
44
I+5

4í)
t+7

4E
49
50

¡1V ERAG.E

25-
')Ê

18.
atr

38-
?C,

2E-
44-
i 3-
30.

12.
18-
îq
t)
JJ-

22.
23-
-rf

20-
2)
1ç

21- 14

20.
23.
22-
15.
33.
¡ö.
15-
29.
30-
20.

25.
32-
23.
30.
30.
18-
24.
15-
35.
20-

25- 46

20.
25"
42.
40.
40-
30.
30-
37.
35-
22.

20.
40.
12.
30-
30.
20-
30.
30.
35.
30.

29. 42

21 .67
27.6'l
27 -33
26. 67
37.00
27.67
24-33
i6.67
36-00
24, 00

19.00
30.00
20.00
3i.00
27 .33
20.33
26.3 3
21-67
34.00
21.67

27 -34

SOIjBCE: MÀNITOtsÀ CìOP INSilItÄNCI CORPORÄTION
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TAlrLE A-rJ.1- 3

}/iíEÄT YTEIDS OF SAIlPLE FARI"lS IN
RISK ÀREÁ 7 5ÛI1 R.åTING C

1¡¡HEAT TIELD (BUSHELS PER ÀCRÐ)

FA¡t¡i 1966 1967 1968 AVERÀGE

1

2
3
t4

5
6
7
B

9
10

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
2t)

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
2B
29
30

ÀV E&AG E

30.
35-
25.
25.
30-
30.
33-
35.
.3 5-
25.

qô

?q
35,

35.
lc

40.
33_
40.

28.
34-
20-
27-
1?
.)Ê

30-
.3 0-
40.
:0-

31.40

30.
, 30.

20.
30.
25-
28.
25-
30.
20-
25"

40.
28-
35-
35.
25-
45.
25-
20.
35.
35.

35.
25-
22.
15_
25.
30-
23.
25-
35.
25-

2A-20

10.
28.
16-
)2JJ.

30.
20.
45.
35.
30.
1C

40.
20.
33.
26.
25-
40.
10-
30.
40-
20.

40.
2B-
16.
30.
15.
15.
30.
30_
25.
25-

27-00

23-33
31.00
20.33
29.33
28.3 3
26.00
34.33
33.r3
29.33
25.00

43.33
24.33
31.00
32.00
25- 00
40.0 0
20.00
30.00
36.00
31. 67

34.33
29.00
19.33
2r¡-00
24.00
26 -67
27.67
28-33
33.33
26.67

28-87

SOIJSCE: iYANI:IOBå CIIOP TNSURÀNCE CORPORAÎION


